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Abstract 

 

Mechanism of Molecular Triplet Excited State Generation in Quantum Dot-Molecule 

Complex 

 

By Tao Jin 

 

Efficient generation of molecular triplet excited states has been extensively studied as it is a 

critical step in systems of photon-upconversion, photodynamic therapy and photocatalysis. 

Recently, quantum dot (QD) has been developed to sensitize or enhance molecular triplet excited 

state generation (TESG) because of its unique properties compared to traditional molecular 

sensitizers. Despite the emerging progress achieved in QD sensitized/assisted TESG, thorough 

understanding of the TESG mechanism in QD-molecule complexes have not been accomplished. 

In this dissertation, we investigate the TESG mechanism in QD-molecule complexes with transient 

absorption spectroscopy (TA) and time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL).  

First, we tested whether QD sensitized triplet energy transfer (TET) is mediated by charge 

transfer virtual state by studying the shell-thickness dependent TET coupling strength in CdSe/CdS 

core/shell QD attached with 9-anthracene carboxylic acid (ACA). The measured TET coupling 

strength decreases exponentially with CdS shell thickness, and the exponential decay factor β is 

smaller than the sum of βs for electron transfer and hole transfer from QD. We propose that 

core/shell QD sensitized TET is mediated by both higher-energy virtual exciton states in CdSe/CdS 

QD and the charge transfer virtual state. 

Second, we studied the correlation between QD bright/dark states and QD sensitized TET 

with CdSe/CdS core/shell QD-oligothiophene as a model system. We tuned the equilibrium 

between QD bright and dark states by varying temperature, and TET dynamics were measured 

with TA. We demonstrated the significant contribution of both bright and dark states to TET, 

which was attributed to the components with triplet-state-like spin characters in bright/dark state 

wavefunctions. 

Furthermore, we examined the TET from trap states in CdSe QDs to adsorbed ACA with TA 

and TRPL and showed that both band edge and trap excitons can be transferred from QDs to 

generate ACA triplet excited states. The rate of TET decreases with decreasing trap exciton 

energies and is much slower than the TET rate from band edge excitons. 

Finally, we demonstrated the TESG in CdSe QD-modified boron dipyrromethene (BODIPY) 

with charge separated intermediate state under excitation of either QD or BODIPY, and this TESG 

pathway kinetically competes the direct TET pathway. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

1.1 Molecular triplet excited state sensitized by quantum dot through triplet energy transfer 

1.1.1 Quantum dot sensitized triplet energy transfer in triplet-triplet annihilation based 

upconversion 

Molecular triplet excited states have found promising applications in photon-upconversion, 

photocatalysis and photodynamic therapy.1-6 Access of triplet excited states of the photosensitizers 

with light excitation can initiate photocatalytic organic synthesis reactions and can generate highly 

reactive singlet oxygen (1O2) through energy transfer for photodynamic therapy.4, 6 Another 

intriguing application of triplet excited states is photon-upconversion based on triplet-triplet 

annihilation (TTA), which has been applied in solar cells and photocatalysis to overcome the 

Shockley-Queisser limit by converting photons below the semiconductor bandgap energies into 

higher-energy photons.7-10 TTA based upconversion is also appealing in bioimaging application 

due to its ability to convert near-infrared (NIR) photons with long penetration length in tissues into 

visible photons.11 As shown in Figure 1.1a, a conventional TTA scheme involves multiple steps 

including photo-excitation of the molecular sensitizer, intersystem crossing (ISC) to generate the 

sensitizer triplet excited states, triplet energy transfer (TET) from the sensitizer to the annihilator, 

TTA of two annihilators to form one annihilator at singlet excited state and finally the emission of 

fluorescence from the singlet excited state.1 The most developed photosensitizer for TTA based 

upconversion so far is the heavy-metal organic complexes owing to their long-lived triplet states 

at room temperature.1, 10, 12-13 One key disadvantage of these photosensitizers is the large energy 

loss during the ISC, which is detrimental to achieve large anti-stoke shift (ΔEUC) in the 
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upconversion system.13-15 In order to overcome this disadvantage, recent research has turned to 

develop alternative molecular sensitizers including molecules exhibiting thermally activated 

delayed fluorescence and direct S0-to-T1 absorbing osmium complexes.15 Although inspiring 

progress has been achieved, these sensitizers still require complicated molecular design and 

synthesis procedures to acquire desired photophysical properties for the TTA systems. 

 

Figure 1.1: a). Energy level diagram and key processes in molecule-based TTA upconversion 

systems involving ISC of the sensitizer to its triplet excited state (T*), TET from sensitizer to 

annihilator and TTA of two annihilator triplets. b). Scheme of TTA upconversion with QD as 

sensitizers. 

 

One effective approach to avoid energy loss in ISC and to achieve relatively simple material 
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design and synthesis for the sensitizer is to apply quantum dot (QD) as the sensitizer, as shown in 

Figure 1.1b.15-16 Because of the strong spin-orbit coupling and electron-hole exchange interaction 

in QDs, the singlet and triplet characters are mixed in the exciton states (bright and dark excitons), 

and the energy difference between bright and dark excitons is typically 1-100 meV so that energy 

loss in ISC is circumvented in QD based TTA systems.17-19 Photophysical properties of QDs 

including conduction/valance band edge positions and exciton binding energies can be readily 

tuned by the size and surface ligand of QD through well-established and feasible synthesis 

procedures.19-20 In addition, QDs possess other advantages including broad absorption spectral 

range and large extinction coefficient compared to molecular sensitizers.21-22 Inspired by these 

unique properties of QDs, TTA systems with QDs as photosensitizers have received intense 

research interest in recent years.16 Early research by Tang and Bardeen’s group demonstrated the 

TTA based upconversion with PbSe QD as sensitizer and rubrene as annihilator, which could 

achieve ΔEUC = 0.67 eV with upconversion efficiency ΦUC = 0.01% (with maximum ΦUC of 100%) 

under 800 nm excitation.23 The low ΦUC was attributed to inefficient TET from PbSe QD to free 

rubrene through the tunneling barrier of the long alkyl chain ligand on QD.23 Aiming to improve 

the ΦUC, Tang’s group attached transmitter ligand 4-(tetracene-5-yl) benzoic acid onto PbSe and 

PbS QD surface.24 With triplet excited state energy of the transmitter ligand in between exciton 

energy of QD and triplet excited state energy of the annihilator, excitons in QD would undergo 

TET to populate triplet states of the transmitter ligand, followed by TET from the transmitter ligand 

to the annihilator, as demonstrated in Figure 1.1b.24 The introduction of the transmitter ligand 

enhanced ΦUC from 0.021% to 1.7% for PbS QDs.24 Similar enhancement effect was observed in 

TTA systems with PbSe QDs and CdSe QDs as sensitizers.23-24 Based on this TTA scheme, various 

strategies have been developed to enhance the ΦUC, including but not limited to sub-monolayer 
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shell growth on QD to passivate trap states, introduction of midgap state or electron/hole level by 

cation adsorption or doping, shortening of the alkyl chain ligand on QD and quality improvement 

of QD by synthesis.25-32 The improved ΦUC reaches 11.8% and 24% for PbS QD and CdSe QD 

system, respectively.30, 32 By careful choice and engineering of the transmitter ligand and the 

annihilator, photons with energy low as or below silicon bandgap (1.12 eV) was successfully 

upconverted to visible light photons for PbS QD TTA systems.33-34 Research efforts have also 

demonstrated the utilization of other QDs including cesium lead halide perovskite QD, CuInS2 QD, 

Si nanocrystals and InP QD for upconversion of visible or NIR light with efficiency around 10%, 

as shown in Figure 1.2.35-40 In addition, the QD sensitized TTA was extended to solid-state 

architecture by Bulović, Bawendi and Baldo’s groups in films of PbS QDs and dibenzotetraphenyl 

periflanthene-doped rubrene with ΔEUC around 0.49 eV and ΦUC lower than 1% at half sun 

excitation intensity, and the ΦUC can be further improved to 7% with improved device structure.31, 

41 All the research progress has shown the promising prospect of TTA upconversion based on 

triplet excited state generation from QD. 

In order to improve the overall performance of the QD based TTA upconversion system, one 

has to consider one key step in the scheme: TET from QDs to the transmitter or to the emitter. 

Evaluation of the overall performance of TTA systems usually involves two parameters, one of 

which is threshold excitation intensity Ith defined as: 

𝐼𝑡ℎ = (𝛼𝛷𝑇𝐸𝑇8𝜋𝐷𝑇𝑎0)−1(𝜏𝑇)−2    Eq. 1.1 

where α is the absorption coefficient at the excitation wavelength, ΦTET in QD based system is the 

efficiency of TET from QD (to the transmitter) to the annihilator, DT is the diffusion constant of 

triplet state annihilator, a0 is the annihilation distance between triplet state annihilator, and τT is the 

lifetime of the annihilator triplet excited state.42 The other parameter is the upconversion efficiency 
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ΦUC, which can be expressed as: 

ΦUC = 𝑓ΦISCΦTETΦTTAΦFL    Eq. 1.2 

where ΦISC, ΦTET, ΦTTA and ΦFL in QD based TTA systems are the efficiencies of QD ISC (equals 

1), TET from QD (to the transmitter) to the annihilator, TTA of annihilators and annihilator 

fluorescence, respectively, and f is the spin statistical factor representing probability of obtaining 

singlet excited state after TTA of two annihilators.43 As shown in Eq. 1.1 and Eq. 1.2, improving 

efficiency of QD sensitized TET is an effective approach to decrease Ith and increase ΦUC. Further 

improvement of QD sensitized TET efficiency requires comprehensive understanding of its 

mechanism, which involves scientific questions including whether QD sensitized TET follows 

theoretical models of TET in molecular donor-acceptor complexes and how complexity of band 

structures and surfaces of QDs would affect TET mechanism and pathways. 

 

Figure 1.2: QD based TTA upconversion systems with high upconversion efficiency. a). PbS QD 
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sensitized TTA with ΦUC of 11.8%. Adapted with permission from J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2019, 141, 

9769-9772. Copyright American Chemical Society 2019. b). Au doped CdSe QD sensitized TTA 

with ΦUC of 24%. Adapted with permission from Adv. Mater. 2020, 32, 2002953. Copyright John 

Wiley & Sons 2020. c). CsPbBr3 QD sensitized TTA with ΦUC of 10.2%. Adapted with permission 

from J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 2019, 10, 5036-5040. Copyright American Chemical Society 2019. d). 

CuInS2/ZnS QD sensitized TTA with ΦUC of 18.6%. Adapted with permission from J. Am. Chem. 

Soc. 2019, 141, 13033-13037. Copyright American Chemical Society 2019. e). Si QD sensitized 

TTA with ΦUC of 10.0%. Adapted from Nat. Chem. 2020, 12, 137-144. Copyright Springer Nature 

2020. f). InP/ZnSe/ZnS QD sensitized TTA with ΦUC of 10.0%. Adapted with permission from J. 

Am. Chem. Soc. 2020, 142, 19825-19829. Copyright American Chemical Society 2020. This figure 

is adapted with permission from ACS Energy Lett. 2021, 6, 9, 3151-3166. Copyright American 

Chemical Society 2021. 

 

1.1.2 Theoretical model for triplet energy transfer 

Mechanism of TET was examined originally by Dexter.44 In the Dexter’s model, TET rate 

follows the Fermi Golden rule: 

𝑘𝑇𝐸𝑇 =
2𝜋

 ħ 
|𝑉|2𝐹𝐶𝑊𝐷    Eq. 1.3 

where V is the TET coupling strength, and FCWD is the Frank-Condon overlap weighted density 

of states.44 It was assumed that V for TET is the two-electron exchange integral expressed as: 

|𝑉|2 = |𝑍|2 ∝ |∫ 𝜑𝑎
′ ∗

(𝑟1)𝜑𝑏
′ (𝑟1)

1

𝑟12
𝜑𝑎

∗(𝑟2) 𝜑𝑏(𝑟2)|
𝐼𝐹

2

    Eq. 1.4 

where 𝜑𝑖
′  and 𝜑𝑖  are the electronic wavefunctions of the excited state and ground state, 

respectively, and i = a or b represents the donor and the acceptor, respectively. Eq. 1.4 is in the 

form of electronic wavefunction overlap and decays exponentially with distance: 
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|𝑉|2 ∝ 𝑒−𝛽𝑇𝐸𝑇∗𝑟    Eq. 1.5 

In Eq. 1.5, βTET is the exponential decay factor, and r is the distance between donor and acceptor.44 

Harcourt et al. later included the ionic configuration terms (charge transfer virtual state) |𝑎+𝑏− > 

and |𝑎−𝑏+ >  into initial and final wavefunctions for coupling strength of TET between 

chemically bond donor and acceptor (as shown in Figure 1.3a) and yielded the coupling strength 

to be: 

𝑉 ≈
𝑇𝐸𝑇𝑇𝐻𝑇

𝐴𝐸𝑇
+

𝑇𝐻𝑇𝑇𝐸𝑇

𝐴𝐻𝑇
− 𝑍    Eq. 1.6 

where Z is the two-electron exchange term in Dexter’s theory, TET and THT are the one-electron 

matrix elements of virtual electron and hole transfer, respectively, and AET and AHT are the energy 

differences between the local donor excited state (|𝑎∗𝑏 >) and electron/hole transfer virtual states 

(|𝑎+𝑏− > and |𝑎−𝑏+ >).45 Calculations with local molecular orbitals by Scholes et al. showed 

that the first two terms (through-configuration terms) in Eq. 1.6 dominate over the two-electron 

exchange term.46 The result is consistent with the Closs model that TET can be considered as 

simultaneous electron and hole transfer, as shown in Figure 1.3b.47-48 Accordingly, exponential 

decay factor for TET is the sum of those for electron and hole transfer: 

𝛽𝑇𝐸𝑇 = 𝛽𝐸𝑇 + 𝛽𝐻𝑇    Eq. 1.7 

More recently, Skourtis et al. concluded that contribution of virtual bridge exciton states with 

electron and hole both on bridge unit to TET coupling strength would be significant for case of 

long bridge length and lower tunneling energy gap in donor-bridge-acceptor complex, as shown 

in Figure 1.3c, and 𝛽𝑇𝐸𝑇 in this scheme would deviate from that in TET mediated by charge 

transfer virtual state.49-50 It should be noted that the bridge exciton states in the model are not 

populated during TET and should be differentiated from proposed TET mechanisms of other 

research in certain systems that TET can switch from tunneling to multistep hopping in donor-
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bridge-acceptor systems with real bridge exciton state intermediates when the bridge length is long 

enough.51-52 

 

Figure 1.3: TET mechanisms and pathways. a). TET pathways in donor (a)-acceptor (b) systems 

consisting of direct Dexter exchange mechanism with two-electron exchange integral as coupling 

strength term (green arrows) and pathways mediated by charge transfer virtual states (dashed blue 

boxes) with one-electron integral terms as coupling strength (blue arrows). The green boxes denote 
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local excited states of donor and acceptor. b). With contribution of TET mediated by charge 

transfer virtual state to TET coupling strength greater than that of exchange integral, TET can be 

considered as simultaneous electron and hole transfer from the donor to the acceptor. c). Potential 

TET pathways in donor (a)-bridge (c)-acceptor (b) systems. Green boxes denote local excited 

states of donor and acceptor, dashed blue boxes represent charge transfer virtual states, and dashed 

red box represents the virtual bridge exciton state. Green arrows are the two-particle interactions, 

blue arrows are the one-particle interactions with charge transfer virtual states, and red arrows are 

the one-particle interactions with virtual bridge exciton state. 

 

FCWD in Eq. 1.3 can be written as the spectral overlap between the donor and the acceptor: 

𝐹𝐶𝑊𝐷 = ∫ 𝑓𝑎(𝐸)𝐹𝑏(𝐸)𝑑𝐸    Eq. 1.8 

where fa (E) and Fb (E) are the normalized donor T1-S0 emission spectrum and acceptor S0-T1 

absorption bands.44, 53-55 Because of the spin forbidden nature of the S0-T1 transition, it is hard to 

evaluate FCWD of TET with Eq. 1.8. Alternatively, within harmonic oscillator approximation, 

FCWD can be expressed as: 

𝐹𝐶𝑊𝐷 =
1

(4𝜋𝜆𝑎𝑏𝑘𝐵𝑇)1/2
∑ ∑ 𝑒−𝑠𝑎𝑒−𝑠𝑏(

𝑠𝑎
𝑛

𝑛!
)(

𝑠𝑏
𝑚

𝑚!
)exp (−

(∆𝐺+𝜆𝑎𝑏+𝑛ħ𝜔𝑎+𝑚ħ𝜔𝑏)2

4𝜆𝑎𝑏𝑘𝐵𝑇
)∞

𝑚=0
∞
𝑛=0     Eq. 1.9 

in which 𝑠𝑎 and 𝑠𝑏 are the electron-vibration coupling constants for the donor and the acceptor, 

ħ𝜔𝑎 and ħ𝜔𝑏 are the spacing of vibrational energy levels for the donor and the acceptor, ∆𝐺 is 

the free energy change for TET and 𝜆𝑎𝑏  is the total reorganization energy of the donor and 

acceptor.56-59 The parameters in Eq. 1.9 can be obtained from fitting of the phosphorescence 

spectra of the donor and the acceptor.60 Within the classical treatment of low-frequency mode, 

FCWD for TET can be simplified as the formula in Marcus theory:61 

𝐹𝐶𝑊𝐷 =
1

(4𝜋𝜆𝑎𝑏𝑘𝐵𝑇)1/2
exp (−

(∆𝐺+𝜆𝑎𝑏)2

4𝜆𝑎𝑏𝑘𝐵𝑇
)    Eq. 1.10 
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1.1.3 Mechanism studies of quantum dot sensitized triplet energy transfer 

Because TET from quantum dot to the transmitter ligand or to the annihilator is one key step 

to determine the overall upconversion efficiency in QD sensitized TTA systems, mechanism 

studies of QD sensitized TET have been conducted since the discovery of QD sensitized TTA.16, 

62 The prerequisite of studying TET mechanism is to determine the TET rate. QD sensitized TET 

rate 𝑘𝑇𝐸𝑇 can be calculated from the TET efficiency ΦTET as: 

Φ𝑇𝐸𝑇 = ∑
𝑎𝑖𝑘𝑇𝐸𝑇

𝑘𝑇𝐸𝑇+𝑘𝑄𝐷,𝑖
𝑖     Eq. 1.11 

where 𝑘𝑄𝐷,𝑖  and 𝑎𝑖  are the rate constant and amplitude of the ith component of the intrinsic 

decay of QD without attached TET acceptor measured from time-resolved photoluminescence 

(TRPL) or transient absorption spectroscopy (TA).52 A more direct approach to obtain TET rate is 

to measure the decay kinetics of QD excitons with presence of TET acceptor and the growth 

kinetics of the acceptor triplet excited states with TRPL and TA.63-65 Direct TET from QD to the 

acceptor without intermediates can be confirmed by faster QD exciton decay with the acceptor 

compared to QD without acceptor in TRPL/TA and the simultaneous growth of the acceptor triplet 

states along with the QD exciton decay in TA, as shown in Figure 1.4a-b.65 TET rate can be 

calculated as: 

𝑘𝑇𝐸𝑇 =
1

<𝜏𝑄𝐷−𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑟>
−

1

<𝜏𝑄𝐷>
    Eq. 1.12 

In the equation, < 𝜏𝑄𝐷−𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑟 >  and < 𝜏𝑄𝐷 >  are the average weighted lifetimes of QD 

exciton decay with and without acceptor, respectively, calculated from multiexponential or stretch 

exponential fitting of the QD exciton decay in TRPL/TA.64, 66 When the TET acceptor is attached 

to QD, TET rate is related to the average number of adsorbed acceptors per QD, and it is of interest 
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to determine TET rate from QD to one attached acceptor (intrinsic TET rate) denoted as 𝑘𝑖 𝑇𝐸𝑇. 

The number of adsorbed acceptors on each QD (n) follows Poisson distribution: 

𝑃(𝑚, 𝑛) =
𝑚𝑛𝑒−𝑚

𝑛!
    Eq. 1.13 

where m is the average number of adsorbed acceptors per QD.65, 67 Within this model, 𝑘𝑖 𝑇𝐸𝑇 can 

be calculated from kinetics of QD exciton decay and acceptor triplet growth as: 

[𝐴]𝑇
∗ (𝑡) = [𝑄𝐷]∗(0) ∑ 𝑃(𝑚, 𝑛) ∑ 𝑎𝑗𝑛𝑘𝑖 𝑇𝐸𝑇(1 −

𝑒
−(𝑘𝑄𝐷,𝑗+𝑛𝑘𝑖 𝑇𝐸𝑇)𝑡

𝑘𝑄𝐷,𝑗+𝑛𝑘𝑖 𝑇𝐸𝑇
)𝑗𝑛     Eq. 1.14 

[𝑄𝐷]∗(𝑡) = [𝑄𝐷]∗(0)(𝑒𝑚[𝑒−𝑘𝑖 𝑇𝐸𝑇−1]) ∑ 𝑎𝑗𝑒−𝑘𝑄𝐷,𝑗
𝑗     Eq. 1.15 

where [𝐴]𝑇
∗ (𝑡) and [𝑄𝐷]∗(𝑡) are the acceptor triplet states and QD exciton population at time t 

in QD-acceptor complex, respectively, 𝑘𝑄𝐷,𝑗 and 𝑎𝑗 are the rate constant and amplitude of the 

jth component of the intrinsic decay of QD without attached TET acceptor.65 

 

Figure 1.4: Mechanism studies of QD sensitized TET. a). Scheme of direct TET from CdSe QD 

to attached functionalized oligothiophene (T6). The energy alignment indicates that direct TET 

from QD to T6 is the only energetically allowed process. b). TA spectra of CdSe QD-T6 complex 
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after excitation of QD at 520 nm. Simultaneous decay of QD exciton bleach at 580 nm and growth 

of T6 triplet state absorption at 720 nm suggests direct TET process. a) and b) adapted with 

permission from Chem. Sci. 2019, 10, 6120-6124. Copyright Royal Society of Chemistry 2019. c). 

Photominescence quantum yield (red circles) and photon upconversion quantum yield (black 

squares) as function of 1Sh-1Se absorption peak position of CdSe QD in CdSe QD-ACA-diphenyl 

anthracene (DPA) TTA upconversion system. Adapted with permission from J. Chem. Phys. 2020, 

153, 114702. Copyright AIP Publishing 2020. d). Upconversion quantum yield and TET rate 

constant as function of phenylene bridge length in CdSe QD-anthracene with phenylene bridge-

DPA TTA system. Adapted with permission from J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2020, 142, 41, 17581-17588. 

Copyright American Chemical Society 2020. e). Scheme of endothermic charge transfer mediated 

TET in CdSe/ZnS core/shell QD-ACA complex. Adapted with permission from Nat. Commun. 

2021, 12, 1532. Copyright Springer Nature 2021. 

 

In order to unravel the mechanism of QD sensitized TET, researchers have been focusing on 

testing whether Eq. 1.3-Eq. 1.10, which describe TET mechanism in molecular donor-acceptor 

systems, can be applied to QD sensitized TET.62 The driving force for TET can be tuned by QD 

size.68 It has been demonstrated that rate of QD sensitized TET and accordingly the upconversion 

efficiency increase with decreasing QD size (increasing driving force) in PbS (Se)-rubrene and 

CdSe-ACA systems, as shown in Figure 1.4c.68-70 The results may suggest that QD sensitized TET 

lies in the Marcus normal region described by Eq. 1.10, although it was not demonstrated whether 

TET rate exactly follows Eq. 1.9 or Eq. 1.10. Another study of PbS QD attached with TIPS-

tetracene carboxylic acid by Rao’s group shows that while TET from the attached ligand to QD 

follows Marcus-Hush theory, the reverse process, which is TET from QD to the tetracene ligand, 
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does not show dependence on QD size and may be rationalized by indirect TET mediated by 

intermediates.71 When QD exciton energy is close to energy of acceptor triplets, reverse TET from 

acceptor back to QD after the initial TET from QD will be manifested and can result in thermally 

activated delayed fluorescence of QD.72-74 It should be noted that change of QD size in these 

systems not only change the driving force for TET but also will alter the coupling strength for TET, 

which complicates the rigorous examination of Eq. 1.9 or Eq. 1.10 in QD sensitized TET.75 

Research has also been devoted to studying the factors for changing coupling strength of QD 

sensitized TET and how these factors will affect the TET rate.62 It has been demonstrated that the 

coupling strength and TET rate can be tuned by the length of tunneling barrier between QD and 

acceptor, which can be changed by inorganic shell thickness, acceptor bridge units and the QD 

native ligand length.25, 31, 52, 76-77 In these studies, TET rate generally decreases exponentially with 

shell thickness, acceptor bridge length and QD native ligand length (shown in Figure 1.4d), which 

is consistent with model for coupling strength of direct TET in molecule systems described by Eq. 

1.4-Eq. 1.6. The studies have also shown that these parameters will bring about additional effects 

to change the TET mechanism. Growth of sub-monolayer shell may passivate surface trap states 

and suppress detrimental side pathways, which enhances the TET efficiency.25, 78 Increase of 

acceptor bridge units will switch TET from tunneling to hopping from QD to acceptor and result 

in weak dependence of TET rate on bridge length when bridge unit number reaches 4-5.52 Decrease 

of QD native ligand alters TET coupling strength by varying dielectric constant of the medium and 

leads to deviation of native ligand length dependence of TET rate from Eq. 1.5 at short ligand 

length.31 Other studies show that TET coupling strength can also be tuned by QD size and acceptor 

binding geometry.79-80  

Despite the promising research progress for studying coupling strength for QD sensitized 
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TET, the rigorous model for describing the coupling strength has not been fully established. It is 

unclear whether one-electron integrals representing TET mediated by charge transfer virtual states 

are the dominating terms in TET coupling strength of QD sensitized TET, and whether QD 

sensitized TET can be considered as simultaneous electron and hole transfer from QD. There has 

been only one study on testing this hypothesis by comparing the attenuation of TET rate as function 

of shell thickness to that of electron and hole surface wavefunction densities as function of shell 

thickness in CdSe/ZnS core/shell QD-ACA complex.81 The result shows that exponential decay 

factor for TET βTET is consistent with that for hole transfer βHT instead of the sum of β for electron 

and hole transfer, as expressed in Eq. 1.7. The authors proposed the endothermic hole-transfer-

mediated TET, in which charge-transfer state is populated transiently by hole transfer from QD to 

ACA before formation of ACA triplet excited state, to rationalize the results (as shown in Figure 

1.4e). However, it is not clear whether such model can be generally applied to other systems. In 

the work presented in Chapter 3, we studied the coupling strength of TET from CdSe/CdS 

core/shell QD to ACA by varying shell thickness to test the hypothesis whether QD sensitized 

TET can be considered as simultaneous electron and hole transfer. The result reveals the shallower 

dependence of TET coupling strength on shell thickness than those of electron and hole transfer 

on shell thickness, which cannot be explained by either charge transfer virtual state mediated TET 

or endothermic charge transfer mediated TET. Instead, TET mediated by virtual exciton states 

with energy higher than that of 1Sh-1Se exciton was proposed to account for the result. 

 

1.2 Quantum dot exciton properties and quantum dot sensitized triplet energy transfer 

Besides examining whether TET mechanism in molecular donor-acceptor systems is 

applicable to QD sensitized TET, one should note the unique QD exciton properties compared to 
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molecular sensitizers when studying the mechanism of QD sensitized TET. These exciton 

properties could bring about different TET mechanisms in QD-acceptor systems. This section 

briefly overviews the two aspects of QD exciton properties: exciton fine structures and trap states, 

as an introduction to the research work in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 of this dissertation. The 

overview would mainly focus on CdSe QD, which is the QD applied for triplet excited state 

generation in this dissertation. 

1.2.1 Exciton fine structures of quantum dot 

The QD exciton fine structure generally refers to the modification of the originally degenerate 

exciton levels by other effects that can cause energy splitting.17, 82 The wavefunctions of the 

originally degenerate exciton levels are usually constructed by the product of the electron and hole 

wavefunctions involved in the exciton transition.17 These electron/hole wavefunctions can be well 

described with the multiband effective mass approximation.83 More specifically, Luttinger & Kohn 

model has been applied to calculate the electron/hole wavefunctions near the edge of the 

conduction/valence bands, which are of more interest to researchers.84 The model considers the 

coupling between conduction and valence bands by adding contributions of remote bands to 

electron/hole effective mass and including the Kane matrix element, which reflects the strength of 

band coupling, into Hamiltonian for electron/hole wavefunctions.83 For wide bandgap QDs 

including CdSe QD and CsPbBr3 QD, contribution of the conduction band to the valence band 

hole wavefunctions is neglected.83 The basis functions for the Hamiltonian are the Bloch functions 

of the conduction and valence band 𝑢𝐽,𝐽𝑧
 characterized by Bloch function angular momentum of 

electron/hole and the angular momentum projection (J and Jz ) because of strong spin-orbit 

coupling in those QDs.83 For CdSe QD, the Bloch functions for valence band edge holes 𝑢𝐽𝑧
 (J = 

3/2) are:17 
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𝑢3/2 =
1

√2
(𝑋 + 𝑖𝑌)| ↑>,  𝑢−3/2 =

𝑖

√2
(𝑋 − 𝑖𝑌)| ↓> 

𝑢1/2 =
𝑖

√6
[(𝑋 + 𝑖𝑌)| ↓> −2𝑍| ↑>], 𝑢−1/2 =

1

√6
[(𝑋 − 𝑖𝑌)| ↑> +2𝑍| ↓>]    Eq. 1.16 

The calculated electron/hole wavefunctions are characterized by the total angular momentum j = 

J + L, where L is the envelope angular momentum, as well as the projection j and denoted as nQj, 

in which Q is the notation of smallest L in the wavefunctions.83 For CdSe QD, the calculated 

electron wavefunctions for the lowest 1S3/2h-1Se exciton are: 

𝜑↑(↓),𝑒(𝒓) = 𝜉𝑒(𝒓)|𝑆 > | ↑ (↓) >    Eq. 1.17 

where 𝜉𝑒(𝒓) is the envelope function of the electron, |𝑆 > | ↑ (↓) > is the Bloch function of the 

conduction band including the spin wavefunction. The calculated fourfold hole wavefunctions for 

1S3/2h-1Se exciton characterized by total angular momentum projection M (±3/2 and ±1/2) are: 

𝜑𝑀(𝒓) = 2 ∑ 𝑅𝑙(𝒓)(−1)𝑀−3/2 ∑ 𝐶(𝑙, 𝑚, 𝑀,𝑚+𝜇=𝑀𝑙=0,2 𝜇)𝑌𝑙,𝑚𝑢𝜇    Eq. 1.18 

where 𝑅𝑙(𝒓) is the radial function; C (l, m, M, μ) is the Wigner 3j symbol factor and 𝑌𝑙,𝑚 are 

spherical harmonic functions.17 The eight-fold degenerate 1S3/2h-1Se exciton wavefunctions are 

product of electron/hole wavefunctions: 

𝛹(𝒓𝒆, 𝒓𝒉) = 𝜑↑(↓)(𝒓𝒆)𝜑𝑀(𝒓𝒉)    Eq. 1.19 

Several factors can split the generate exciton levels. In CdSe QD, nanocrystal asymmetry (lattice 

asymmetry and the crystal shape asymmetry) and the electron-hole exchange interaction (short-

range and long-range) have been included in calculation of exciton fine structure.17, 85-86 In 

perovskite CsPbBr3 QD, additional Rashba effect due to inversion-symmetry breaking has been 

taken into account.82, 87 For CdSe QD, the corresponding Hamiltonian for 1S3/2h-1Se exciton was 

constructed as:17 
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Eq. 1.20 (adapted with permission from Annual Review of Materials Science 2000, 30 (1), 475-

521, Copyright Annual Reviews 2000) 

The Hamiltonian splits the exciton levels into 5 sublevels characterized by total exciton angular 

momentum projection F, and the wavefunctions are: 

𝛹−2(𝒓𝒆, 𝒓𝒉) = 𝛹
↓,−

3

2

(𝒓𝒆, 𝒓𝒉)    Eq. 1.21a 

𝛹2(𝒓𝒆, 𝒓𝒉) = 𝛹
↑,

3

2

(𝒓𝒆, 𝒓𝒉)    Eq. 1.21b 

𝛹1
𝑈,𝐿(𝒓𝒆, 𝒓𝒉) = ∓𝑖𝐶+𝛹

↑,
1

2

(𝒓𝒆, 𝒓𝒉) + 𝐶−𝛹
↓,

3

2

(𝒓𝒆, 𝒓𝒉)    Eq. 1.21c 

𝛹−1
𝑈,𝐿(𝒓𝒆, 𝒓𝒉) = ∓𝑖𝐶−𝛹

↑,− 
3

2

(𝒓𝒆, 𝒓𝒉) + 𝐶+𝛹
↓,−

1

2

(𝒓𝒆, 𝒓𝒉)    Eq. 1.21d 

𝛹0
𝑈,𝐿(𝒓𝒆, 𝒓𝒉) = ∓

1

√2
𝑖𝛹

↑,− 
1

2

(𝒓𝒆, 𝒓𝒉) +
1

√2
𝛹

↓,
1

2

(𝒓𝒆, 𝒓𝒉)    Eq. 1.21e 

where: 

𝐶± = √
√𝑓2+𝑑±𝑓

2√𝑓2+𝑑
    Eq. 1.21f 

𝑓 = (−2𝜂 + ∆)/2    Eq. 1.21g 

𝑑 = 3𝜂2    Eq. 1.21h 

𝜂 = (
𝑎𝑒𝑥

𝑎
)

3

ħ𝜔𝑆𝑇𝜒(𝛽)    Eq. 1.21i 

∆ is the energy splitting from asymmetry of QD shape and lattice; ħ𝜔𝑆𝑇 is the energy splitting of 

exciton states from electron-hole exchange interaction; 𝑎𝑒𝑥 is the bulk exciton Bohr radius; 𝑎 is 
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the size of the QD; 𝜒(𝛽)  is the dimensionless function in terms of electron/hole radial 

wavefunctions.17 From the calculation of oscillator strength of these exciton sublevels, ±2 and 0L 

have zero oscillator strength and thus are called dark states, while the other three sublevels (±1L, 

±1U and 0U) have relatively large oscillator strength and thus are called bright states.17 In ensemble 

of CdSe QD with spherical shape in average, the energy alignment of the sublevels is shown in 

Figure 1.5a. Generally, dark states are lower in energy (several to tens of meVs) than bright states 

in CdSe QD.17 The calculation result is consistent with the experimental result of PL Stokes shift 

with resonance excitation and long PL decay time at helium temperatures.85, 88 Later research on 

temperature dependent exciton PL decay on CdSe QDs demonstrated the thermal equilibrium 

between bright and dark states, which can be tuned by varying temperature.89 Similar calculation 

can be conducted to other QDs to reveal the exciton fine structure levels, and dark states lie below 

bright states in energy for most QDs studied.90-91 However, special calculation result was obtained 

for CsPbBr3 perovskite QD with bright states lying below dark states due to shift of exciton energy 

from Rashba effect (shown in Figure 1.5b).82 For small-size perovskite QD, it was demonstrated 

experimentally and theoretically that dark states would still be lower in energy than bright states 

due to stronger electron-hole exchange interaction.87, 92-94 

 

Figure 1.5: Exciton fine structures of CdSe QD (left) and CsPbBr3 perovskite QD (right). 
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As suggested in QD exciton fine structures, spin of the exciton is not a good quantum number, 

and instead exciton states possess mixtures of singlet and triplet spin characters in wavefunctions.17 

Because the original TET mechanism is based on molecular donor where spin of the electron pair 

is good quantum number, whether TET mechanism or scheme varies for QD sensitized TET 

compared to molecule systems resulting from QD exciton fine structures will be one key question 

for QD sensitized TET mechanism research. So far it is unclear and has not been examined in 

experiment how QD exciton fine structures would affect TET process. In Chapter 4, we tuned the 

thermal equilibrium between bright and dark states in CdSe QD by changing temperature and 

monitored the QD sensitized TET dynamics. We concluded that both bright and dark states can 

undergo TET to form molecular triplet excited states due to the spin triplet characters in bright/dark 

state wavefunctions. 

1.2.2 Triplet energy transfer from trap states of quantum dot 

Another significant property of QD is the trap states. Trap state usually stems from the surface 

defects or dangling bond introduced in QD synthesis or post-synthesis treatment.95-97 For certain 

QD including CuInS2 QD, trap state is from the intrinsic electron/hole accepting levels of the 

materials.98 Trap states can introduce significant change to QD photophysical properties. Because 

these states can accept electron/hole from band-edge excitons, they could lead to non-unity 

photoluminescence quantum yield in QD and also non-single-exponential TRPL or TA decay 

kinetics.89, 99 In QDs including CdSe QD, CdS QD and InP QD, recombination of band-edge 

electron with hole in trap states results in trap state emission with lower energy and larger width 

than band-edge exciton emission, which has been attributed to broad distribution of trap states 

energies or strong electron-phonon coupling of trap state transition.100-103 Trap states could also 

bring about complicated temperature-dependent PL kinetics, which has been rationalized by broad 
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distribution of trap state energy and trapping process described by Marcus electron transfer 

theory.104-105 In addition, as the energy level that electron/hole resides is changed after trapping 

process, charge transfer dynamics from QDs can also be more complicated due to potential charge 

transfer from trap states.106-108 Finally, trap states can be eliminated by inorganic shell growth on 

QDs and post-synthesis surface treatment, after which near-unity PL quantum yield and single-

exponential PL decay can be achieved.99, 109-110 

As trap states in QD can dramatically alter the QD photophysical properties, these states 

cannot be neglected in mechanism studies of QD sensitized TET. Unfortunately, how trap states 

would reshape the TET dynamics is still under debate and poorly understood. Some studies on 

TET sensitized by CdSe, CdS or PbS QDs have shown the enhanced TET or TTA efficiency with 

trap state passivation by inorganic shell passivation,23, 26-27, 111 while other studies have revealed 

the trap states or surface states as intermediate for PbS, amine capped CdSe and CuInS2 QD 

sensitized TET.38, 112-113 The difficulty in studying role of trap states in TET mainly lies in the 

ambiguous trap state energetics and lack of clear spectroscopic signatures of these states. Herein 

in Chapter 5, we studied the role of trap states in TET from phosphonic acid capped CdSe QDs to 

attached ACA acceptor with TA and TRPL. The result shows the trap state mediated TET with 

slower rate but larger contribution to overall TET process compared to TET from band-edge 

excitons, and the TET rate from trap states decreases with decreasing trap state energy. 

 

1.3 Molecular triplet excited state generation in quantum dot-molecule complex through 

charge transfer intermediate 

Although molecular triplet excited state can be generated through TET from QD in QD-

molecule complexes, an alternative scheme of research interest for harvesting triplet states in these 
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hybrid structures is through charge transfer intermediate. This scheme has been extensively studied 

in molecular systems with two moieties linked covalently.114-119 Typical photophysical processes 

involved in the scheme include photo-excitation of one moiety in the complex to generate local 

singlet excited state (1A*-B), electron transfer to the other moiety to form singlet charge separated 

intermediate state (1(A+·-B-·)) and charge recombination to form the triplet excited state on the 

excited moiety (3A*-B).114  

Two mechanisms have been proposed for the charge recombination to form triplet states. The 

first mechanism, radical pair intersystem crossing (RP-ISC), involves inter-conversion between 

singlet charge separated state (spin correlated radical pair) and spin correlated triplet radical pair 

(in between 1(A+·-B-·) and 3(A+·-B-·)). The mechanism requires the spin-spin exchange interaction 

2J in the radical pair to be comparable to the electron-nuclear hyperfine coupling so that singlet 

and triplet radical pair can be well mixed.114 Charge recombination of the triplet radical pair leads 

to formation of the local triplet excited state. RP-ISC can be well distinguished in time-resolved 

electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy (TREPR) by the polarization pattern of the EPR 

transitions.115, 120 Another distinct feature of RP-ISC is the magnetic field effect (MFE) of the 

triplet yield.115 With stronger magnetic field, triplet radical pair undergoes Zeeman splitting into 

T+1, T0 and T-1 sublevels, and either T+1 or T-1 sublevel would be resonant with the singlet radical 

pair level S at certain magnetic field depending on the sign of 2J, which leads to the local maximum 

in the triplet yield as function of magnetic field (as shown in Figure 1.6a).115 Further increase of 

magnetic field results in splitting of T+1 or T-1 away from S and thus decrease of triplet yield. In 

the other mechanism, spin-orbit charge transfer intersystem crossing (SOCT-ISC), triplet excited 

states can be generated through direct charge recombination of singlet charge transfer state, and 

the change in spin of the electron is accompanied by a large change in the molecular orbital angular 
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momentum.121-123 As a result, triplet yield in SOCT-ISC is usually maximized when the two 

moieties are perpendicular to each other in geometry (as shown in Figure 1.6b).122-123 Another 

feature of SOCT-ISC is the stronger dependence of triplet yield on solvent polarity compared to 

RP-ISC, considering that the interconversion of singlet and radical pair in RP-ISC is independent 

of solvent polarity.121, 123 

 

Figure 1.6: a). Energy levels of correlated singlet and triplet radical pair as function of magnetic 

field. b). Schematic mechanism of SOCT-ISC in a BODIPY (BDP)-anthracene dyads (BADs). 

Adapted with permission from Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys. 2018, 20, 8016-8031. Copyright Royal 

Society of Chemistry 2018. 

Inspired by the extensive research in triplet formation through charge recombination, 

researchers have recently demonstrated that similar scheme can be applied in QD-molecule 

complex to generate molecular triplet states.124-129 Early research on CdS QD attached with thiol-

modified bis( diarylamino )4,4’-biphenyl (TPD) showed that after excitation of TPD, charge 

transfer to CdS QD generates spin-correlated radical pair, which can form TPD triplet excited 

states (3TPD*) through charge recombination.124 Analysis of EPR spectrum of the complex yielded 

that RP-ISC is the dominating mechanism for charge recombination to form 3TPD*, and the 

contribution of SOCT-ISC mechanism is relatively small.124 More recently, sequential charge 
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transfer to generate molecular triplet excited states has been discovered in QD-molecule 

complexes.129 If the initial charge transfer is energetically allowed, and the energy of charge 

transfer state is higher than molecular triplet excited states, then it is possible that excitation of QD 

can result in electron/hole transfer to the acceptor, and the following hole/electron transfer from 

the QD can generate the acceptor triplet states.125-126 Such scheme has been proposed in PbS QD-

pentacene derivatives, CsPbBr3 QD-tetracene, CsPbBr3 QD-Rhodamine B and CdS QD-alizarin 

complexes.125-128 However, triplet excited state generation through charge transfer intermediate is 

still limited to few cases in QD-molecule complex. It is still ambiguous what the actual requirement 

of the system is for efficient triplet generation through this pathway and how this pathway would 

compete with other pathways for triplet generation including direct TET without intermediate. 

Herein, we demonstrated the triplet excited state generation of a modified boron dipyrromethene 

(BODIPY) in CdSe QD-BODIPY complex after excitation of BODIPY through charge transfer 

intermediate consisting of electron in QD conduction band and an oxidized BODIPY radical cation 

in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7, we showed that BODIPY triplet excited states can be generated in CdSe 

QD-BODIPY after excitation of QD with the same charge transfer intermediate as when BODIPY 

is excited, and BODIPY triplet generation pathways through this intermediate outcompete the 

direct TET from QD to BODIPY. 
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Chapter 2. Experimental Methods 

Reproduced in part with permission from: 

Jin, T.; Uhlikova, N.; Xu, Z.; Zhu, Y.; Huang, Y.; Egap, E.; Lian, T., J. Chem. Phys. 2019, 151, 

241101. Copyright AIP Publishing 2019; 

Jin, T.; Uhlikova, N.; Xu, Z.; Zhu, Y.; Huang, Y.; Egap, E.; Lian, T., J. Chem. Phys. 2020, 152, 

214702. Copyright AIP Publishing 2020; 

Jin, T.; Lian, T., J. Chem. Phys. 2020, 153, 074703. Copyright AIP Publishing 2020. 

2.1 Sample preparation 

2.1.1 Reagents: 

Cadmium oxide (CdO, 99.5%), selenium powder (Se, 100 mesh, 99.99%), sulfur powder (S, 

99.98%), 9-anthracenecarboxylic acid (ACA, 99%), benzoquinone (BQ, 98%), trioctylphosphine 

oxide (TOPO, 99%), trioctylphosphine (TOP, 97%), methyl viologen dichloride hydrate (MV2+, 

98%), phenothiazine (PTZ, 98%), piperidine (> 99.5%), 3Å molecular sieves, sodium hydroxide 

(> 97%), boron trifluoride diethyl etherate, poly (maleic anhydride-alt-1-octadecene) (PMAO), 

triethylamine (99%), 2,3-dichloro-5,6-dicyano-p-benzoquinone (98%), 2,4-dimethylpyrrole 

(97%), methyl 4-formylbenzoate (99%), oleic acid (OA, 90%), 1-octadecene (ODE, 90%), 1-

octanethiol (OctSH, 99%), benzene (anhydrous), acetic acid (AcOH, 99.7%), ethyl acetate (EtOAc, 

HPLC grade), dichloromethane (HPLC grade), hexanes (HPLC grade, >95%) and all other 

solvents involved were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. N-octadecylphosphonic acid (ODPA, 99%) 

was purchased from PCI Synthesis. All chemicals were used without further purification. 

2.1.2 Synthesis of modified boron dipyrromethene (BODIPY) 
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Scheme 2.1: Synthesis of BODIPY (compound 3) 

 
Compound 1 was synthesized according to a previously reported procedure.1 To synthesize 

Compound 2, a mixture of compound 1 (45 mg, 0.12 mmol), 4-(octyloxy)benzaldehyde (110 mg, 

0.47 mmol), 80 μL AcOH, 80 μL piperidine, 45 mg 3Å molecular sieves and 2.4 mL benzene were 

stirred at 80 °C for 24 h, during which the color changed from orange-red to dark green. The 

reaction mixture was washed with water, extracted with dichloromethane, and dried over 

anhydrous Na2SO4. The crude product was purified by column chromatography (SiO2, hexanes-

EtOAc, gradient) to give 2 as a dark green solid (58 mg, 60%). 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.18 

(d, J = 9 Hz, 2H), 7.62 (d, J = 16 Hz, 2H), 7.56 (d, J = 9 Hz, 4H), 7.44 (d, J = 9 Hz, 2H), 7.23 (d, 

J = 16 Hz, 2H), 6.93 (d, J = 9 Hz, 4H), 6.61 (s, 2H), 4.00 (t, J = 7 Hz, 4H), 3.98 (s, 3H) 1.80 (p, J 

= 7 Hz, 4H), 1.47 (m, 4H), 1.41 (s, 6H) 1.30 (br, 20H), 0.90 (t, J = 7 Hz, 6H). 13C NMR (500 MHz, 

CDCl3) δ 166.6, 160.1, 153.1, 141.3, 140.3, 136.3, 132.6, 130.7, 130.2, 129.2, 129.1, 129.0, 117.7, 

116.9, 114.8, 68.2, 52.4, 31.8, 29.4, 29.2, 29.2, 26.0, 22.7, 14.8, 14.1. 

The conversion from 2 to 3 by basic hydrolysis was carried out according to literature 

procedures with the following modification.1 Compound 2 (1 mmol) and sodium hydroxide (3 

mmol) were dissolved in THF : water (1 mL : 0.5 mL) and stirred for 24 h at 323K. After cooling, 

the mixture was acidified to pH = 3–4 by adding a 10% (v/v) aqueous solution of hydrochloric 

acid. The crude mixture was extracted three times with dichloromethane. The combined organic 

phases were dried over MgSO4 and the solvent was distilled off under reduced pressure. The crude 

product was purified by column chromatography to afford compound 3 (molecular formula 
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C50H59O4N2BF2) as a dark green solid (50 % yield). 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.23 (d, J = 8.1 

Hz, 2H), 7.57 (d, J = 17.2 Hz, 2H), 7.56 (d, J = 7.0 Hz, 4H), 7.48(d, J = 8.0 Hz, 2H), 7.22 (d, J = 

16.1 Hz, 2H), 6.92 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 4H), 6.62 (s, 2H), 4.01 (t, J = 6.6 Hz, 4H), 1.81 (p, J = 7 Hz,4H), 

1.48 (s, 4H), 1.42 (s, 6H) 1.30 (br, 20H), 0.90 (t, J = 7 Hz, 6H) 

1H NMR and 13C NMR spectra were obtained on a Bruker 500 spectrometer operated at 500 

MHz at room temperature. 

 

Figure 2.1: 1H NMR spectrum of Compound 2. 
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Figure 2.2: 13C NMR spectrum of Compound 2. 

 

Figure 2.3: 1H NMR spectrum of BODIPY compound (Compound 3). 
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2.1.3 Synthesis of phosphonic acid capped CdSe quantum dot (QD) and preparation of CdSe-

ACA and CdSe-BQ complex 

We followed the procedure in previous literature to synthesize phosphonic acid capped CdSe 

QD.2 60 mg CdO, 3 g TOPO and 280 mg ODPA were added to a 25 mL three-neck bottle. The 

solids were fully mixed under vacuum at 60 ℃ for 30 minutes and then under Argon flow for 10 

minutes. The temperature was further increased to 360 ℃ to dissolve CdO. After the solution 

became colorless, 1 mL TOP was injected. 0.5 mL Se TOP solution containing 60 mg Se was then 

quickly injected into CdO solution at 360 ℃. The reaction was stopped by intense cool air flow 

to decrease the temperature once the color of the solution turned from yellow to orange. After the 

temperature was decreased to 100 ℃, toluene and ethanol were introduced to precipitate the QD. 

The QD was further washed with toluene and precipitated with ethanol for twice. Finally, the QD 

was dissolved in hexane with the concentration of 4.2×10-5 M and stored in the glove box with 

argon atmosphere. 

The preparation of CdSe-ACA complex was conducted in the glove box. 1 mg ACA powder 

was added to 1 mL 4.2×10-5 M CdSe QD hexane solution. The mixture was ultrasonicated for 2 

hours, and the excess undissolved ACA powder was filtered out. The CdSe-ACA complex hexane 

solution was stored in the glove box for further measurement. The CdSe-BQ complex was prepared 

with the same method as CdSe-ACA complex. 

2.1.4 Synthesis of carboxylic acid capped CdSe QD and preparation of CdSe-BODIPY 

complex 

Phosphonic acid capped CdSe QD was first synthesized following procedures in Section 2.1.3. 

The obtained CdSe was dissolved in 2 ml of toluene. In order to exchange the capping ligand of 

CdSe, 30 mg CdO was dissolved in 2.5 ml oleic acid and 3 ml octadecene under argon flow at 
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270 ℃, into which the CdSe toluene solution was injected at 230 ℃. The mixture was maintained 

at 230 ℃ for 1 hour. The CdSe was precipitated by adding ethanol and washed twice with toluene 

and ethanol, and finally was dissolved in toluene in glove box. The concentration of CdSe was 

determined from UV-vis measurement.3 

The preparation of CdSe-BODIPY composite was conducted in argon glove box. The 

synthesized BODIPY powder was dissolved in toluene to reach concentration of 2.6×10-4 M. 0.576 

ml of BODIPY solution was mixed with 1 ml 3.0×10-5 M CdSe solution. The mixture was 

ultrasonicated for 2 hours before ethanol was added to precipitate CdSe. The precipitation was 

further dissolved in 1 ml toluene for further measurements.  

2.1.5 Synthesis of CdSe/CdS QDs and preparation of CdSe/CdS QD-ACA, CdSe/CdS QD-

MV2+, CdSe/CdS QD-PTZ, CdSe/CdS QD-functionalized oligothiophene (T6) complexes 

Phosphonic acid capped CdSe QD as CdSe QD core for CdSe/CdS core-shell QD synthesis 

was first synthesized following procedures in Section 2.1.3. The synthesized QD were finally 

dissolved in hexane with the concentration of 9.3×10-5 M. The CdSe QD solution was stored in a 

glove box with argon atmosphere for further use. 

CdS shell was grown on CdSe QDs by the method reported in previous literature.2, 4 0.2 M 

cadmium oleate (Cd(OA)2) in ODE was prepared as Cd precursor solution. 257 mg CdO, 6.31 mL 

OA and 3.66 mL ODE were added to a 25-mL three-neck bottle. The mixture was placed in 

vacuum at 60 ℃  for 20 minutes and then in Argon flow for 10 minutes, after which the 

temperature was raised to 230 ℃ . After the solution turned colorless, the temperature was 

decreased to and maintained at 110 ℃.0.2 M OctSH in ODE was prepared as S precursor solution 

by dissolving 0.347 mL OctSH in 9.653 mL ODE through ultrasonication. For the growth of CdS 

shell, 100 nanomoles CdSe QDs in solution were added to a 25-mL three-neck bottle with 5 mL 
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ODE. Hexane and oxygen in the mixture were removed by vacuum, after which the temperature 

of the solution was raised to 240 ℃. Desired amount of Cd and S precursor solutions in two 

separate syringes were then slowly injected into the CdSe QDs solution at a rate of 3 mL per hour 

by two syringe pumps. The amount of Cd and S precursor solutions used to achieve growth of 

certain shell thickness was calculated by estimated CdSe QD core size and the CdS shell lattice 

constant. After injection of Cd and S solutions, the temperature was further increased to and 

maintained at 310 ℃ for 10 minutes. Then temperature of the solution was decreased to 100 ℃ 

with cool air flow, and excess methyl acetate was added to precipitate the CdSe/CdS QDs. The 

core-shell QDs were further washed with hexane and methyl acetate and finally dispersed in 10 

mL hexane or toluene with concentration of ~ 1×10-5 M. The core-shell QDs were stored in the 

glove box for further use. 

The CdSe/CdS QD-ACA, CdSe/CdS QD-MV2+ and CdSe/CdS QD-PTZ complexes for 

transient absorption experiment were prepared by adding 1 mg ACA/MV2+/PTZ powder into 1 mL 

CdSe/CdS QDs so that the amount of acceptor was much larger than that of QDs. The mixture was 

ultrasonicated for 2 hours, and excess undissolved powders were filtered out. The solvents in the 

solutions were then removed by air flow, and the complexes were re-dispersed in hexane in the 

glove box for experiments. For preparation of CdSe/CdS QD-ACA, CdSe/CdS QD-MV2+ and 

CdSe/CdS QD-PTZ complexes for determination of energy/electron/hole transfer rates with 

varying acceptor concentrations, varying amount of ACA/MV2+/PTZ in toluene solutions (1×10-3 

M) was added to 1 mL CdSe/CdS QDs toluene solutions. Specifically, the concentration ratios of 

ACA/PTZ to QDs were determined from UV-vis spectra of the solution, and the concentration 

ratios of MV2+ to QDs were determined from the calculation of amount of MV2+ added to the QDs 

solution and amount of QDs in solution, considering that the UV-vis spectra of MV2+ cannot be 
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well resolved in the spectra window. The solutions were ultrasonicated for 2 hours, and the 

solvents were removed by air flow. Finally, the complexes along with free acceptors were re-

dispersed in toluene in the glove box for transient absorption/time-resolved photoluminescence 

experiments. 

 

Scheme 2.2: Synthesis of functionalized oligothiophene (3''',4''-dihexyl-

[2,2':5',2'':5'',2''':5''',2'''':5'''',2'''''-sexithiophene]-5-carboxylic acid (T6)) 

 

Synthesis of T6 (see Scheme 2.2) was introduced in our previous paper.5 The obtained T6 

was dissolved in toluene with the concentration of 2×10-3 M. CdSe/CdS QD-T6 complex was 

prepared by mixing 0.7 mL QD solution with 0.2 mL T6 solution and ultrasonicating for 2 hours. 

The QD-T6 complex in solution was then precipitated with ethanol and re-dispersed in 0.7 mL 

toluene. 

To prepare QD and QD T6 complex film samples, 10 mg of Poly (maleic anhydride-alt-1-

octadecene) (PMAO) (from Sigma-Aldrich, average Mn of 30000-50000) was added into 0.7 mL 

QD or QD T6 toluene solution. The mixture was ultrasonicated for 5 minutes to dissolve PMAO, 

after which the solution was drop-casted onto glass substrate to form the film samples with QD or 

QD-T6 complex embedded in PMAO. 

 

2.2 Steady state and time-resolved spectroscopy setups 

2.2.1 Transient absorption spectroscopy (TA) setups 
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The femtosecond transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy was built up based on the 

regenerative amplified Ti: Sapphire femtosecond laser system (Coherent Legend). The output of 

the laser system is the 800 nm pulse with repetition rate of 1 kHz, pulse energy of 2mJ/pulse and 

pulse duration of 150 fs. The 800 nm pulse was directed through a 90:10 beam splitter. The 10% 

was focused onto a 2 mm thick sapphire crystal or a 3 mm thick CaF2 crystal to generate the white 

light continuum as femtosecond TA probe. The spectra windows of the probe were 380-650 nm 

for CaF2 crystal and 440-900 nm for sapphire crystal. The white light was further directed through 

a 70:30 beam splitter to generate the signal and reference probe. 1.5 W of the 800 nm pulse was 

directed to an optical parametric amplifier (OPA) (TORPAS-C from Spectra-Physics). The 550 

nm pump pulse was generated by sum frequency generation of the idle output from the OPA and 

the remaining 800 nm pulse at a BBO crystal. The 500 nm and 520 nm pump pulses were generated 

by sum frequency generation of the signal output from the OPA and the remaining 800 nm pulse 

at a BBO crystal. The 650 nm pump pulse was generated through second harmonic generation 

(SHG) of the signal pulse. The remaining signal/idle pulse was filtered out by a band pass filter. 

The pump pulse was directed through a 500 Hz chopper, a delay stage and then focused onto the 

sample with beam diameter of 400 μm. The power density of the pump pulse at the sample was 

adjusted to be 100 μJ/cm2/pulse. The signal probe beam was focused onto the sample with beam 

diameter of 100 μm. The angle of polarization between the pump and the probe at the sample was 

tuned to be magic angle for excitation of BODIPY experiments. The signal and reference probe 

beams were finally focused into optical fibers coupled with a visible spectrometer and a CMOS 

camera with 1024 elements for signal collection. The data was collected and analyzed with the 

Helios system from Ultrafast Systems, Inc. Instrument response was fit with a Gaussian function 

from the solvent response. The maximum delay time between pump and probe pulses in 
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femtosecond TA setup can reach 1.6 ns. 

The pump pulse from the femtosecond TA setups can be applied as the pump pulse for 

nanosecond TA experiments without going through the 500 Hz chopper. The probe pulse for 

nanosecond TA experiments was generated from a white light continuum laser (STM-2-UV, 

Leukos) with pulse duration of 0.5 ns and repetition rate of 2 kHz. The data collection and analysis 

was conducted in EOS system from Ultrafast System, Inc. 

Femtosecond near infrared transient absorption spectroscopy experiments were conducted 

using a regenerative amplified Ti: Sapphire femtosecond laser system (Coherent Astrella) for 800 

nm fundamental pulse generation (1 kHz repetition rate, 35 fs pulse duration, 5.5 mJ/pulse). The 

fundamental pulse was split by an 80:20 beam splitter. The 80% 800 nm pulse was further split by 

a 50:50 beam splitter in order to pump a visible and near infrared OPA (Light Conversion), 

respectively. The scheme of generating 650 nm or 500 nm pulse was the same as that in visible 

TA setup, and it was modulated by a 500 Hz chopper. For the 20% fundamental pulse, 0.2 mJ/pulse 

was utilized to go through a delay stage and generate NIR probe pulse by focusing the beam onto 

a sapphire crystal. The angle of polarization between the pump and the probe at the sample was 

tuned to be magic angle. The power density of the pump beam on the sample was 500 μJ/cm2. The 

data collection was conducted in Helios system from Ultrafast Systems, Inc. 

The solution samples for the experiments were added to 1 mm thick quartz cuvettes (Starna) 

and were constantly stirred during TA experiment. 

2.2.2 Temperature dependent TA setups 

Temperature dependent TA experiments were performed by placing the CdSe/CdS QD or 

CdSe/CdS QD-T6 film samples into the Janis STVP-100 cryostat. The sample was cooled down 

by being immersed in helium gas inside the sample chamber. There were two heaters and 
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temperature sensors in the sample chamber to change and detect the temperature, respectively. 

One of the temperature sensors was at the top of the sample chamber, and the other one was ~3 

cm above the sample in the chamber. Temperatures indicated by the sensors at room temperature 

were both 298 K. In experiment, sample in the chamber was first immersed in liquid helium, and 

the temperatures indicated by the sensors were 4.2 K. Temperature then was increased by the 

heater. The working temperature ranged from ~4 K to 298 K and can be controlled by a 

temperature controller (Lake Shore Model 335) to ensure that temperatures indicated in both 

sensors reach the target values. There were four windows (IR grade fused silica) around the sample 

holder to allow light transmission (170-2500 nm) along all four directions. For temperature 

dependent TA experiments, the cryostat was placed so that the film sample was at the focal point 

of the probe beam. 

2.2.3 Time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) setups 

TRPL experiments were based on a mode-locked Ti:Sapphire laser (Tsunami oscillator, 

Spectra Physics). The wavelength of the output pulse was tuned to be 920 nm. The time duration 

of the pulse was 100 fs and the repetition rate was 80 MHz. The repetition rate was reduced by a 

pulse picker (Conoptics) to 20 MHz, 10 MHz and 1.43 MHz for the detection time windows of 50 

ns, 100 ns and 700 ns, respectively. The pulse going through the pulse picker was directed to a 

BBO crystal to generate the 460 nm excitation pulse through second harmonic generation. The 

remaining 920 nm pulse was filtered out by band pass filters. The 460 nm pulse was directed to 

the sample, and the emission was collected into a monochromator (Acton Series, Princeton 

Instruments), by which the band edge exciton emission of the QDs was selected out. The emission 

going through the monochromator was collected and amplified by a microchannel-plate-

photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu R3809U-51) and analyzed by a time-correlated single photon 
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counting (TCSPC) board (Becker & Hickel SPC 600). The instrument response function was 

measured to be a Gaussian function with FWHMs of 62 ps, 110 ps and 626 ps for 50 ns, 100 ns 

and 700 ns detection time windows, respectively. The absorption at 460 nm, the data collection 

time and the excitation pulse intensity were controlled to be the same for QDs with and without 

the acceptors. 

2.2.4 Steady state photoluminescence setups 

Steady state photoluminescence was performed on Cary Eclipse fluorometer. Emission 

spectrum of BODIPY was collected with excitation wavelength of 400 nm. 1 cm cuvette was used 

for measurements. Emission spectrum of carboxylic acid capped CdSe QD was collected with 500 

nm excitation light. 1 cm cuvette was used for the measurements. The excitation wavelength was 

set to be 460 nm, and the emission spectra of CdSe QD and CdSe-ACA complex were collected. 

For the determination of CdSe QD PL quantum yield, 400 nm excitation light was applied. The 

excitation wavelength was set to be 400 nm for CdSe core QDs and 510 nm for CdSe/CdS core-

shell QDs. The photoluminescence quantum yields of CdSe and CdSe/CdS QDs were determined 

with Coumarin 153 and Rhodamine 6G as standards, respectively. 1 cm cuvettes were applied for 

measurements. 

2.2.5 Cyclic voltammetry (CV) measurement 

Cyclic Voltammetry measurement was performed on a CHI660E electrochemical 

workstation (CH Instruments). A 3 ml glass cell with air-tight cap was used as the electrochemical 

cell. Two Pt wires were used as the working electrode and counter electrode, respectively. An Ag 

wire was selected to be quasi-reference electrode. These electrodes were ultrasonicated in ethanol 

for 20 minutes before use. Dichloromethane (DCM) solution of 0.26 mM BODIPY and 0.1 M 

tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate was injected into the electrochemical cell and degassed 
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by nitrogen for 10 minutes before measurement. The scan rate was set to be 0.1 V/sec. Ferrocene 

(0.342 V vs. SCE) was used to calibrate the redox potential of BODIPY.  
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Chapter 3. On the Coupling Strength of Core-shell Quantum Dot Sensitized Triplet Energy 

Transfer 

3.1 Introduction 

Efficient generation of long-lived triplet excited states has been extensively studied during 

the past decades due to its promising applications in photon-upconversion,1-5 photodynamic 

therapy6-8 and photocatalysis.9-11 Traditional methods of triplet excited state generation in 

molecules include intersystem crossing and triplet energy transfer (TET) from molecular 

sensitizers,4, 12-13 both of which require intersystem crossing in molecules and suffer from large 

energy loss due to the large singlet-triplet energy gap in molecules. Recently developed quantum 

dot (QD) sensitized TET has received intense research interest,14-18 because it utilizes the unique 

properties of QDs, including small singlet-triplet energy gap,19-21 broad absorption spectral 

range,22-23 large extinction coefficient23-24 and tunability in structures and photophysical 

properties.25-27 During the past six years, TET sensitized by CdSe,14, 28-30 CdS,31 PbS32-33 and 

perovskite QDs34-35 has been successfully developed and incorporated in photon upconversion and 

photocatalysis.36-39 Progress has also been made in improving TET efficiency through optimizing 

QD quantum yield,40 passivating QD surface,31, 41 suppressing side reaction pathways32 and 

modifying surface ligands.42  

TET in molecular donor-acceptor systems is well described by Dexter Energy Transfer (DET) 

involving the simultaneous transfers of an electron and hole.43-46 The original DET theory was 

based on Fermi Golden rule with coupling strength given by two-electron exchange integral, which 

scales with wavefunction overlap and decays exponentially with the distance between the donor 
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and acceptor.43, 47 Later research of DET coupling strength emphasized the contribution of one-

electron integral terms from TET mediated by charge transfer virtual states.48-49 Recently, higher 

energy virtual states including bridge exciton states were proposed to be significant in donor-

bridge-acceptor systems with low bridge tunneling barrier and long bridge length.50-51 

Despite the development of DET theory in molecular donor-acceptor systems, whether the 

theory can be applied to QD sensitized TET systems is still ambiguous. Time-resolved techniques, 

including transient absorption spectroscopy (TA) and time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL), 

have been applied to probe the dynamics of TET, from which direct Dexter energy transfer (DET) 

from band edge excitons has been proposed for most QD-acceptor complexes,14, 34, 52 and TET 

through charge separated states and trap state intermediates has also been identified for some 

systems.53-55As the critical factor to determine the TET rate, coupling strength of TET has been 

studied for QD-acceptor systems.34, 42, 56 The coupling strength can be tuned by varying the QD 

size,34 QD ligand length,42 the molecular spacer length56-57 or inorganic shell thickness30-31 

between the QD and the acceptor, and it has been demonstrated that the upconversion yield and 

TET rate decrease with reduced coupling strength in complexes of perovskite-pyrene carboxylic 

acid,34 CdSe-phenyl bridge-anthracene,56 PbS-phenyl bridge-tetracene,57 PbS/CdS-rubrene,41 

CdSe/Zn(Cd)S-anthracene.58 However, the rigorous description of the coupling strength and its 

underlying model have not been well understood. It remains unclear whether TET from QDs is 

mediated by charge transfer virtual state and can be considered as simultaneous electron and hole 

transfer from QD. Although the charge transfer virtual state mediated TET has been proposed for 

QD-acceptor complexes with no intermediate observed before formation of acceptor triplet excited 

state,35 there has been no experimental test for the proposed mechanism. These questions 

concerning TET mechanism would be more of interest for core-shell QDs with more complex 
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exciton structures, as these QDs have shown better TET performance because of the passivation 

of surface defects.31, 41 

In this study, we aim to test whether the TET coupling strength can be modeled with scheme 

involving charge transfer virtual state, in another word, whether TET can be considered as 

simultaneous electron and hole transfer in QD-acceptor. CdS shell growth on CdSe core QDs was 

applied as the approach to systematically vary the coupling strength of TET. The dependence of 

TET coupling strength on shell thickness was measured and compared to shell thickness 

dependence of electron and hole transfer coupling strength, with anthracene carboxylic acid (ACA), 

methyl viologen (MV2+) and phenothiazine (PTZ) as TET, electron transfer and hole transfer 

acceptors, respectively (Figure 3.1).27, 59 The experimental result shows a weaker shell thickness 

dependence of TET coupling strength than expected from the model of charge transfer virtual state 

mediated TET. Based on the result, we propose that TET from the core-shell QDs may be mediated 

by virtual exciton states with electron/hole in levels with higher energies than 1Se and 1Sh levels. 

 

Figure 3.1: The energetics and redox potentials of the CdSe/CdS QDs, triplet energy transfer (TET) 

acceptor (ACA), electron transfer acceptor (methyl viologen, MV2+) and hole transfer acceptor 

(phenothiazine, PTZ) in this study. a). Scheme of TET from CdSe/CdS QDs to attached ACA 

acceptor. Energetics of QD, 3ACA*, 3MV2+* and 3PTZ* are shown in the scheme.60-62 The dashed 

lines of 3MV2+* and 3PTZ* suggest energetically unfavorable TET from QD to MV2+ and PTZ, 
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while the solid line of 3ACA* suggest energetically allowed TET from QD to ACA; b). Molecular 

structures of MV2+, PTZ and ACA; c). Redox potentials of MV2+, PTZ, ACA and 

conduction/valence band edge of CdSe/CdS QD.59, 62-63 

3.2 Results and discussion 

3.2.1 Characterization of CdSe/CdS Core-shell QDs 

CdSe/CdS core-shell QDs with various shell thicknesses were synthesized following the 

procedures reported in previous literature.64 The size distributions of the QDs were measured from 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images, which are shown in Figure 3.2. By fitting 

diameter histograms with Gaussian functions (shown in Figure 3.3), we determined the average 

core/shell QD diameters (standard deviation) to be 2.94 (0.49) nm, 3.58 (0.59) nm, 3.90 (0.60) nm, 

5.04 (1.00) nm and 5.55 (0.90) nm, corresponding to 0, 0.9, 1.4, 3.1 and 3.8 monolayers (ML) of 

CdS shell, respectively.27 These samples are referred to as CdSe/CdS(X ML), where X is the 

number of CdS monolayers. 

 

Figure 3.2: Parts of the TEM images of CdSe/CdS core-shell QDs with a). 0, b). 0.9, c). 1,4, d). 
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3.1 and e). 3.8 monolayers of CdS shell. 

 

Figure 3.3: Size distributions of the synthesized CdSe QDs and CdSe/CdS core-shell QDs 

extracted from the TEM images. The red solid lines are the fits to the diameter histograms by 

Gaussian distribution. The average diameters (standard deviation) of the QDs to be 2.94 (0.49) nm, 

3.58 (0.59) nm, 3.90 (0.60) nm, 5.04 (1.00) nm and 5.55 (0.90) nm, corresponding to 0, 0.9, 1.4, 

3.1 and 3.8 monolayers of CdS shell, respectively. (1 monolayer = 0.35 nm).27 
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Figure 3.4 shows the UV-vis absorption and photoluminescence (PL) spectra of the 

synthesized QDs. As shown in Figure 3.4a, with increasing shell thickness, the 1Sh-1Se absorption 

peak shifts from 511 nm to 570 nm, which can be attributed to the extension of the 1Sh and/or 1Se 

wavefunctions into the CdS shell;25 the intensity of the bulk-like continuous absorption band (400-

480 nm) corresponding to the transition between the higher hole levels and the 1Se level (denoted 

as T band) increases with shell thickness.27 As shown in Figure 3.4b, the 1S exciton PL emission 

peak red shifts at larger CdS shell thicknesses from 521 nm for CdSe/CdS (0 ML) to 579 nm for 

CdSe/CdS (3.8 ML). The PL quantum yields (QYs) for the core-shell QDs increase from 28% in 

core only QDs to 62 % in CdSe/CdS (1.4 ML) (Figure 3.4c inset), because of the improved 

passivation of surface trap states of the CdSe core by CdS shell. Further increase of shell thickness 

leads slight decreases of the PL QY, which is likely caused by increased defects introduced in the 

synthesis procedure of further growth of CdS shell.  

 

Figure 3.4: Absorption and emission spectra of CdSe/CdS QDs. a). UV-vis absorption spectra and 

b). steady state PL emission spectra of CdSe/CdS QDs with 0(red) 0.9 (yellow), 1.4 (green), 3.1 

(blue) and 3.8 (purple) monolayers of CdS shell. c). PL quantum yields of CdSe/CdS QDs as a 

function of the CdS shell thickness. 

 

Previous studies have shown that CdSe/CdS QDs of similar core size have a quasi-type II 
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band alignment, in which the valence band edge of CdSe is higher than CdS and the conduction 

band edges are degenerate throughout the core and shell.27 This band alignment can be confirmed 

by transient absorption study (shown in Figure 3.5). The excitation wavelength in transient 

absorption study was set at 520 nm for all QD samples so that 1Sh-1Se transition for CdSe/CdS 

(0/0.9/1.4 ML) or 2Sh-1Se transition for CdSe/CdS (3.1/3.8 ML) was excited. After the excitation, 

1Sh-1Se exciton was directly populated in CdSe/CdS (0/0.9/1.4 ML) and populated through hole 

relaxation from 2Sh to 1Sh for CdSe/CdS (3.1/3.8 ML). The population of 1Sh-1Se exciton results 

in bleaches at both 1Sh-1Se transition and T band, suggesting that the 1S electron wavefunction is 

delocalized in the entire QD, confirming the quasi-type II band alignment. As shown in Figure 

3.5a-e, TA spectra of the QDs contain spectra features of 1Sh-1Se transition XB at 511 nm, 535 

nm, 554 nm, 570 nm and 573 nm for CdSe/CdS QDs with 0, 0.9, 1.4, 3.1 and 3.8 monolayers of 

CdS, respectively and the increasing amplitudes of the T band bleach at ~475 nm. The results also 

show that with increasing shell thickness, the kinetics of 1Sh-1Se exciton bleach recovery (Figure 

3.5f) become faster and more single exponential, which is attributed to the increasing probability 

of conduction band electron decay by radiative recombination with the valence band hole 

compared to the slow nonradiative recombination with trapped holes.54 
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Figure 3.5: TA spectra of the synthesized CdSe/CdS QDs with a). 0, b). 0.9, c). 1.4, d). 3.1 and 

e). 3.8 monolayers of CdS shell in delay time range of 1 ps – 1 μs. The wavelength of the pump 

pulse was 520 nm. f). Exciton bleach kinetics of the 1Sh-1Se core transition of the QDs. 

3.2.2 Core-shell QD sensitized TET 
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Figure 3.6: UV-vis spectra of CdSe/CdS QDs and CdSe/CdS QD-ACA complexes with a). 0, b). 

0.9, c). 1.4, d). 3.1 and e). 3.8 monolayers of CdS shell for TA experiments. The spectra of 

CdSe/CdS QD-ACA contain absorption of both free ACA in solution and ACA attached to QD 

surfaces. The concentration ratios of total ACA to QD are 1.7, 5.2, 8.1, 14.4 and 13.1 for CdSe/CdS 

QDs with 0, 0.9, 1.4, 3.1 and 3.8 monolayers of CdS shell, respectively. 

 

TET from CdSe and CdSe/CdS QDs to 9-anthracene carboxylic acid (ACA) was studied with 

TA spectroscopy. Comparison of the absorption spectra of QD and QD-ACA complexes in Figure 

3.6 shows that the adsorption of ACA has negligible effect on the QD exciton band. TA 

measurements were conducted with 520 nm pump pulses, which selectively excite the QD exciton 

transition because of negligible absorptions of ACA at this wavelength. As shown in Figure 3.7 

and Figure 3.8, the QD-ACA TA spectra within 1 ns are dominated by QD features, including 

bleaches of both the 1Sh-1Se and T band transition resulted from the state filling of the 1S electron 
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level.65-66 The CdSe/CdS (0ML)-ACA complex shows faster decay of the core exciton bleach (XB) 

signal compared to free QDs without ACA (Figure 3.7a). The faster XB decay is accompanied 

with the growth of 3ACA* T1->Tn signal from 420 nm to 450 nm (Figure 3.7d), suggesting TET 

from the CdSe QD to ACA.14 With increasing CdS shell thickness, the 3ACA* signal growth can 

still be observed for all core-shell QDs. The signal amplitude of 3ACA* is larger for core-shell 

QDs with 0.9 monolayers of CdS than CdSe core-only QDs and slightly decreases with further 

increase of shell thickness. The observation suggests the initial increase of TET efficiency from 

QDs after sub-monolayer shell growth and the slight decrease of TET efficiency with further 

increase of shell thickness. Note that the TA spectra of QD-ACA show no features from cation or 

anion radicals of ACA, indicating the one-step TET from QDs to ACA instead of sequential charge 

transfer to form 3ACA*. 

 

Figure 3.7: Average TA spectra of CdSe/CdS (X ML)-ACA measured 520 nm excitation for a) 

X=0 ML, b) X= 0.9 ML and c) X = 3.1 ML at indicated delay time windows. d), e) and f) are the 
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zoom-in figures of a), b) and c) respectively to better resolve the 3ACA* signal in the 420-450 nm 

region. 

 

Figure 3.8: TA spectra of CdSe/CdS QD-ACA complexes with a). 1.4 and b). 3.8 monolayers of 

CdS shell. The delay time range is from 1 ps – 1 μs. The wavelength of the pump pulse was 520 

nm. c) and d) shows the zoom-in plot of a) and b) respectively to resolve the 3ACA* T1->Tn TA 

signal in range of 400 nm – 450 nm.14 The 3ACA* signal suggests the triplet energy transfer from 

CdSe/CdS QDs to ACA. 

 

The kinetics of QD XB (1Sh-1Se transition) and 3ACA* signal growth of QD-ACA complexes 

are compared in Figure 3.9. The XB kinetics were directly obtained from kinetics at the 

corresponding XB peak position, while the 3ACA* signal was extracted from averaged kinetics 

from 430 nm to 435 nm after the subtraction of the QD signal scaled such that the 1Sh-1Se XB of 

the QD, where there is no 3ACA* signal contribution. As shown in Figure 3.9a, the 3ACA* signal 

in CdSe QD-ACA does not grow until 1 ns, while there is dramatic decrease of XB signal within 
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1 ns due to electron trapping.54 After 1 ns, the kinetics of 3ACA* growth matches the kinetics of 

XB decay of QD-ACA complex, which suggests TET from QD to ACA. The growth of 3ACA* 

does not end until tens of nanosecond. Compared to CdSe QD-ACA, CdSe/CdS QD-ACA 

complexes show slight growth of 3ACA* within 1 ns, which ends mostly within 10 ns. This 

suggests faster apparent TET rates for CdSe/CdS-ACA than CdSe-ACA. For CdSe/CdS QD-ACA 

complexes, the XB decays faster than that of QDs without ACA due to TET, and the difference 

between the XB decays is smaller with increasing shell thickness, indicating slower apparent TET 

rate. The result is consistent with the trend of 3ACA* signal amplitude change in TA spectra, which 

suggests that the change of TET efficiencies in the studied QD-ACA complexes is mainly 

attributed to change of TET apparent rates. 

 

Figure 3.9: Normalized XB kinetics at the core 1Sh-1Se transition for QDs (red) and QD-ACA 

complex (blue) along with 3ACA* signal growth kinetics (green) in time range of 1 ps – 1 μs. a), 

b), c), d) and e) correspond to CdSe/CdS QDs with 0, 0.9 ,1.4, 3.1 and 3.8 monolayers of CdS 
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shell, respectively. The 3ACA* growth kinetics were inverted and normalized to 1 in panel b)-e) 

for better comparison with QD-ACA XB decay. Due to extra XB decay within 1 ns through 

electron trapping for CdSe QD-ACA, the 3ACA* growth kinetics was inverted and normalized to 

the XB amplitude after 1ns in panel a). 

 

The apparent TET rate in QD-ACA complexes depends on the number of adsorbed ACA 

molecules per QD. Thus, in order to compare the TET coupling strength in core-shell QD-ACA 

complexes with varying shell thickness, TET rates should be measured in complexes with the same 

number of adsorbed acceptors, which is difficult to do for the following reasons. In the TA 

experiment, excess of ACA was added to QD hexane solution for ultrasonication. Despite the 

relatively small solubility of ACA in hexane, it cannot be neglected when determining the number 

of adsorbed ACA on QD surface from UV-vis spectrum of QD-ACA. The ACA absorption in UV-

vis spectrum consists of contributions from both free ACA in solution and ACA attached on QD, 

and determination of adsorbed ACA number on QD surface from UV-vis spectra is not accurate. 

Furthermore, the XB kinetics in QDs does not accurately represent the band edge exciton 

population. For CdSe QDs, VB holes are trapped on surface, and XB kinetics mostly represents 

the trap exciton dynamics.54 For CdSe/CdS QDs, there still exist surface trap states, and their 

contribution to the XB kinetics cannot be neglected, considering the non-unity PL quantum yields 

of the QDs. Therefore, the QD XB decay and 3ACA* growth kinetics contain the contributions of 

band edge exciton and trapped exciton populations, which complicate the analysis. It has been 

show previously that in CdSe-ACA complex, the TET rate from trap excitons is slower than that 

of band edge excitons and depends on the trap state energy.54 For the CdSe/CdS-ACA complex, 

the contribution of deep trap excitons to TET is unknown and is difficult to study due to a lack of 
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spectra fingerprints of the deep trap excitons in both the photoinduced absorption signal in TA 

spectra and trap exciton emission in PL spectra. 

3.2.3 Shell thickness dependence of TET rate 

In order to determine how the TET rate from the band edge state in core-shell QDs to ACA 

depends on the shell thickness, we turn to TRPL measurement of band edge exciton decay kinetics. 

First, only the band edge PL signal can be separated from trap state emissions to ensure that only 

band edge excitons is probed. Second, the TRPL kinetics of core-shell QD-ACA complexes are 

measured as a function of ACA concentrations, from which the TET rate from QD-ACA with one 

acceptor (referred to as intrinsic TET rate, ki) can be determined to allow meaningful comparison 

of TET rates in different samples. Two detection time windows (100 ns and 700 ns) were applied 

to resolve the band edge emission kinetics of QD-ACA in early and late time scales, respectively. 

The instrument response functions of the TRPL were characterized by Gaussian functions with 

FWHM of 110 ps and 626 ps for 100 ns and 700 ns time windows, respectively. The results are 

shown in Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11. With increasing ACA concentrations, QD-ACA complexes 

show faster band edge PL decay traces and smaller initial PL amplitudes. With thicker CdS shells, 

the TRPL traces show smaller initial PL amplitude loss and slower decays on the 1 to 100 ns time 

scale. The initial amplitude recorded by the PL decay reflects the exciton decay within in the < 1 

ns time scale. Because the TA measurements above show negligible TET in these complexes 

within 1 ns, the initial amplitude loss in TRPL decay can be attributed to fast electron trapping 

induced by ACA adsorption. The slower TEPL decay component can be attributed to TET from 

the QD to the acceptors, consistent with the formation of the ACA triplet absorption shown by the 

TA measurement above. 
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Figure 3.10: TRPL kinetics of a). CdSe QD-ACA, b). CdSe/CdS QD-ACA (0.9 monolayers of 

CdS) and c). CdSe/CdS QD-ACA (3.1 monolayers of CdS) band edge emission with varying ACA 

concentrations (colored circles). d), e) and f) are the corresponding TRPL kinetics traces collected 

in longer detection time window (700 ns). The global fitting curves of the kinetics traces according 

to Eq. 3.3 and Eq. 3.4 are shown as solid black lines. The excitation wavelength was set as 460 nm 

due to limitation of the laser for TRPL. 
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Figure 3.11: TRPL kinetics of a). CdSe/CdS QD-ACA (1.4 monolayers of CdS) and b). CdSe/CdS 

QD-ACA (3.8 monolayers of CdS) band edge emission with varying ACA concentrations (colored 

circles). c) and d) are the corresponding TRPL kinetics traces collected in longer detection time 

window (700 ns). The global fitting curves of the kinetics traces according to Eq. 3.3 and Eq. 3.4 

are shown as solid black lines. 

 

In order to fit these TRPL traces to extract the ki, we assume the Poisson distribution of 

adsorbed ACA on QD surface:59 

𝑃(𝑛, 𝑚) =
𝑚𝑛𝑒−𝑚

𝑛!
    Eq. 3.1 

where m and n are the average and specific numbers of adsorbed ACA on QDs. The apparent rate 

of TET to ACA in a QD-ACA complexes with n adsorbed ACA is:59 

𝑘𝑎𝑝𝑝(𝑛) = 𝑛𝑘𝑖    Eq. 3.2 

Accordingly, the TRPL traces of QD-ACA with 700 ns detection time window can be derived as: 
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𝑁(𝑡, 𝑚) = 𝑏𝑁(0)(∑ 𝑒−𝑛𝑘𝑖𝑡𝑃(𝑛, 𝑚))𝑆(𝑡)𝑛     Eq. 3.3 

where N(0) is the initial PL amplitude at time zero, reflecting the initial concentration of excited 

QDs with a band edge exciton, S(t) is the band edge exciton decay kinetics trace of QDs without 

ACA, which is described by a three-exponential decay function, and (1-b) is the initial PL 

amplitude loss due to fast electron trapping that cannot be resolved by our TRPL measurement. In 

the TRPL traces of QD-ACA with 100 ns time window, the observed signal includes the QD-ACA 

emission introduced by previous excitation pulses because of the shorter pulse repetition time than 

the QD exciton lifetime.59 Therefore, the kinetics traces can be given by:59 

𝑁(𝑡, 𝑚) = 𝐶 ∑ (𝑏𝑁(0)(∑ 𝑒−𝑛𝑘𝑖(𝑡+𝑗𝑇𝑅)𝑃(𝑛, 𝑚))𝑆(𝑡 + 𝑗𝑇𝑅))𝑛𝑗     Eq. 3.4 

where TR is the pulse repetition time (100 ns), and C is the constant to account for the difference 

in excitation pulse energies and data acquisition times of TRPL experiments of 100 ns and 700 ns 

detection time windows. Eq. 3.3 and Eq. 3.4, after convolution with the Gaussian IRF, are used to 

globally fit the TRPL kinetics traces in Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11, and the fitting parameters are 

shown in Table A3.1-Table A3.5 in Appendix 3.1. 

3.2.4 Coupling strengths of TET, electron transfer and hole transfer 

TET from CdSe/CdS QDs to ACA is considered to proceed with Dexter energy transfer 

mechanism.14, 43 The dependence of TET rate (ki) on coupling strength can be described as: 

𝑘𝑖 =
2𝜋

 ħ 
|𝑉|2𝐹𝐶𝑊𝐷  Eq. 3.5 

where |𝑉| and FCWD are the coupling strength for TET and the Frank-Condon overlap weighted 

density of states, respectively.43 In molecular donor-acceptor systems, the TET coupling strength 

consists of two-electron exchange integral and one-electron integral term from the charge transfer 

virtual state: 

𝑉 ≈
2𝑇𝐸𝑇𝑇𝐻𝑇

∆𝐸
− 𝑍    Eq. 3.6 
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where TET, THT and Z are the electron transfer coupling strength, hole transfer coupling strength 

and exchange integral, respectively, and E is the energy difference between the charge transfer 

virtual state and the donor excited state.48 The first term is considered to be dominant in Eq. 3.6 

for molecular donor-acceptor systems,49 and Z is approximately proportional to the product of TET 

and THT when the wavefunction is localized compared to the donor and acceptor distance.47 Under 

these circumstances, the TET coupling strength can be predicted from the electron and hole 

transfer coupling matrix elements, which decrease exponentially with the donor-acceptor distance. 

To test the relationship between TET coupling strength and electron/hole transfer coupling 

strength in CdSe/CdS QD system, we also measured the intrinsic electron/hole transfer rates (ki) 

as function of CdS shell thickness (with details in Appendix 3.2 and Appendix 3.3), from which 

the shell thickness dependence of the electron/hole transfer coupling strength can be extracted.25 

MV2+ and PTZ were selected as electron and hole acceptor, respectively. ki of electron/hole 

transfer from core-shell QDs to MV2+/PTZ were determined from fitting of 1Sh-1Se XB kinetics 

in TA and band edge emission kinetics in TRPL with increasing loading of MV2+ and PTZ, 

respectively (Figure A3.2 and Figure A3.5). The results are shown in Table A3.6-A3.11 in 

Appendix 3.2 and Appendix 3.3.  

As shown in Eq. 3.5, one has to calculate FCWD in order to extract the coupling strength for 

electron/hole transfer and TET from the corresponding kis measured from experiments. FCWD of 

electron/hole transfer from CdSe/CdS QDs to acceptors can be calculated with Auger-assisted 

model.63, 67 For electron transfer: 

𝑘𝐸𝑇,𝑖 =
2𝜋

 ħ 
|𝑉|2

𝐸𝑇𝐹𝐶𝑊𝐷 =
2𝜋

 ħ 
|𝑉|2

𝐸𝑇𝑅2 ∫
𝐸

√4𝜋𝜆𝑘𝑏𝑇
exp [−

(𝜆+∆𝐺+𝐸)2

4𝜆𝑘𝑏𝑇

∞

0
]𝑑𝐸  Eq. 3.7 

where |𝑉|𝐸𝑇 is the coupling strength for electron transfer from QDs, R is the radius of the QD.63 

For hole transfer: 
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𝑘𝐻𝑇,𝑖 =
2𝜋

 ħ 
|𝑉|2

𝐻𝑇𝐹𝐶𝑊𝐷 =
2𝜋

 ħ 
|𝑉|2

𝐻𝑇
∑ 𝑔𝑖

1

√4𝜋𝜆𝑘𝑏𝑇
exp [−

(𝜆+∆𝐺+𝐸𝑖)2

4𝜆𝑘𝑏𝑇𝑖=0 ]  Eq. 3.8 

where |𝑉|𝐻𝑇 is the coupling strength for hole transfer, and 𝑔𝑖 is the degeneracy of the upper 

conduction band level with excess energy of Ei compared to 1Se level.67 For TET, FCWD can be 

calculated with conventional Marcus model:68 

𝑘𝑇𝐸𝑇,𝑖 =
2𝜋

 ħ 
|𝑉|2

𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐹𝐶𝑊𝐷 =
2𝜋

 ħ 
|𝑉|2

𝑇𝐸𝑇

1

√4𝜋𝜆𝑘𝑏𝑇
exp [−

(𝜆+∆𝐺)2

4𝜆𝑘𝑏𝑇
]  Eq. 3.9 

In order to calculate ΔG for electron/hole transfer and TET, we applied the effective mass 

approximation (EMA) method to calculate the energies of electron, hole and exciton in CdSe/CdS 

QDs. Details for calculation are shown in Appendix 3.4. The calculated energies of electron/hole 

at the corresponding 1S, 1D, 1P and 2S levels as well as the 1Sh-1Se exciton energies for CdSe/CdS 

QDs are shown in Table A3.13-A3.14 in Appendix 3.4. The calculated 1Sh-1Se exciton energies 

agree with those measured from UV-vis spectra, which confirms the fidelity of the EMA 

calculation. Reorganization energies of the acceptors for the three processes were calculated based 

on B3LYP/6-31++G(d,p) level of theory with details in Appendix 3.5. The reorganization energy 

of solvent and QD was estimated as 100 meV for all three processes.69-70 With the results from 

calculation, redox potentials of MV2+ and PTZ and triplet excited state energy of ACA shown in 

Figure 3.1, the change of FCWD for electron/hole transfer and TET as QD shell thickness increases 

can be obtained. The experimentally measured rates of the three processes were scaled to reflect 

the shell thickness dependent coupling strength as: 

𝑘′
𝑟 =

𝑘𝑖𝑟

𝐹𝐶𝑊𝐷𝑟
𝐹𝐶𝑊𝐷𝑟=0 ∝ |𝑉|2  Eq. 3.10 

where r is the shell thickness of QDs. The obtained k’s (coupling strength) as function of shell 

thickness are shown in Figure 3.12. The measured coupling strengths for electron/hole transfer and 

TET overall decrease exponentially with shell thickness. The trend was fit with: 
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𝑘′ = 𝐴𝑒−𝛽𝑟  𝑜𝑟  𝑙𝑛(𝑘′) = 𝑎 − 𝛽𝑟  Eq. 3.11 

where β is the exponential decay coefficient. β obtained from the fitting is (0.016 ± 0.011) Å-1 for 

TET, (0.234 ± 0.060) Å-1 for electron transfer and (0.130 ± 0.011) Å-1 for hole transfer. 

Surprisingly, the β for TET is smaller than the sum of βs for electron/hole transfer, and β value for 

hole transfer is also surprisingly smaller than that of electron transfer because of the expected 

lower hole charge density than electron charge density at the surface of CdSe/CdS core/shell 

QDs.27 If the coupling strength of TET from CdSe/CdS QDs to the acceptor is proportional to 

product of TET and THT as in molecular donor-acceptor systems, then β for TET is expected to be 

equal to the sum of βs for electron/hole transfer.46 The weak dependence of TET rates on shell 

thickness compared to electron/hole transfer suggests that TET from CdSe/CdS core-shell QDs 

cannot be depicted by simple Dexter energy transfer from band edge excitons. 

 

Figure 3.12: Coupling strength of electron/hole/energy transfer from experimental measurement 

and calculation. a) Change of k’ (proportional to coupling strength) for TET (green), electron 

transfer (ET) (blue) and hole transfer (HT) (red) from CdSe/CdS core/shell QDs to the 

corresponding acceptors as a function of the shell thickness. The solid lines are the fittings 

assuming exponential decrease of k’ with increasing shell thickness. b) Predicted coupling strength 

change for electron transfer from 1Se surface wavefunction density (blue), hole transfer from 1Sh 

surface wavefunction density (pink) and hole transfer from the model involving NSh virtual states 
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(red). The lines are the fitting assuming exponential decrease of coupling strength with shell 

thickness. Note that the predicted coupling strength values from calculation do not represent the 

absolute values because of the undetermined proportionality between coupling strength and 

surface wavefunction density and only the trend should be considered here. 

 

To further rationalize the measured shell thickness dependences of the electron/hole/energy 

transfer coupling strengths, we compared the measured coupling strength to those predicted by 

EMA calculation. In our previous research, it was proposed that the coupling strength for 

electron/hole transfer can be modeled by wavefunction overlap between the QD and the 

acceptors.25 In shell thickness dependence studies, the overlap is proportional to electron/hole 

surface charge density because of the non-dependence of acceptor wavefunction on the QD shell 

thickness. Although the coupling strength of electron/hole transfer in Auger assisted model is also 

related to electron-hole Coulomb interaction,63 the Coulomb interaction change is relatively small 

for CdSe/CdS QDs in this study compared to the measured coupling strength change (see Table 

A3.13) and thus will be neglected for simplicity. Figure 3.12b shows the calculated electron/hole 

transfer coupling strength change as function of shell thickness from 1Se and 1Sh surface charge 

density (see Table A3.15). The calculated coupling strength decreases exponentially with shell 

thickness for electron/hole transfer, and the βs from fitting are (0.190 ± 0.010) Å-1 for electron 

transfer and (0.605 ± 0.007) Å-1 for hole transfer. The calculation result is consistent with 

experimental one for electron transfer. However, the calculated coupling strength change for hole 

transfer from 1Sh surface charge density dramatically deviates from experimental results. Because 

involvement of only 1Sh state cannot account for the measured hole transfer coupling strength, we 

herein propose that hole transfer from CdSe/CdS QDs may be mediated by virtual states. The 
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inclusion of virtual states has been proposed for molecular donor-bridge-acceptor systems, in 

which the localized bridge virtual states with higher energies can couple to wavefunctions of the 

donor and acceptor and thus facilitate the through-bond electron transfer. Such a mechanism has 

been referred to as super-exchange mechanism.71-74 In our study of CdSe/CdS QD, higher energy 

virtual states may also be involved in hole transfer from QDs to acceptor. These states can be 

higher energy hole states, as suggested by radial distribution functions (RDF) of hole states in the 

EMA calculation. As shown in Figure A3.6, the wavefunctions of higher hole states (NSh) extend 

more to QD surface compared to 1Sh state, which is more localized in the CdSe core, and thus has 

more overlap with the wavefunctions of the acceptor. Therefore, these higher energy hole states 

could serve as virtual states to mediate hole transfer if their energies are close to that of 1Sh level. 

In this scenario, the coupling strength of hole transfer can be described as: 

𝑉 = ∑
ℎ1𝑆ℎ−𝑋𝑖ℎ𝑋𝑖−𝐴

∆𝐸𝑖
𝑖   Eq. 3.12 

where ℎ1𝑆ℎ−𝑋𝑖 is the coupling strength between 1Sh state to higher energy hole state Xi; ℎ𝑋𝑖−𝐴 

is the coupling between state Xi and the acceptor, and ∆𝐸𝑖 is the energy difference between 1Sh 

and Xi.
72 Within the framework of triplet exciton interactions in QDs,75 ℎ1𝑆ℎ−𝑋𝑖 can be calculated 

as a Coulomb integral between the 1Sh-1Se and Xi-1Se excitons. The element |ℎ𝑋𝑖−𝐴|2 can be 

assumed proportional to the surface charge density of Xi, with additional computational details 

provided in Appendix 3.4 and Table A3.16. Because of the formal treatment of these QDs as 

spherical particles and the resulting angular momentum conservation condition, only Xi = NSh 

states (N=2,3…) can couple to the 1Sh state. The calculated hole transfer coupling strength with 

Eq. 3.12 overall decreases exponentially with the shell thickness and shows much weaker 

dependence on shell thickness compared to that calculated from the 1Sh surface charge density, as 

shown in Figure 3.12b. The fitting of the trend with Eq. 3.11 yields β of (0.157 ± 0.042) Å-1, which 
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is in reasonable agreement with the experiment value of (0.130 ± 0.011) Å-1. One should note that 

the prerequisite for higher energy virtual state involvement in electron/hole transfer is the small 

energy difference between the virtual state and the donor state (1Se or 1Sh), as indicated in Eq. 

3.12. For electron transfer from CdSe/CdS QD, because the energy difference between 1Se and 

NSe (> 1 eV for the first few CdS ML) is larger than that for the hole, we do not consider this 

process to be mediated by higher energy virtual states, and surface charge density of 1Se is 

adequate to describe the shell thickness dependent coupling strength.  

We now turn to discussion of the measured TET coupling strength, which shows much 

weaker dependence on shell thickness compared to those of electron/hole transfer. From previous 

discussion, it can be derived that the TET coupling strength from CdSe/CdS QDs to molecular 

acceptors is described by wavefunction overlap of 1Se/1Sh and LUMO/HOMO of the acceptor if 

the coupling strength is dominated by two-electron exchange integral that couples the QD 1Sh-1Se 

exciton and molecular triplet excited state (<QD*|V|T*> shown as green arrow in Figure 3.13) or 

by one-electron integrals that only involve charge transfer virtual states (<QD*|V|CT> and 

<CT|V|T*> shown as blue arrows in Figure 3.13): 

|𝑉|2
𝑇𝐸𝑇 ≈ 𝐶′| < 𝛹1𝑆𝑒|𝛹𝐿𝑈𝑀𝑂 > |2|< 𝛹1𝑆ℎ|𝛹𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑂 > |2 ∝ (|𝛹1𝑆𝑒|2 |𝛹1𝑆ℎ|2)|𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒  Eq. 3.13 

where C’ is a constant. Then TET coupling strength is expected to drop exponentially with shell 

thickness, and β is expected to be (0.190+0.605=0.795) Å-1 from the calculation result of 1Sh and 

1Se surface wavefunction density. Apparently, this model is not consistent with the experimental 

result. The experimental result also cannot be accounted for by the recently proposed endothermic 

charge-transfer mediated TET, considering that β for TET is smaller than β for electron/hole 

transfer.62 Our previous discussion of coupling strength for hole transfer has included other virtual 

states with hole in higher energy levels. These virtual states may also be nonnegligible in TET 
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from QD, as shown in red arrows in Figure 3.13. The contribution of higher QD virtual states to 

TET coupling strength would then involve <QD*|V|X*> and <X*|V|T*>, where X* is the virtual 

exciton states shown in Figure 3.13. The first term can be described as the Coulomb integral 

between the 1Sh-1Se exciton and NSh-1Se exciton. The second term is a two-electron exchange 

integral similar to <QD*|V|T*>. Actually, similar conclusion has been invoked in molecular 

systems for TET. Previous research has demonstrated the involvement of bridge exciton virtual 

state mediated TET in molecular donor-bridge-acceptor systems, especially for the low bridge 

tunneling barrier and long bridge length.50 The calculation showed the weaker dependence of TET 

coupling mediated by bridge exciton on bridge length than TET coupling mediated by charge 

transfer state, which is consistent with the result in this study. Further detailed evaluations of the 

coupling strength of higher energy virtual state mediated TET from CdSe/CdS QD require more 

sophisticated calculation method, thus are out of the scope of this article and await future research 

in the field. 

 

Figure 3.13: Potential models to account for coupling strength of TET from CdSe/CdS QDs to 

ACA. TET may be mediated by virtual exciton states with electron/hole in higher energy levels 
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(shown as red arrows). The direct two-electron coupling between initial and final states are shown 

as green arrow, and TET with charge transfer virtual state is shown as blue arrows. 

 

3.3 Conclusion 

In summary, we have tested whether the coupling strength of core-shell QD sensitized TET 

can be described by the model of TET involving charge transfer virtual state and whether the 

process can be considered as simultaneous electron and hole transfer. By varying the CdS shell 

thickness in CdSe/CdS QDs and extracting the shell thickness dependent coupling strength of TET 

from QDs to molecular acceptor from the measured TET rates, we have demonstrated the 

exponential decrease of TET coupling strength with increasing shell thickness, and the exponential 

decay factor or damping coefficient β is (0.016 ± 0.011) Å-1, which is smaller than the sum of βs 

for extracted coupling strength of electron transfer ((0.234 ± 0.060) Å-1) and hole transfer ((0.130 

± 0.011) Å-1) from QDs. The weak shell thickness dependence of TET coupling strength from QDs 

is not consistent with the model of charge transfer virtual state mediated TET. We propose that 

other high energy virtual exciton states may be involved for core-shell QD sensitized TET. Our 

finding suggests that the unique exciton structures of QDs can enable new TET pathways other 

than ones in molecular counterparts, which may be applied to further improve the efficiency of 

TET from QDs in future research. 
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Appendix 3.1 

Fittings of TRPL Kinetics of CdSe/CdS QDs-ACA 

Eq. 3.3 and Eq. 3.4 in the main text were applied to global fit the TRPL kinetics traces of 

CdSe/CdS QD-ACA. In TRPL experiments, the wavelength of the excitation pulse was set as 460 

nm due to limitation of the laser for TRPL. The excitation pulse would inevitably excite the T band 

transition in CdSe/CdS QDs. According to our previous research, the generated hole after 

excitation would either be trapped to surface or relax to 1Sh level localized in the core in much 

shorter time compared to TET process.27 Here we only probed the band edge emission kinetics, 

thus the TRPL kinetics traces mainly show TET from band edge excitons. In the global fitting of 

the kinetics traces in Eq. 3.3 and Eq. 3.4, the summations of n were performed until n = 20, 

considering that the average numbers of adsorbed ACA on QD surface in TRPL experiments are 

expected to be smaller than 20, and the probability of QD with more than 20 adsorbed ACA, which 

follows Poisson distribution (Eq. 3.1 in the main text), is negligible.28 The summations of j in Eq. 

3.4 were performed until j = 10 because the lifetime of the QD TRPL signal is smaller than 1000 

ns, and the contribution of the excitation pulse arriving 1000 ns before the time of signal detection 

to the QD TRPL signal of 100 ns detection time window is negligible. TRPL kinetics traces of 

QDs without ACA can be fit with three-exponential function convoluted with the Gaussian IRF, 

and the parameters of the fitting were fixed for fitting of the kinetics traces of QD-ACA. The rates 

of TET from QD to one ACA molecule (ki) were controlled to the same for QD-ACA with varying 

ACA concentrations, and m and b in Eq. 3.3 and Eq. 3.4 were controlled to be the same for kinetics 

traces in 100 ns and 700 ns detection time windows of QD-ACA with specific ACA concentration. 

The fitting result is shown in Table A3.1-Table A3.5. 
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Table A3.1: Parameters of global fitting of TRPL kinetics traces of CdSe QD-ACA in Figure 

3.10a and Figure 3.10d. ai and τi (i = 1, 2, 3) are the parameters in three-exponential function to fit 

the kinetics traces of QD without ACA. 

[ACA]:[QD] 0 1.8 3.4 4.9 6.5 

a1 (1.80 ± 0.02) × 103 

τ1 (ns) 1.19 ± 0.02 

a2 (2.99 ± 0.02) × 103 

τ2 (ns) 20.1 ± 0.2 

a3 (1.91 ± 0.02) × 103 

τ3 (ns) 72.9 ± 0.5 

m 0 0.328 ± 0.003 0.548 ± 0.004 0.732 ± 0.009 1.13 ± 0.02 

ki (ns-1) 0.0677 ± 0.0010 

b 1 0.721 ± 0.001 0.461 ± 0.001 0.232 ± 0.001 0.112 ± 0.001 

C 0.136 ± 0.001 

 

Table A3.2: Parameters of global fitting of TRPL kinetics traces of CdSe/CdS QD (0.9 

monolayers of CdS)-ACA in Figure 3.10b and Figure 3.10e. 

[ACA]:[QD] 0 3.6 5.3 6.2 7.8 

a1 (1.37 ± 0.03) × 103 

τ1 (ns) 0.457 ± 0.013 

a2 (4.34 ± 0.02) × 103 

τ2 (ns) 18.8 ± 0.1 

a3 754 ± 22 
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τ3 (ns) 62.3 ± 1.0 

m 0 0.711 ± 0.003 1.37 ± 0.01 1.98 ± 0.01 2.76 ± 0.02 

ki (ns-1) 0.119 ± 0.001 

b 1 0.943 ± 0.002 0.724 ± 0.002 0.594 ± 0.002 0.508 ± 0.002 

C 0.268 ± 0.001 

 

Table A3.3: Parameters of global fitting of TRPL kinetics traces of CdSe/CdS QD (1.4 

monolayers of CdS)-ACA in Figure 3.11a and Figure 3.11c. 

[ACA]:[QD] 0 3.4 6.2 7.2 8.3 

a1 (1.49 ± 0.03) × 103 

τ1 (ns) 0.654 ± 0.021 

a2 (5.77 ± 0.02) × 103 

τ2 (ns) 19.0 ± 0.1 

a3 (1.00 ± 0.03) × 103 

τ3 (ns) 69.4 ± 1.1 

m 0 0.275 ± 0.003 0.715 ± 0.004 1.13 ± 0.01 1.52 ± 0.01 

ki (ns-1) 0.117 ± 0.001 

b 1 0.880 ± 0.002 0.828 ± 0.002 0.716 ± 0.002 0.670 ± 0.002 

C 0.233 ± 0.001 

 

Table A3.4: Parameters of global fitting of TRPL kinetics traces of CdSe/CdS QD (3.1 

monolayers of CdS)-ACA in Figure 3.10c and Figure 3.10f. 

[ACA]:[QD] 0 7.1 12 14 18 
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a1 387 ± 14 

τ1 (ns) 1.56 ± 0.09 

a2 (4.44 ± 0.02) × 103 

τ2 (ns) 23.8 ± 0.1 

a3 320 ± 28 

τ3 (ns) 74.9 ± 3.3 

m 0 0.231 ± 0.003 0.714 ± 0.004 1.17 ± 0.01 1.52 ± 0.01 

ki (ns-1) 0.0825 ± 0.0007 

b 1 0.933 ± 0.002 0.860 ± 0.002 0.790 ± 0.003 0.703 ± 0.002 

C 0.184 ± 0.001 

 

Table A3.5: Parameters of global fitting of TRPL kinetics traces of CdSe/CdS QD (3.8 

monolayers of CdS)-ACA in Figure 3.11b and Figure 3.11d. 

[ACA]:[QD] 0 12 18 23 25 

a1 (1.23 ± 0.02) × 103 

τ1 (ns) 1.34 ± 0.03 

a2 (9.61 ± 0.03) × 103 

τ2 (ns) 23.4 ± 0.1 

a3 780 ± 36 

τ3 (ns) 65.6 ± 1.4 

m 0 0.270 ± 0.002 0.519 ± 0.002 0.832 ± 0.003 1.02 ± 0.01 

ki (ns-1) 0.0622 ± 0.0004 

b 1 0.954 ± 0.001 0.912 ± 0.001 0.819 ± 0.001 0.789 ± 0.001 
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C 0.130 ± 0.001 
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Appendix 3.2 

Determination of Rates of Electron Transfer from CdSe/CdS QDs to Methyl Viologen 

(MV2+) 

MV2+ was applied as the electron transfer acceptor for determination of the shell thickness 

dependent electron transfer rate. As shown in Figure A3.1, electron transfer from CdSe/CdS QDs 

to MV2+ can be well resolved in TA spectra. For CdSe-MV2+, charge separated state feature 

consisting of MV+ radical absorption signal from 550 nm to 700 nm and derivative-like feature 

due to Stark effect is almost instantaneously formed after excitation of the QDs, suggesting 

ultrafast electron transfer from QDs to MV2+.27 The formation of charge separated state signal is 

slower with increasing shell thickness, and the relative signal amplitude of MV2+ radical is smaller 

with the growth of CdS shell, which indicates the slower and less efficient electron transfer from 

the core-shell QDs. 

 

Figure A3.1: TA spectra of CdSe/CdS QD-MV2+ with a). 0, b). 0.9, c). 1.4, d). 3.1 and e). 3.8 
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monolayers of CdS shell in time range of 1 ps – 1 ns. The amount of the MV2+ was excess 

compared to that of QDs. The wavelength of the pump pulse was 520 nm. 

 

In order to determine the rates of electron transfer from QDs to one MV2+, we extracted and 

fit the XB kinetics (1Sh-1Se transition of the core) of the QD-MV2+ with varying loading amount 

of MV2+. As shown in Figure A3.2, with increasing loading amount of MV2+, the XB kinetics 

show faster decay within the time range of the plots before reaching saturation due to change of 

apparent electron transfer rate from the change in numbers of adsorbed MV2+ on QD surface. It is 

assumed that the numbers of adsorbed MV2+ on QD surface follow Poisson distribution: 

𝑃(𝑛, 𝑚) =
𝑚𝑛𝑒−𝑚

𝑛!
    Eq. A3.1 

where m and n are the average and specific numbers of adsorbed MV2+ on QDs, respectively.76 

The apparent rate of electron transfer is proportional to n as: 

𝑘𝑎𝑝𝑝 = 𝑛𝑘𝑖    Eq. A3.2 

where kapp and ki are the apparent rate of electron transfer and the rate of electron transfer from 

QD to one acceptor, respectively. Different from TA spectra of QD with excess MV2+ in Figure 

A3.1, the signal amplitudes of the charge separated state spectra in experiments to determine the 

ki are much smaller compared to those of the QD excited state spectra because of the smaller 

amount of MV2+ added to the QD solutions, as indicated by negligible red-shift of the XB peaks 

and small MV+ radical signal amplitudes shown in Figure A3.3. Therefore, the XB kinetics in 

Figure A3.2 are dominated by signal from state filling of 1Se electron level that is proportional to 

conduction band edge electron populations. Accordingly, the XB kinetics can be derived as: 

𝑋𝐵(𝑡) = 𝑋𝐵(0)(∑ 𝑒−𝑛𝑘𝑖𝑡𝑃(𝑛, 𝑚))𝑆(𝑡)𝑛   Eq. A3.3 

where S(t) is the XB kinetics of QDs without MV2+ in the form of two-exponential or three-
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exponential function. In order to better fit the XB kinetics of the CdSe/CdS QD-MV2+, two 

components of the electron transfer rates were applied: 

𝑋𝐵(𝑡) = 𝑋𝐵(0)[∑ (𝑏1𝑒−𝑛𝑘𝑖1𝑡 + 𝑏2𝑒−𝑛𝑘𝑖2𝑡)𝑃(𝑛, 𝑚)]𝑆(𝑡)𝑛   Eq. A3.4 

Eq. A3.3 and Eq. A3.4 convoluted with IRF in TA were applied to fit the XB kinetics of CdSe 

QD-MV2+ and CdSe/CdS QD-MV2+, respectively. The summations in the equations were 

performed until n = 20, considering that the average numbers of adsorbed MV2+ are expected to 

be much smaller than 20 for samples in Figure A3.2, and P(n,m) is negligible when n is larger than 

20. The fitting results are shown in Figure A3.2 and Table A3.6-Table A3.10. For CdSe/CdS QDs, 

the averaged ki for electron transfer were calculated as: 

𝑘 =
(𝑏1𝑘𝑖1+𝑏2𝑘𝑖2)

(𝑏1+𝑏2)
    Eq. A3.5 

 

Figure A3.2: XB kinetics (1Sh-1Se core transition) of CdSe/CdS QD-MV2+ with varying amount 

of MV2+ added to QD solution for determination of ki for electron transfer. a)-e) correspond to 

CdSe/CdS QDs with 0, 0.9, 1.4, 3.1 and 3.8 monolayers of CdS shell. The wavelength of the pump 
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pulse was 520 nm. 

 

Figure A3.3: TA spectra of CdSe/CdS QD-MV2+ with a). 0, b). 0.9, c). 1.4, d). 3.1 and e). 3.8 

monolayers CdS shell in TA experiments of determination of ki for electron transfer from QDs. 

The ratios of MV2+ to QDs were 1.5, 10, 20, 32 and 32 from a) to e). The wavelength of the pump 

pulse was 520 nm. 

 

Table A3.6: Parameters of global fitting of XB kinetics traces of CdSe QD-MV2+ in Figure A3.2. 

ai and τi (i = 1, 2, 3) are the parameters in three-exponential function to fit the kinetics traces of 

QD without MV2+. 

[MV2+]:[QD] 0 1.5 3.0 4.5 6.0 

a1 0.218 ± 0.016 

τ1 (ps) 0.370 ± 0.037 
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a2 0.395 ± 0.008 

τ2 (ns) 13.0 ± 0.4 

a3 0.389 ± 0.008 

τ3 (ns) 104 ± 2 

m 0 1.49 ± 0.02 1.68 ± 0.03 3.21 ± 0.10 4.03 ± 0.16 

ki (ps-1) 1.46 ± 0.05 

 

Table A3.7: Parameters of global fitting of XB kinetics traces of CdSe/CdS QD (0.9 monolayers 

of CdS)-MV2+ in Figure A3.2. 

[MV2+]:[QD] 0 2.5 5.0 7.5 10.0 

a1 0.101 ± 0.007 

τ1 (ps) 1.12 ± 0.21 

a2 0.649 ± 0.010 

τ2 (ns) 20.3 ± 0.4 

a3 0.249 ± 0.010 

τ3 (ns) 149 ± 7 

m 0 0.760 ± 0.011 1.39 ± 0.02 1.84 ± 0.03 2.00 ± 0.04 

b1 0.530 ± 0.028 

ki1 (ps-1) 1.15 ± 0.09 

b2 0.470 ± 0.028 

ki2 (ps-1) 0.152 ± 0.016 

 

Table A3.8: Parameters of global fitting of XB kinetics traces of CdSe/CdS QD (1.4 monolayers 
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of CdS)-MV2+ in Figure A3.2. 

[MV2+]:[QD] 0 5 10 15 20 

a1 0.047 ± 0.004 

τ1 (ps) 13.6 ± 3.0 

a2 0.729 ± 0.007 

τ2 (ns) 24.9 ± 0.4 

a3 0.218 ± 0.007 

τ3 (ns) 223 ± 9 

m 0 0.186 ± 0.005 0.331 ± 0.007 0.589 ± 0.009 0.983 ± 0.015 

b1 0.368 ± 0.014 

ki1 (ps-1) 0.740 ± 0.070 

b2 0.632 ± 0.013 

ki2 (ps-1) 0.0314 ± 0.0020 

 

Table A3.9: Parameters of global fitting of XB kinetics traces of CdSe/CdS QD (3.1 monolayers 

of CdS)-MV2+ in Figure A3.2. 

[MV2+]:[QD] 0 8 16 24 32 

a1 0.689 ± 0.044 

τ1 (ns) 18.7 ± 1.0 

a2 0.311 ± 0.044 

τ2 (ns) 70.1 ± 7.0 

m 0 0.395 ± 0.015 0.473 ± 0.017 0.655 ± 0.023 0.714 ± 0.025 

b1 0.406 ± 0.037 
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ki1 (ps-1) 0.119 ± 0.020 

b2 0.594 ± 0.036 

ki2 (ps-1) 0.0844 ± 0.0014 

 

Table A3.10: Parameters of global fitting of XB kinetics traces of CdSe/CdS QD (3.8 monolayers 

of CdS)-MV2+ in Figure A3.2. 

[MV2+]:[QD] 0 8 16 24 32 

a1 0.531 ± 0.063 

τ1 (ns) 14.4 ± 1.2 

a2 0.469 ± 0.063 

τ2 (ns) 47.0 ± 3.9 

m 0 0.201 ± 0.092 0.237 ± 0.109 0.407 ± 0.198 0.425 ± 0.208 

b1 0.684 ± 0.130 

ki1 (ps-1) 0.0187 ± 0.0082 

b2 0.316 ± 0.130 

ki2 (ps-1) (2.615 ± 0.918) × 10-3 
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Appendix 3.3 

Determination of Rates of Hole Transfer from CdSe/CdS QDs to Phenothiazine (PTZ) 

Shell thickness dependent rates of hole transfer from CdSe/CdS QDs were studied with PTZ 

as the hole acceptor. As shown in Figure A3.4, the TA spectra of CdSe/CdS QDs adsorbed with 

excess PTZ show formation of derivative-like features due to Stark effect from charge separation 

and show no faster decay of 1Sh-1Se XB in range of 500 nm to 600 nm, suggesting hole transfer 

from QDs to PTZ considering that XB in CdSe/CdS QDs is mainly attributed to state filling of 1S 

electron level.59 One should note that the PTZ+ radical signal at around 520 nm overlaps with the 

QD excited state spectra and charge separated state spectra and cannot be well resolved in TA 

spectra because of its small amplitude.  

 

Figure A3.4: TA spectra of CdSe/CdS QD-PTZ with a). 0, b). 0.9, c). 1.4, d). 3.1 and e). 3.8 

monolayers of CdS shell in time range of 1 ps – 1 ns. The amount of the PTZ was excess compared 

to that of QDs. The wavelength of the pump pulse was 400 nm. 
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Because XB signal of the core-shell QDs in TA mainly consists of state filling of conduction 

band edge electron, we turned to TRPL measurement when determining rates of hole transfer from 

QDs to one PTZ (ki). The excitation wavelength was set as 460 nm due to limitation of the laser 

for TRPL. Despite the inevitable excitation of T band transition by 460 nm, the hole generated by 

excitation will either be trapped or relax to 1Sh level of the QD in much shorter time compared to 

the instrument response of the TRPL measurement. Because only band edge emission was 

monitored in TRPL, holes in deep trap states would not be detected in TRPL. Therefore, the TRPL 

kinetics mainly show the dynamics of hole transfer from 1Sh level to PTZ. In order to determine 

the ki of hole transfer, we measured the TRPL kinetics with varying loading amount of PTZ and 

extracted the ki of hole transfer from global fitting, which is similar to the determination of ki for 

triplet energy transfer and electron transfer in the study. Because of the relatively fast hole transfer, 

the detection time window for TRPL was set as 50 ns, with FWHM of 62 ps for the Gaussian IRF. 

With the assumption of Poisson distribution of the numbers of adsorbed PTZ, TRPL kinetics of 

QD-PTZ can be derived in a similar manner to Eq. 3.4 in the main text. The expression is: 

𝑁(𝑡, 𝑚) = ∑ (𝑁(0)(∑ 𝑒−𝑛𝑘𝑖(𝑡+𝑗𝑇𝑅)𝑃(𝑛, 𝑚))𝑆(𝑡 + 𝑗𝑇𝑅))𝑛𝑗   Eq. A3.6 

where S(t) is the TRPL kinetics of the free QD without PTZ, and TR is the repetition time of the 

pulse.59 The summations of j and n were performed until j = 10 and n = 20. The fitting result is 

shown in Figure A3.5 and Table A3.11. 
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Figure A3.5: TRPL kinetics at band edge emission peaks of CdSe/CdS QDs-PTZ with a). 0, b). 

0.9, c). 1.4, d). 3.1 and e). 3.8 monolayers of CdS shell and varying PTZ to QD ratios. The detection 

time window was 50 ns. The global fitting curves of the kinetics traces are shown as black solid 

lines. 

 

Table A3.11: Parameters of global fitting of TRPL kinetics traces of CdSe/CdS QD-PTZ in Figure 

A3.5. The parameters of S(t) are the same as those in fitting of TRPL kinetics traces of CdSe/CdS 

QD-ACA and thus are not shown in the table. mi (i=0, 1, 2, 3, 4) refer to average numbers of 

adsorbed PTZ on QD surface with increasing concentrations of PTZ added to QD solution. 

Monolayers 

of CdS shell 

0 0.9 1.4 3.1 3.8 

m0 0 0 0 0 0 
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m1 0.122 ± 0.001 0.287 ± 0.001 0.835 ± 0.002 1.00 ± 0.01 1.23 ± 0.01 

m2 0.364 ± 0.002 0.377 ± 0.001 1.28 ± 0.01 1.63 ± 0.01 1.81 ± 0.01 

m3 0.796 ± 0.002 0.425 ± 0.001 1.75 ± 0.01 1.95 ± 0.01 2.40 ± 0.01 

m4 1.72 ± 0.01 0.451 ± 0.001 1.88 ± 0.01 2.17 ± 0.01 2.49 ± 0.01 

ki (ns-1) 2.60 ± 0.04 1.78 ± 0.03 1.58 ± 0.01 0.684 ± 0.004 0.683 ± 0.004 
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Appendix 3.4 

Single-band Effective Mass Calculation for Electron/hole Energies and Wavefunctions of 

Core-shell QDs 

Table A3.12. Material parameters used in the EMA calculations: m0 is the electron mass; er the 

medium dielectric; Ve and Vh are conduction and valence band edges respectively. 

 CdSe CdS hexane 

me* / m0 0.13 0.21 1 

mh* / m0 0.45 0.80 1 

er 10 8.9 1.8819 

Ve / eV -4.0 -3.78 0 

Vh / eV -5.7 -6.29 -8.4 

 

The material parameters for bulk wurtzite CdSe and CdS used in the present EMA 

calculations are those reported elsewhere77 and are given in Table A3.12. Calculation of 

electron/hole orbitals requires numerically solving the coupled Schrödinger-Poisson equations for 

a single exciton in the initial state:77-79 for the electron in 1Se orbital, 

,  Eq. A3.7a 

Ñ×erÑFe(r) = 4p 1Se(r)
2

.     Eq. A3.7b 

and for the hole in 1Sh orbital, 

,  Eq. A3.8a 
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Ñ×erÑFh(r) = -4p 1Sh(r)
2

,    Eq. A3.8b 

and corresponding equations for all final state excitons (1Sh,NSe) and (MSh,1Se) for the various N 

and M values of the excited S-orbitals. The curly brackets in 1a and 2a contain, respectively, the 

effective mass kinetic energy terms, the band potentials for electron and hole, the electrostatic 

source potentials due to hole and electron, and the self-induced electron and hole potentials with 

the proper factor of 1/2.77, 80 The Poisson equations are solved subject to the condition that the 

inner and outer potentials match at the surface boundary.78-79 We note that the outer potential in 

the surrounding environment (presently an organic solvent), at a point sufficiently far from the QD, 

is given by 
eoutside

-1 d ¢r |1Se( ¢r ) |2 ¢r -rò , for the electron, with the corresponding expression for 

the hole, where eoutside is the dielectric constant of the medium outside the quantum dot, presently 

hexane (see Table A3.12). The surface, defined by all points with the dot center as the origin 

satisfying 
x2 + y2 + z2 = Rmax

2

 at which the inner and outer potentials are matched, coincides with 

the surface beyond which the wavefunction is made to vanish, which in the present study is a 

distance DR from the outer surface of a quantum dot, i.e. Rmax=Rcore+L+DR, where Rcore is the 

radius of the CdSe core, L is the CdS shell thickness, and DR = 1 nm. This sets the necessary 

boundary conditions for the differential equations 7b, 8b. 

The differential operators, wavefunctions and electrostatic potentials are recovered using a 

contracted, infinite order, discrete variable representation (DVR) method described in detail 

previously.78 We construct a uniform isotropic Cartesian grid with Dx = Dy = Dz  and retain the 

points within the cutoff radius Rmax . The above conditions define the coupled matrix equations: (i) 

the eigenvalue equations (7a,8a) for the wavefunctions, which are solved using Davidson’s 

subspace expansion,81 and (ii) linear equations (7b,8b) for the electrostatic potentials, which are 
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solved using a generic linear conjugate gradient algorithm. 

The induced potentials Fe
ind , Fh

ind are derived from the source potentials Fe, Fh by integrating 

the induced surface polarization density82 over all interfacial (CdSe/solvent, CdSe/CdS and 

CdS/solvent) surfaces I, 

,  Eq. A3.9a 

.     Eq. A3.9b 

By the convention used in deriving equations (A3) the dielectric constants 
ein
I

 and 
eout
I

 are 

measured on either side of the interface along the surface norm n̂out
in

 pointing from inside to 

outside; the potential gradient is evaluated just inside the interfacial surface. With these definitions, 

the coupled equation systems A3.7-3.9 are solved to self-consistency. Typically, convergence of 

the wavefunction to 10-7 is reached after a few iterations. For the case of an excited state calculation, 

the Hamiltonians in A3.7a, A3.8a are transformed to yield the sought excited state to be the ground 

state, i.e. by applying a shift to the Hamiltonian matrix (the DVR matrix representation of the 

quantity in the curly brackets in A3.7a and A3.8a), and squaring the result: HÞ (H-lI)2

. The 

transformed matrix shares the same eigenvectors as the original, while scanning over a sufficiently 

wide range of λ yields the desired excited states. The result of the EMA calculation is shown below. 

 

Table A3.13: Calculation result of 1Se electron energy (E1Se), 1Sh hole energy (E1Sh), electron-

hole Coulomb interaction (<e-h>), 1Sh-1Se exciton energy (E1Sh-1Se) and the measured 1Sh-1Se 

exciton energy from UV-vis spectra shown in Figure 3.4 (E1Sh-1Se from UV-vis) for the studied 

CdSe/CdS QDs. 1Sh-1Se exciton energy can be calculated as: E1Sh-1Se = E1Se - E1Sh - <e-h>. 
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Monolayers 

of CdS shell 

E1Se (eV) E1Sh (eV) <e-h> (eV) E1Sh-1Se (eV) E1Sh-1Se from 

UV-vis (eV) 

0 -3.79 -5.62 -0.55 2.39 2.42 

0.9 -3.86 -5.64 -0.46 2.24 2.30 

1.4 -3.87 -5.65 -0.43 2.21 2.25 

3.1 -3.91 -5.69 -0.34 2.12 2.19 

3.8 -3.91 -5.71 -0.31 2.11 2.18 

 

Table A3.14: Calculation result of energies of higher electron/hole levels (1P, 1D and 2S) for the 

studied CdSe/CdS QDs. 

Monolayers of 

CdS shell 

E1Pe (eV) E1De (eV) E2Se (eV) E1Ph (eV) E1Dh (eV) E2Sh (eV) 

0 -3.05 -2.12 -1.35 -5.91 -6.27 -6.44 

0.9 -3.33 -2.69 -2.12 -5.87 -6.15 -6.31 

1.4 -3.41 -2.89 -2.42 -5.88 -6.15 -6.29 

3.1 -3.58 -3.26 -3.10 -5.90 -6.14 -6.24 

3.8 -3.61 -3.35 -3.26 -5.92 -6.15 -6.23 

 

Table A3.15: Calculation result of surface charge density (ρ) of electron in 1Se level and hole in 

1Sh level of the studied CdSe/CdS QDs. 

Monolayers of CdS shell ρ 1Se ρ 1Sh 

0 4.69 × 10-2 1.50 × 10-2 

0.9 2.21 × 10-2 1.94 × 10-3 
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1.4 1.47 × 10-2 7.19 × 10-4 

3.1 5.42 × 10-3 2.31 × 10-5 

3.8 3.69 × 10-3 5.51 × 10-6 

 

Table A3.16: Calculation result of energies of the bound Sh hole states (ENSh), coupling elements 

of NSh to 1Sh (J1N) and the corresponding surface charge densities of these states (ρ) in the studied 

CdSe/CdS QDs. 

Monolayers 

of CdS shell 

E2Sh (eV) 

(J12) ρ 

E3Sh (eV) 

(J13) ρ 

E4Sh (eV) 

(J14) ρ 

E5Sh (eV) 

(J15) ρ 

E6Sh (eV) 

(J16) ρ 

0 -6.44 (16.4) 

5.67 × 10-2 

-7.82 (2.0) 

1.81 × 10-1 

-8.39 (1.8) 

9.17 × 10-1 

non-bound non-bound 

0.9 -6.31 (14.9) 

1.33 × 10-2 

-7.28 (0.6) 

9.88 × 10-2 

-8.20 (1.4) 

3.79 × 10-1 

non-bound non-bound 

1.4 -6.29 (13.5) 

9.05 × 10-3 

-7.02 (1.1) 

7.77 × 10-2 

-7.93 (1.1) 

1.50 × 10-1 

-8.44 (0.04) 

8.77 × 10-1 

non-bound 

3.1 -6.24 (9.9) 

4.35 × 10-3 

-6.54 (4.0) 

1.95 × 10-2 

-7.21 (0.3) 

5.55 × 10-2 

-7.89 (0.5) 

9.80 × 10-2 

non-bound 

3.8 -6.23 (8.5) 

3.16 × 10-3 

-6.47 (4.7) 

1.22 × 10-2 

-6.97 (0.8) 

3.97 × 10-2 

-7.61 (0.2) 

6.32 × 10-2 

-8.21 (0.5) 

2.00 × 10-1 
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Figure A3.6: Radial distribution function (RDF) of NSh (N=1,2,3,4) hole states in CdSe/CdS core-

shell QDs with different monolayers of CdS shell. Visual inspection of the curves and node 

placement of the excited states helps interpret the coupling strength between the 1Sh and NSh 

orbitals.  
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Appendix 3.5 

Calculation of Reorganization Energies of the Acceptors for Electron/hole/energy 

Transfer 

The acceptor (ACC) component of reorganization energy λACC is defined as the difference 

between the energy of ACC* at the equilibrium geometry of ACC, i.e. electron/hole/triplet-exciton 

acceptor’s initial state, and the energy of ACC* at the equilibrium geometry of ACC*, its final state. 

For this we use the B3LYP functional83-84 with a 6-31++G(d,p) basis as implemented in Gaussian 

09.85 The calculated values for each of the acceptor’s reorganization energy are λMV = 300, λPTZ = 

87 , λACA = 317 meV. Tables A3.17-A3.19 summarize the geometries of the three acceptor 

molecules before and after ET/HT/TET. 

 

Table A3.17a. MV+@MV2+ Cartesian coordinates in Å before ET. E(ROB3LYP) = -

575.026131509 Eh 

Atom             X           Y           Z 

        C               0.743468    0.005678    0.003632 

        C               1.469384    1.130968   -0.415856 

        C               2.854860    1.102843   -0.404640 

        C               2.850409   -1.093547    0.429638 

        C               1.466439   -1.120429    0.432076 

        C              -0.743468    0.005678   -0.003634 

        C              -1.469383    1.130968    0.415854 

        C              -2.854859    1.102843    0.404639 

        C              -2.850409   -1.093547   -0.429639 
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        C              -1.466439   -1.120428   -0.432078 

        H               0.977239    2.027024   -0.776499 

        H               3.453386    1.944645   -0.729893 

        H               3.448700   -1.935504    0.757262 

        H               0.970047   -2.014364    0.792483 

        H              -0.977238    2.027024    0.776497 

        H              -3.453386    1.944645    0.729893 

        H              -3.448701   -1.935504   -0.757262 

        H              -0.970048   -2.014364   -0.792486 

        C               5.012661   -0.021137   -0.019195 

        H               5.380987   -0.457938    0.908846 

        H               5.336150   -0.619355   -0.873295 

        H               5.381976    0.997920   -0.116656 

        C              -5.012661   -0.021138    0.019199 

        H              -5.336148   -0.619350    0.873304 

        H              -5.381976    0.997921    0.116654 

        H              -5.380989   -0.457945   -0.908838 

        N               3.524877    0.004474    0.012384 

        N              -3.524877    0.004474   -0.012384 

 

Table A3.17b. MV+ Cartesian coordinates in Å after ET, E(ROB3LYP) = -575.037331083 Eh 

Atom             X           Y           Z 

        C               0.716380    0.001480    0.000196 
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        C               1.487728    1.204486   -0.049535 

        C               2.842913    1.178742   -0.046558 

        C               2.843690   -1.172368    0.054182 

        C               1.489839   -1.200788    0.051243 

        C              -0.716386    0.001480   -0.000195 

        C              -1.487732    1.204485    0.049535 

        C              -2.842911    1.178741    0.046558 

        C              -2.843687   -1.172367   -0.054182 

        C              -1.489843   -1.200787   -0.051243 

        H               1.017674    2.177402   -0.103676 

        H               3.435480    2.083664   -0.090655 

        H               3.440524   -2.075120    0.098466 

        H               1.020318   -2.174232    0.103582 

        H              -1.017680    2.177401    0.103677 

        H              -3.435478    2.083662    0.090654 

        H              -3.440521   -2.075118   -0.098466 

        H              -1.020324   -2.174231   -0.103581 

        C               5.007470   -0.013092   -0.007486 

        H               5.380579   -0.574470    0.852499 

        H               5.368478   -0.475417   -0.930321 

        H               5.377827    1.009904    0.049067 

        C              -5.007465   -0.013092    0.007486 

        H              -5.368473   -0.475403    0.930329 
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        H              -5.377823    1.009903   -0.049083 

        H              -5.380575   -0.574483   -0.852490 

        N               3.538694    0.005358    0.007830 

        N              -3.538690    0.005358   -0.007831 

 

Table A3.18a. PTZ+@PTZ Cartesian coordinates in Å before HT, E(UB3LYP) = -915.421871567 

Eh 

  Atom             X           Y           Z 

        C               0.000000    3.817857    0.391670 

        C               0.000000    2.672027    1.193331 

        C               0.000000    1.394353    0.628365 

        C               0.000000    1.250683   -0.772160 

        C               0.000000    2.406081   -1.569244 

        C               0.000000    3.678765   -0.996550 

        C              -0.000000   -1.250683   -0.772160 

        C              -0.000000   -1.394353    0.628365 

        C              -0.000000   -2.672027    1.193331 

        H               0.000000   -2.770529    2.275654 

        C              -0.000000   -3.817857    0.391670 

        C              -0.000000   -3.678765   -0.996550 

        C              -0.000000   -2.406081   -1.569244 

        H               0.000000    4.800436    0.852429 

        H               0.000000    2.770529    2.275654 
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        H               0.000000    2.298266   -2.651796 

        H               0.000000    4.553696   -1.639595 

        H              -0.000000    0.000000   -2.397464 

        H              -0.000000   -4.800436    0.852429 

        H              -0.000000   -4.553696   -1.639595 

        H              -0.000000   -2.298266   -2.651796 

        N              -0.000000    0.000000   -1.388783 

        S               0.000000   -0.000000    1.746286 

 

Table A3.18b. PTZ+ Cartesian coordinates in Å after HT, E(UB3LYP) = -915.425032857 Eh 

Atom             X           Y           Z 

        C              -3.783009   -0.404636   -0.000279 

        C              -2.657286   -1.213743   -0.000095 

        C              -1.373207   -0.638632    0.000112 

        C              -1.238924    0.775079    0.000185 

        C              -2.396340    1.583603   -0.000049 

        C              -3.649450    0.999896   -0.000298 

        C               1.238935    0.775043    0.000127 

        C               1.373165   -0.638671    0.000057 

        C               2.657310   -1.213749   -0.000063 

        H               2.759666   -2.294724   -0.000002 

        C               3.782997   -0.404657   -0.000229 

        C               3.649459    0.999924   -0.000325 
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        C               2.396361    1.583586   -0.000100 

        H              -4.769492   -0.855750   -0.000387 

        H              -2.759731   -2.294708   -0.000093 

        H              -2.291053    2.665147   -0.000087 

        H              -4.534077    1.627870   -0.000565 

        H               0.000009    2.392748    0.001003 

        H               4.769519   -0.855694   -0.000283 

        H               4.534136    1.627816   -0.000584 

        H               2.290951    2.665120   -0.000122 

        N               0.000028    1.378001    0.000600 

        S              -0.000012   -1.721381    0.000167 

 

Table A3.19a. ACA(T1@S0) Cartesian coordinates in Å before TET, E(UB3LYP) = -

728.050532890 Eh 

Atom             X           Y           Z 

        C              -2.205387   -4.092461   -0.027470 

        C              -0.835814   -4.065349   -0.030656 

        C              -0.121679   -2.824678   -0.025901 

        C              -0.855935   -1.578745   -0.033010 

        C              -2.287924   -1.658404   -0.019635 

        C              -2.935132   -2.868859   -0.016209 

        C               1.276506   -2.800315   -0.009757 

        C              -0.132523   -0.358799   -0.005801 
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        C               1.286092   -0.343688    0.040870 

        C               1.997309   -1.602285    0.021418 

        C               3.428700   -1.604136    0.035922 

        H               3.942243   -2.561989    0.021018 

        C               4.135583   -0.431114    0.065496 

        C               3.440054    0.812304    0.082926 

        C               2.068154    0.858178    0.072360 

        H               1.820177   -3.742532   -0.016300 

        H              -2.737830   -5.038951   -0.028244 

        H              -0.262256   -4.988654   -0.030586 

        H              -2.870413   -0.746367   -0.018042 

        H              -4.021015   -2.894855   -0.004231 

        H               5.221492   -0.442757    0.076203 

        H               4.005273    1.739555    0.109354 

        H               1.565000    1.815752    0.107022 

        C              -0.851049    0.953121   -0.003206 

        O              -0.649551    1.868650    0.772466 

        O              -1.769959    1.067117   -0.999316 

        H              -2.166058    1.951002   -0.906201 

 

Table A3.19b. ACA(T1) Cartesian coordinates in Å after TET, E(UB3LYP) = -728.062168929 

Eh 

Atom             X           Y           Z 
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        C              -2.244347   -4.086373   -0.008574 

        C              -0.841751   -4.041757   -0.091246 

        C              -0.145081   -2.821816   -0.085494 

        C              -0.880339   -1.585453   -0.032923 

        C              -2.276430   -1.663617    0.077082 

        C              -2.956254   -2.900439    0.088051 

        C               1.279182   -2.795327   -0.106834 

        C              -0.138740   -0.324521   -0.042448 

        C               1.321335   -0.320108    0.054943 

        C               2.016936   -1.580199   -0.007126 

        C               3.420547   -1.598016    0.030987 

        H               3.930761   -2.556321   -0.021246 

        C               4.168568   -0.411055    0.131621 

        C               3.504867    0.803727    0.195329 

        C               2.093647    0.847659    0.155923 

        H               1.821222   -3.735760   -0.155746 

        H              -2.757879   -5.043240   -0.013459 

        H              -0.273478   -4.966133   -0.153803 

        H              -2.860985   -0.756636    0.145102 

        H              -4.038967   -2.909806    0.167037 

        H               5.253352   -0.454441    0.159593 

        H               4.059760    1.733387    0.276344 

        H               1.597822    1.806263    0.219765 
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        C              -0.842282    0.970193   -0.160891 

        O              -0.515589    2.018530    0.379765 

        O              -1.929757    0.942885   -0.986725 

        H              -2.282065    1.849112   -0.984537 
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Chapter 4. Bright State Sensitized Triplet Energy Transfer from Quantum Dot to Molecular 

Acceptor Revealed by Temperature Dependent Energy Transfer Dynamics 

This work has been submitted to Nano Letters and is under review. 

4.1 Introduction 

Molecular triplet state generation has received extensive research interest because of its wide 

applications in photodynamic therapy,1-2 photon up-conversion3-5 and photocatalytic organic 

reactions.6-7 Traditional approaches for triplet excited state formation include intersystem crossing 

of target molecules and triplet energy transfer (TET) from molecular sensitizers. Both approaches 

involve intersystem crossing from singlet excited states generated by light absorption, a process 

with large energy loss because of the relatively large energy gap between molecular singlet and 

triplet states.5 Recently, quantum dot (QD) sensitized TET8-11 has been developed as a promising 

route for triplet excited state generation because of the unique advantages of QD sensitizers, 

including large extinction coefficients,12-13 tunable absorption from visible to near and mid-

infrared regions,14-15 and small bright and dark state energy difference.16-17 So far, TET from QDs 

to molecular acceptors has been demonstrated for QD sensitizers including CdSe,18-19 PbS,20 InP,21 

CdS22 and CsPbBr3 perovskite8 and has been integrated into photon up-conversion23-26 and 

photocatalytic organic synthesis27-28. The TET mechanisms from QD sensitizers to molecular 

acceptors have also been studied as it is a key step to determine the overall efficiency of up-

conversion or photocatalysis systems.29 Inspired by TET and other triplet excited state generation 

schemes in molecular donor-acceptor systems, similar mechanisms have been proposed for TET 

in QD-acceptor complexes, which include direct TET mediated by charge transfer virtual states18, 
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30-33 and TET mediated by sequential charge transfer with charge separated state intermediate.34-35 

While unique properties of QDs have been utilized to improve the TET efficiency of QD-

acceptor complexes, their influences on mechanisms of QD sensitized TET have rarely been 

discussed. Molecule-to-molecule TET through direct Dexter mechanism involves optically 

forbidden triplet excited states of the donor and acceptor molecules. In QDs, because of strong 

spin-orbit coupling, spin is no longer a good quantum number, and bright and dark exciton states 

resulted from the bound conduction band (CB) edge electron and valence band (VB) edge hole 

pair are determined by their total angular momentum. These degenerate bright and dark exciton 

states are further split by electron-hole exchange and QD shape or lattice asymmetry to form band 

edge exciton fine structures.16, 36-40 For example, in CdSe QDs with a wurtzite crystal structure, 

the two-fold degenerate 1S1/2 electron level and four-fold degenerate 1S3/2 hole level forms 8 

exciton states with total angular momentum of 0, 1, 2, respectively, that are further split according 

to their angular momentum projection along the wurtzite hexagonal axis (z axis) to form exciton 

fine structures with a manifold of bright and dark states spanning an energy range of a few to tens 

of meVs.16 These bright and dark states have mixtures of electron spin singlet and triplet characters 

and it is unclear and has not been demonstrated experimentally how QD band edge exciton fine 

structure affects the TET process from the QD sensitizer to molecular acceptors. Such ambiguity 

in QD sensitized TET mechanisms could impede further optimization of the TET efficiency. 

Therefore, detailed examination of the effect of exciton fine structure on QD sensitized TET is 

necessary. 

In this paper, we systematically tune the relative population of bright and dark states in 

CdSe/CdS core/shell QDs by varying the temperature and study its effect on the TET dynamics 

from the QD to attached triplet acceptors with transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy. We use a 
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functionalized oligothiophene (3''',4''-dihexyl-[2,2':5',2'':5'',2''':5''',2'''':5'''',2'''''-sexithiophene]-5-

carboxylic acid (T6)) (shown in Figure 4.1a) as the acceptor following a previous report of efficient 

TET in CdSe-T6 complexes.19 With increasing population of dark states at lower temperature, 

kinetics of triplet excited states of T6 show slower growth. Further kinetics analysis shows that 

TET from the bright states to T6 is higher than that from the dark states. The bright states 

contribution to TET can be attributed to the wavefunction components with triplet-state-like spin 

characters, resulting in non-zero TET transition probability. 

 

Figure 4.1: a). Photophysical processes (arrows) in CdSe/CdS QD-T6 complex following QD 

excitation. The QD bright state generated by excitation can relax to the dark state, and both bright 

and dark states can undergo triplet energy transfer (TET) to T6. b). UV-vis absorption spectra of 

free QDs (red) and QD-T6 complexes (orange) embedded in polymer films at room temperature. 

 

4.2 Results and discussion 

4.2.1 Bright and dark state equilibrium in CdSe/CdS QDs 

CdSe/CdS core-shell QDs and T6 molecules were synthesized according to procedures from 

previous literature,19, 41 and the preparations of QD-T6 complexes dispersed in toluene or 
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embedded in a polymer matrix on the surface of glass substrate are described in Section 2.1.5 and 

Figure 4.2. CdSe/CdS core/shell QDs instead of bare CdSe QDs were selected as the sensitizer 

because of their low trap state population, which may also contribute to triplet energy transfer and 

complicate the analysis.41-42 The UV-vis absorption spectra of the QD and QD-T6 complexes are 

shown in Figure 4.1b. The 1Sh-1Se absorption peak of the QD is centered at 570 nm and shows 

negligible shift after T6 adsorption. The QD-T6 spectrum shows an additional peak centered at 

400 nm due to the T6 S0-S1 absorption.19 The surrounding temperature of the QD-T6 complex was 

tuned by placing the film sample into a Janis STVP-100 cryostat (more details in Section 2.2.2). 

Figure 4.3 shows the absorption spectra of QD and QD T6 at the applied temperatures. The 

absorption spectra were obtained from calculating the absorbance of the sample at each wavelength 

from the signal and reference probe intensities in TA experiments. The reference probe spectra 

were first scaled to reach the same intensity at 700 nm as signal probe spectra, because there is 

supposed to be zero absorbance for QD and QD T6 at 700 nm. Then the absorbance of the sample 

can be calculated as: 

𝐴𝑏𝑠 = 𝑙𝑔
𝐼𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑎𝑙

𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒
    Eq. 4.1 

where Isignal and Ireference are the intensities of signal probe and scaled reference probe at each 

wavelength. As is shown in Figure 4.3, there is a tail in spectra from 570 nm to 650 nm, which is 

due to the scattering of the signal probe by the sample or cryostat. In additional, because of the 

weak probe intensity at wavelengths below 450 nm, absorbance spectra below 450 nm cannot be 

well resolved. As is shown in the figure, when temperature is decreased from room temperature to 

40 K, the 1Sh-1Se exciton peaks of the QD and QD-T6 both blue-shift to 550 nm, consistent with 

previous observations.43 However, in temperature regime of 5-40 K, there is negligible 1Sh-1Se 

absorption peak shift of QD and QD-T6, indicating negligible change of the QD to T6 TET driving 
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force in this temperature range. 1Sh-1Se transition energy (E(T)) extracted from the absorption 

peak positions in a) and b) as function of temperature for CdSe/CdS QD and CdSe/CdS QD T6 

complex are plotted in panel c). E(T) of the QD and QD T6 complex show consistent change with 

increasing temperature. The trend can be well fit with the Varshini model: 

𝐸 (𝑇) = 𝐸(0) −
𝛼𝑇2

𝛽+𝑇
      Eq. 4.2 

where E(0) is the 1Sh-1Se transition energy at 0 K, α is constant, and β is comparable to the Debye 

temperature.44 The fitting yields E(0) = (2.26 ± 0.01) eV, α = (3.95 ± 0.56)×10-4 eV/K and β = 

(120 ± 55) K, which are in agreement with the values reported in previous literature and thus 

suggest the validity of the applied temperature at the sample.45 

 

Figure 4.2: Characterization of CdS shell growth to form CdSe/CdS core-shell QD. a) and b). 

Parts of the TEM images of CdSe core QD and CdSe/CdS core-shell QD, respectively. c) and d). 

Size distributions of the synthesized CdSe QD and CdSe/CdS QD extracted from a) and b). The 
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red solid lines are the fits of the diameter histograms by Gaussian distribution. The average 

diameters (standard deviations) of the QDs are 3.20 (0.65) nm for core QD and 5.14 (0.87) nm for 

CdSe/CdS QD, suggesting shell thickness to be 0.97 nm. e). UV-vis absorption spectra of CdSe 

QD (red) and CdSe/CdS QD (blue). The red shift of 1Sh-1Se absorption peak and emergence of 

bulk-like absorption band (380-480 nm) corresponding to transition from higher hole levels and 

the 1Se level in core-shell QD suggest successful growth of CdS shell.41 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Absorption spectra of a). CdSe/CdS QD and b). CdSe/CdS QD T6 complex at 

temperatures from 5 K to 298 K. c). 1Sh-1Se transition energy (E(T)) extracted from the absorption 

peak positions in a) and b) as function of temperature for CdSe/CdS QD (red circles) and 

CdSe/CdS QD T6 complex (blue circles). The black line is the fitting of 1Sh-1Se transition energy 

of CdSe/CdS QD as function of temperature with the Varshni model. 

 

Thermal equilibrium of bright and dark states in free CdSe/CdS QDs was studied with 

temperature dependent TA spectroscopy. TA spectra of QDs at room temperature with 550 nm 

pulse excitation (Figure 4.4a) show the exciton bleach (XB) of 1Sh-1Se transition at 570 nm and 

the transition from higher hole levels to the 1Se level (denoted as T band) at 473 nm, respectively, 

similar to previous reports.46 As temperature decreases from room temperature to 40 K, XB peaks 
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of 1Sh-1Se transition and T band blue shift to ~550 nm and 459 nm, respectively, along with 

decrease of the peak line-width, as shown in Figure 4.4b and Figure 4.5. In temperature regime of 

5-40 K, the position and linewidth of the XB peaks show negligible changes. The result is 

consistent with the QD UV-vis spectra change as function of temperature and can be rationalized 

by decreasing lattice expansion and exciton-phonon coupling with decreasing temperature.43, 47-48 

As shown in Figure 4.4c, the 1Sh-1Se XB kinetics show slower decay from 40 K to 5 K, which can 

be attributed to increasing population of dark state with longer lifetime at lower temperature,49-51 

consistent with previous reports of temperature dependent photoluminescence lifetimes of CdSe 

QDs.50 Compared to XB kinetics at 40 K, XB kinetics at 298 K shows slower decay from 1 ps to 

10 ns and faster decay from 10 ns to 1 μs. The difference is attributed to not only bright-dark state 

population change but also the change in trap state population from 40 K to 298 K.52-54 For this 

reason, our analysis is focused on the temperature dependent changes from 40 to 5 K, which can 

be attributed to changes in bright and dark state populations with negligible effects caused by 

change of trap states.50 Note that XB decay is dominated by decay of bright/dark states to ground 

states instead of other nonradiative pathways because of the high photoluminescence quantum 

yield of QD in this temperature regime.50 
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Figure 4.4: Temperature dependent TA spectra and kinetics of free CdSe/CdS QDs measured with 

550 nm pulse excitation. Average TA spectra of QDs at a) 298 K and b) 5K at indicated delay time 

window; c) Comparison of 1Sh-1Se XB kinetics of QDs at indicated temperatures from 5 to 298 

K(open symbols) and their fits to stretched exponential function (black solid lines). d) Average 

lifetime of 1Sh-1Se XB recovery kinetics as function of temperature (open symbols) and fit to the 

model of thermal equilibrium between bright and dark states (black solid line). Details of the model 

are described in the main text.  
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Figure 4.5: TA spectra of free CdSe/CdS QD with 550 nm pump pulse excitation at a). 10 K; b). 

15 K; c). 20 K and d). 40 K. The delay time window is 1 ps to 1 μs. Because of the overlap between 

exciton bleach (XB) of the QD at low temperatures and the scattering of the 550 nm pump pulse, 

the center of the XB peak cannot be well resolved.  

 

XB kinetics from 5 K to 40 K can be well fit with stretched exponential function, as shown 

in Eq. 4.3. 

𝐴 (𝑡) = 𝐴0𝑒
−(

𝑡

𝜏𝑘
)𝛽

   Eq. 4.3 

In Eq. 4.3, A(t) and A0 are signal amplitudes at time t and t=0 respectively, 𝜏𝑘 and 𝛽 are the time 

constant and stretching exponent of the stretch exponential function. The fitting parameters are 

listed in Table A4.1 in Appendix 4.1. Average lifetime of XB kinetics can be calculated from 
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fitting parameters according to: 

< 𝜏 >=
𝜏𝑘

𝛽
𝛤(

1

𝛽
)     Eq. 4.4 

where Γ is the gamma function.55 Average XB decay lifetime as function of temperature is plotted 

in Figure 4.4d. Based on a kinetics model involving forward and backward transfer from bright to 

dark states in QD (more specifically ±1L bright states and ±2 dark states) and their decays to ground 

state,50 temperature dependent average XB decay lifetime can be fit as: 

1

<𝜏>
=

1

𝜏𝑏
𝑒

−
𝐸

𝑘𝑇+
1

𝜏𝑑

𝑒
−

𝐸
𝑘𝑇+1

      Eq. 4.5 

where <τ> is the average lifetime of XB kinetics; τb and τd is the decay time constants from bright 

and dark states to ground state, respectively; E is the energy difference between bright and dark 

states, and k is the Boltzmann constant. (More details in Appendix 4.1 and Figure A4.1). Herein, 

it is assumed that contribution of bright state to XB is as large as that of dark state based on a 

simplified fine structure model described in Appendix 4.1 and Figure A4.1. The fitting yields E = 

(1.21 ± 0.55) meV; τb = (46.5 ± 7.0) ns and τd = (486 ± 117) ns. The result agrees with findings of 

temperature dependent QD photoluminescence experiment in previous literature.49-51, 56-57 For 

example, it has been reported that the dark exciton lifetime decreases from ~1.4 ms to ~ 0.3 ms 

when the CdSe QD diameter increases from 1.7 nm to 6.3 nm.50 In summary, equilibrium between 

bright and dark states (±1L and ±2, respectively) in CdSe/CdS QD can be tuned by temperature. 

 

4.2.2 Temperature dependent TET from CdSe/CdS QD 
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Figure 4.6: a) and b). TA spectra of QD T6 complex from 1 ps to 1 μs with 550 nm excitation at 

298 K and 5 K, respectively. c) and d). Comparison of 1Sh-1Se XB kinetics of QD in QD-T6 

complex (blue) and in free QD (red) at 298 K and 5 K, respectively. 

 

Temperature dependent TET from CdSe/CdS QDs to attached T6 was studied with TA 

spectroscopy (Figure 4.6). Because there is no absorption of T6 at 550 nm (see Figure 4.1b), QD 

can be selectively excited with 550 nm pump pulse, as confirmed in Figure 4.7. As shown in Figure 

4.6a and 4.6b and Figure 4.8, TA spectra of QD-T6 complexes at all temperatures show the same 

spectral features as those of free QDs at corresponding temperatures from 1 to 20 ps, indicative of 

QD exciton generation. The TA spectra show growth of an additional broad positive peak at 600 

nm to 850 nm due to the T6 T1-Tn absorption19 along with decay of QD XB signal on the 500 ps 

to 500 ns time scale, indicative of formation of T6 T1 state (well-defined spin state) by TET from 
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QD. With a temperature decrease from 298 K to 40 K, the T1->Tn peak of T6 shows a slight 

decrease of maximum peak amplitude and slight red shift with peak maxima from 735 nm to 755 

nm, while negligible peak shift is observed in 5-40 K. The peak shift may be attributed to 

aggregation of adsorbed T6 molecule at low temperature.58 The 1Sh-1Se XB signal in QD-T6 

complexes recovers faster than free QDs after ~ 100 ps, as shown in Figure 4.6c, 4.6d and Figure 

A4.2 in Appendix 4.2, consistent with TET from the QD to T6. XB decay kinetics of QD-T6 

complexes is consistent with kinetics of T6 triplet signal growth, as shown in Figure A4.3 in 

Appendix 4.2, suggesting direct Dexter type TET from QD to T6 without other intermediates. This 

also agrees with previous report of direct Dexter type TET from CdSe QDs to adsorbed T6 

molecules.19 

 

Figure 4.7: TA spectra of free T6 film sample with 550 nm excitation at a). 298 K and b). 5 K. 

The delay time window is 1ns to 1000 ns. The spectra show no signal for T6, suggesting that 550 

nm pump pulse cannot directly excite T6. 
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Figure 4.8: TA spectra of free CdSe/CdS QD T6 complex film sample with 550 nm pump pulse 

excitation at a). 10 K; b). 15 K; c). 20 K and d). 40 K. The delay time window is 1 ps to 1 μs. 

 

Temperature dependent TET from QD to T6 is further demonstrated in T6 triplet signal 

growth kinetics extracted from TA. The kinetics can be obtained by averaging kinetics from 700-

800 nm of QD T6 TA spectra and is shown in Figure 4.9a and Figure 4.9b. Because of negligible 

QD signal amplitude in this regime, the kinetics solely represents the growth of T6 triplet excited 

state population. As shown in Figure 4.9a, T6 triplet state mainly grows from 100 ps to 100 ns and 

show relatively small difference for increasing temperature from 5 K to 40 K. The small difference 

can be better resolved in kinetics plot in Figure 4.9b and Figure A4.4 in Appendix 4.2. The kinetics 

shows almost no dependence on temperature in delay time range of 1-5 ns but shows slightly 

slower T6 triplet growth with decreasing temperature in delay time range of 10-100 ns. The 

difference is manifested from 5 K to 10 K and is not obvious for higher temperature, coinciding 
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with change of thermal equilibrium between bright/dark states with temperature. The result is 

consistent with slower 1Sh-1Se XB decay with increasing temperature (shown in Figure A4.5 in 

Appendix 4.2). Therefore, TET from QD to T6 is influenced by temperature and is related to bright 

and dark states equilibrium. To better rationalize the result, we applied the kinetics model in Figure 

4.9c to fit the T6 triplet growth kinetics. The kinetics model involves intrinsic decay of bright/dark 

states of QD to ground state, exchange between bright/dark states and potential TET from both 

bright and dark states to T6 triplet excited state. Considering the large energy difference between 

QD exciton and T6 triplet excited states (ΔE = 0.41 eV),19 at the low applied temperatures, back 

energy transfer from T6 to QD is neglected. Based on the model (with more details in Appendix 

4.3), T6 triplet excited state growth can be described as: 

[𝑇] = 𝑁𝐵0𝑘𝑏𝑡 (
𝐵+𝜆1

(𝜆1−𝜆2)

𝑒𝜆1𝑡−1

𝜆1
−

𝐵+𝜆2

(𝜆1−𝜆2)

𝑒𝜆2𝑡−1

𝜆2
) + 𝑁𝐵0𝑘𝑑𝑡(

𝑘𝑟

(𝜆1−𝜆2)

𝑒𝜆1𝑡−1

𝜆1
−

𝑘𝑟

(𝜆1−𝜆2)

𝑒𝜆2𝑡−1

𝜆2
) Eq. 4.6a 

where 

𝐵 = 𝑘𝑟𝑒−
𝐸

𝑘𝑇 + 𝑘𝑑 + 𝑘𝑑𝑡  Eq. 4.6b 

𝑁𝐵0 is the bright state population at t = 0, and 𝜆1 and 𝜆2 (𝜆1 > 𝜆2) are the solutions for the 

following equation: 

𝜆2 + (𝑘𝑏+𝑘𝑏𝑡 + 𝑘𝑟 + 𝑘𝑑+𝑘𝑑𝑡 + 𝑘𝑟𝑒−
𝐸

𝑘𝑇) 𝜆 + (𝑘𝑏+𝑘𝑏𝑡 + 𝑘𝑟) (𝑘𝑑+𝑘𝑑𝑡 + 𝑘𝑟𝑒−
𝐸

𝑘𝑇) − 𝑘𝑟
2𝑒−

𝐸

𝑘𝑇 =

0  Eq. 4.6c 

Because in Dexter energy transfer framework, rate of TET from donor (D) to acceptor (A) follows 

Fermi’s golden rule: 

𝑘𝑇𝐸𝑇 =
2𝜋

 ħ 
|𝑉|2

𝑇𝐸𝑇𝐹𝐶𝑊𝐷  Eq. 4.7 

where |𝑉|𝑇𝐸𝑇 is the coupling strength and FCWD is the overlap integral of the Frank-Condon 

weighted density of states.59 Coupling strength for TET is described by wavefunction overlap and 
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thus is temperature independent for bright and dark states. FCWD can be described by spectra 

overlap between T1->S0 transition of the donor and S0->T1 transition of the acceptor and is 

temperature dependent.59-60 Additional term u(T) was added to the fitting to account for changes 

of kbt and kdt from 5 K to 40 K by change in FCWD as: 

𝑘𝑏𝑡 𝑜𝑟 𝑑𝑡(𝑇) = 𝑘𝑏𝑡 𝑜𝑟 𝑑𝑡(5 𝐾) ∙ 𝑢(𝑇) = 𝑘𝑏𝑡 𝑜𝑟 𝑑𝑡(5 𝐾) ∙
𝐹𝐶𝑊𝐷 (𝑇)

𝐹𝐶𝑊𝐷 (5 𝐾)
   Eq. 4.8 

Herein u(T) is assumed to be the same for bright and dark states because of the small energy 

difference between these states.16 Figure 4.9b and Figure A4.4 show the fitting result, which yields 

TET rate from bright states to be (0.492 ± 0.011) ns-1, TET rate from dark states to be (0.0271 ± 

0.0014) ns-1 at 5 K and u (T) to be 1.00, 1.00, 0.99 and 1.04 for T = 10, 15, 20 and 40 K, respectively. 

The negligible change of FCWD from 5 to 40 K further supports that change in TET growth 

kinetics is mainly due to change in bright/dark state equilibrium. This is consistent with negligible 

spectra shift and line broadening for both QD and T6 triplet signal from 5 K to 40 K in TA spectra 

of QD T6 complex, suggesting little change in FCWD with temperature. The faster TET from 

bright states than from dark states is surprising. Actually, as shown in Figure A4.6 in Appendix 

4.3, T6 triplet growth would be faster with decreasing temperature if TET was solely transferred 

from dark states based on the kinetics model, which contradicts the experimental observation. 

Therefore, current experimental result suggests the significant contribution of TET from bright 

states of QD to attached acceptor. 
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Figure 4.9: Temperature dependent T6 triplet signal (T1->Tn induced absorption) growth kinetics 

and the corresponding kinetics model. a) T6 triplet signal growth kinetics from 1 ps to 1 μs in 

temperature regime of 5 K (purple) to 40 K (yellow) and at 298 K (light pink) plotted in log scale; 

b). T6 triplet signal growth kinetics from 1 ps to 100 ns in temperature regime of 5 K to 40 K 

plotted in linear scale. The fitting of the kinetics based on the kinetics model is shown as black 

solid lines. c). Kinetics model for fitting the T6 triplet signal growth. The model considers the 

intrinsic decay of bright (±1L) and dark states (±2) of QD to ground state (black arrows), forward 

and backward transfer from bright state to dark state (black arrows) and TET from bright and dark 

state to form T6 triplet (red and blue arrows, respectively). 

 

4.2.3 Discussion 
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The non-zero rate of TET from bright state of QD can be accounted for by evaluating spin 

characters of bright/dark states in QD and TET rate expression. With the wavefunction expressions 

of doubly degenerate 1Se electron states of CdSe/CdS QD and fourfold degenerate 1S3/2 hole states 

(shown as Eq. A4.6-A4.8 in Appendix 4.4),16 the wavefunctions of 0L, ±1U, 0U, ±1L and ±2 states 

can be calculated by considering the asymmetry of QD shape and lattice and electron-hole 

exchange interaction and shown as Eq. A4.10a-e, which were demonstrated in previous 

literature.16 By separating out the spin wavefunctions of the electron and hole, exciton states 

wavefunctions can be generally written as: 

𝛹𝑋 (𝒓𝒆, 𝒓𝒉) = 𝑐𝑋 
(1)𝜑𝑋 

(1)(𝒓𝒆, 𝒓𝒉)| ↑>𝑒 | ↑>ℎ+ 𝑐𝑋 
(2)𝜑𝑋 

(2)(𝒓𝒆, 𝒓𝒉)| ↑>𝑒 | ↓>ℎ+

𝑐𝑋 
(3)𝜑𝑋 

(3)(𝒓𝒆, 𝒓𝒉)| ↓>𝑒 | ↑>ℎ+ 𝑐𝑋 
(4)𝜑𝑋 

(4)(𝒓𝒆, 𝒓𝒉)| ↓>𝑒 | ↓>ℎ   Eq. 4.9 

where 𝜑𝑋 
(𝑖)(𝒓𝒆, 𝒓𝒉) is the part of the wavefunctions of exciton state X involving real space 

coordinates and consists of envelope functions and Bloch functions with real space coordinates, 

and 𝑐𝑋 
(𝑖) is the corresponding constant. Therefore, specifically for CdSe/CdS QD, all exciton 

states consist of components with the same and opposite electron/hole spin projections, as shown 

in Figure 4.10, although spin of electron and hole in QD is not good quantum number because of 

the angular momentum coupling. Note that this characteristic of QD bright/dark state 

wavefunctions differs from many molecular sensitizers with well-defined singlet and triplet 

excited states, but shares some similarity with organometallic sensitizers with strong S0-T1 

transitions caused by strong spin-orbit coupling.61-64 
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Figure 4.10: Diagram of bright and dark states in CdSe/CdS QD. The lowest dark states are ±2 

states while the lowest bright states are ±1 states. Wavefunctions of these states all consist of 

components with the same and opposite electron/hole spin projections. 

 

With the wavefunctions of bright/dark states of QD, rate of TET from QD can be evaluated. 

Because of similar FCWD in rates of TET from bright and dark states due to small energy 

difference between these states, coupling strength is the factor resulting in difference of TET rate 

of bright and dark states. In Dexter’s formula for TET, coupling strength is described as two-

electron exchange integral: 

|𝑉| ∝ 〈𝜑𝐻𝑂
𝐷 (1)𝜑𝐿𝑈

𝐴 (2) |
𝑒2

𝒓12
| 𝜑𝐿𝑈

𝐷 (2)𝜑𝐻𝑂
𝐴 (1)〉 ⟨𝜒𝐻𝑂

𝐷 (1)|𝜒𝐻𝑂
𝐴 (1)⟩⟨𝜒𝐿𝑈

𝐷 (2)|𝜒𝐿𝑈
𝐴 (2)⟩  Eq. 4.10 

where HO and LU stand for HOMO and LUMO orbital, and χ is the spin wavefunction (either | ↑

> or | ↓>).59 Eq. 4.10 can be applied to evaluate exchange integral for TET from QD to T6, 

where 𝜑±2,±1 
(𝑖)(𝒓𝒆, 𝒓𝒉)  in Eq. 4.9 are included in integral for real space coordinates, and 

| ↑ (↓) >𝑒/ℎ are included in spin integral term. When considering the triplet excited state of the 

T6 with the same spin of electrons in HOMO and LUMO, integral in Eq. 4.10 for TET from QD 

to T6 will be non-zero only if spin projections of electron and hole are the same. Because both 

bright and dark states contain components with the same electron and hole spin projections, as 

shown in Eq. 4.9 and Figure 4.10, the exchange integrals involving QD exciton and T6 triplet 
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excited state orbitals are non-zero for both bright and dark states. The analysis is consistent with 

experimental results that both bright and dark states of QD could undergo TET to form T6 triplet 

excited state. The difference between TET rates from the bright and dark states can be attributed 

to the difference in their triplet component amplitudes and the wavefunction overlaps between the 

QD spin-triplet components and T6 triplet state. More quantitative evaluation of the expected TET 

rate differences from these states is difficult and will not be conducted in this work due to the lack 

of information of the exact values of constants in Equation A4.10, T6 triplet state wavefunction 

and the geometry of T6 on QD. Similar analysis could be conducted, and same conclusion could 

be reached for other terms of coupling strength involving charge transfer virtual states. TET 

pathways with charge transfer virtual states have been considered to outcompete direct Dexter 

energy transfer described by two-electron exchange integral.32, 65 In this scenario, one-electron 

integral for electron/hole transfer should be evaluated, in which the same spin integral terms 

⟨𝜒𝐻𝑂
𝐷 (1)|𝜒𝐻𝑂

𝐴 (1)⟩ and ⟨𝜒𝐿𝑈
𝐷 (2)|𝜒𝐿𝑈

𝐴 (2)⟩ will be included. Therefore, the conclusion that bright 

and dark states both can undergo TET in CdSe/CdS QD is still valid for TET pathways involving 

virtual states. 

4.3 Conclusion 

In summary, we demonstrate the TET in CdSe/CdS core/shell QD-functionalized 

oligothiophene complex sensitized by both bright and dark states through analysis of dependence 

of TET dynamics on temperature, which could shift equilibrium between bright and dark states. 

Non-zero TET rate of bright and dark states can be rationalized by considering the electron and 

hole spin projections in wavefunctions of QD, with components of the same electron/hole spin 

projections bringing about non-zero TET probability. The conclusion is applicable to various TET 

pathways involving direct two-electron exchange Dexter energy transfer and charge transfer 
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virtual state mediated TET. Similar analysis may also be applied to other QDs, including PbS and 

CsPbBr3 QDs. Our finding suggests that simple analogy between bright/dark states in QDs and 

singlet/triplet excited states in molecules cannot be made, and the mechanisms for QD sensitized 

TET should be treated differently in certain aspects compared to mechanisms for TET in molecular 

donor-acceptor complexes. 
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Appendix 4.1 

Fitting of Temperature Dependent Exciton Bleach (XB) Kinetics of Free CdSe/CdS QD 

Table A4.1: Results for free QD XB fitting with stretched exponential functions. 

T (K) τk (ns) β 

5 195 ± 2 0.575 ± 0.005 

10 92.0 ± 1.0 0.513 ± 0.005 

15 61.7 ± 1.0 0.499 ± 0.006 

20 41.4 ± 0.7 0.450 ± 0.005 

40 29.3 ± 0.6 0.381 ± 0.004 

 

 

Figure A4.1: a). Simplified model for analyzing the relative contribution of bright and dark states 

in QD to XB. In the model, 1S3/2 four-fold degenerate hole levels are split into 1SL and 1SU 

sublevels by asymmetry of the the QD shape and lattice. 1SL-to-1Se transitions (shown as green 

dashed arrows) with small oscillator strength are assumed to be mixture of ±1L and ±2 exciton 
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states (shown in right panel), while 1SU-to-1Se transitions (shown as blue solid arrows) with large 

oscillator strength are assumed to be mixture of 0L, ±1U and 0U exciton states. In the right panel, 

the solid lines and dashed lines are bright and dark states in CdSe/CdS QDs, respectively. b). 

Kinetics model for fitting temperature dependent XB average lifetimes of free QD. Relaxation 

from the initially populated 0L and ±1U states to lowest bright ±1L states is not considered in the 

kinetics equation because it proceeds within 1 ps. 

 

In order to fit the temperature dependent average lifetime of XB of free QD, we first analyze 

the relative contribution of bright and dark states to XB based on a simple modified model from 

previous literature.66 Because of the high photoluminescence quantum yield of CdSe/CdS core-

shell QD, especially at low temperature,50 only band edge excitons instead of trap states are 

considered. Under the effective mass approximation framework, the lowest 1Se electron level in 

CdSe/CdS QD is twofold degenerate, while the lowest 1S3/2 hole levels are four-fold degenerate.16 

The asymmetry of non-spherical shape and wurtzite lattice of the QD splits the eightfold 

degenerate exciton levels into 1SL and 1SU sub-levels with the energy splitting Δ to be about 20 

meV,16, 67 as shown in Figure A4.1a. In a simplified model applied to account for state filling 

effect,68 further splitting of these sub-levels into 0L, ±1U, 0U, ±1L and ±2 states resulting from 

electron-hole exchange interaction is not considered to avoid complication. Within this scheme, 

the transitions from 1SL to 1Se are assumed to be mixture of ±1L and ±2 exciton states with small 

and zero oscillator strength, respectively.16, 40 As a result, the absorption of pump and probe pulses 

by the 1SL-to-1Se transitions can be neglected. The transitions from 1SU to 1Se are assumed to be 

mixture of 0L, ±1U and 0U exciton states.16, 40 Because of the large oscillator strength of 0L and ±1U 

states, the 1SU-to-1Se transitions contribute mostly to absorption of the pump and probe pulses in 
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the TA experiments. In TA experiments of QD in temperature regime of 5 K to 40 K, the pump 

pulse induced the 1SU-to-1Se transition, and the hole in 1SU level would relax to 1SL level within 

1 ps,69 resulting in population of ±1L bright states, after which the ±2 dark states would be 

populated by relaxation from ±1L bright states.70 Due to relatively large energy difference between 

1SL to 1SU level and the low temperature,68-69 back transfer of hole from 1SL to 1SU through 

thermal equilibrium can be neglected, and only equilibrium between ±1L bright states and ±2 dark 

states as well as their corresponding decay to ground state will be considered in XB kinetics 

analysis after 1 ps. Because both ±1L and ±2 states correspond to 1SL-to-1Se transition with low 

oscillator strength in the scheme in Figure A4.1a, the hole state filling effect of these states to XB 

of the QD will not be considered. On the other hand, there will be one electron filled in 1Se level 

when either ±1L or ±2 states are populated, contributing to XB of the QD from the electron state 

filling effect, and it can be assumed that the contribution of ±1L bright states to XB is 

approximately the same as that of ±2 dark states.  

We then consider the kinetics model for fitting the temperature dependent average lifetime of 

XB, as shown in Figure A4.1b. The model considers the decay of QD bright and dark states to 

ground state and the exchange between bright and dark states. The differential equations for bright 

and dark states of free QD can be written as: 

𝑑𝑁𝐵

𝑑𝑡
= −𝑘𝑏𝑁𝐵 − 𝑘𝑟𝑁𝐵 + 𝑘𝑟𝑒−

𝐸

𝑘𝑇𝑁𝐷   Eq. A4.1a 

𝑑𝑁𝐷

𝑑𝑡
= −𝑘𝑑𝑁𝐷 + 𝑘𝑟𝑁𝐵 − 𝑘𝑟𝑒−

𝐸

𝑘𝑇𝑁𝐷   Eq. A4.1b 

where NB and ND are the populations of bright and dark states, respectively; kb (1/τb) and kd (1/τd) 

are the decay rates of bright and dark states to ground state; kr is the decay rate of bright states to 

form dark states; E is the energy difference between bright and dark states, and k is the Boltzmann 

constant. Then, it can be derived that: 
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𝑑 𝑋𝐵

𝑑𝑡
∝

𝑑(𝑁𝐵+𝑁𝐷)

𝑑𝑡
= −𝑘𝑏𝑁𝐵 − 𝑘𝑑𝑁𝐷 = −𝑘𝑄𝐷(𝑁𝐵 + 𝑁𝐷) ∝ −𝑘𝑄𝐷𝑋𝐵  Eq. A4.2 

where XB is the XB intensity, and kQD is the effective decay rate for XB. For free QD, it can be 

assumed that bright and dark states are in thermal equilibrium50: 

𝑁𝐵

𝑁𝐷
= 𝑒−

𝐸

𝑘𝑇   Eq. A4.3 

After plugging Eq. A4.3 into Eq. A4.2, we could obtain the XB decay rate shown as Eq. 4.5. 
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Appendix 4.2 

Kinetics Comparison of XB of QD and QD T6 and T6 triplet growth of QD T6 at Applied 

Temperatures 

 

Figure A4.2: Comparison between 1Sh-1Se XB kinetics of free QD (red) and QD T6 complex 

(blue) with 550 nm excitation at a). 10 K; b). 15 K; c). 20 K; d). 40 K. 
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Figure A4.3: Comparison between 1Sh-1Se XB decay or consumption (red, with “Consumption 

of XB” at 0 representing no XB decay and at 1 representing complete XB decay) and T6 triplet 

growth (yellow) of QD T6 complex at a). 5 K; b). 10 K; c). 15 K; d). 20 K; e). 40 K. 
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Figure A4.4: Comparison between T6 triplet growth kinetics at a). 5 K (purple) and 10 K (red); 

b). 5 K (purple) and 15 K (light blue); c). 5 K (purple) and 20 K (green); d). 5 K (purple) and 40 

K (yellow). Black solid lines show the global fits of the T6 triplet growth kinetics according to 

kinetics model in Figure 4.9c and Appendix 4.3. 

 

Figure A4.5: Comparison of 1Sh-1Se XB of QD T6 complex with 550 nm excitation at 

temperatures from 5 K (purple) to 40 K (orange). 
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Appendix 4.3 

Fitting of Temperature Dependent T6 Triplet Excited State Growth Kinetics 

 

With the kinetics model shown in Figure 4.9c in the main text, differential equations of bright 

states (±1L) population NB, dark state (±2) population ND and T6 triplet excited state population 

[T] can be written as: 

𝑑𝑁𝐵

𝑑𝑡
= −(𝑘𝑏 + 𝑘𝑏𝑡)𝑁𝐵 − 𝑘𝑟𝑁𝐵 + 𝑘𝑟𝑒−

𝐸

𝑘𝑇𝑁𝐷  Eq. A4.4a 

𝑑𝑁𝐷

𝑑𝑡
= −(𝑘𝑑 + 𝑘𝑑𝑡)𝑁𝐷 + 𝑘𝑟𝑁𝐵 − 𝑘𝑟𝑒−

𝐸

𝑘𝑇𝑁𝐷  Eq. A4.4b 

𝑑[𝑇]

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘𝑑𝑡𝑁𝐷 + 𝑘𝑏𝑡𝑁𝐵  Eq. A4.4c 

Here additional terms for TET from bright states (kbt) and from dark states (kdt) were added to 

equations of bright and dark states population compared to Eq. A4.1. Decay of triplet excited states 

of T6 to ground state is neglected in Eq. A4.4 because the process is much slower compared to 

TET.19 With the boundary condition that at t = 0, NB = NB0, ND = 0, [T] = 0, the solution of Eq. 

A4.4 can be solved mathematically. The result is: 

𝑁𝐵 = 𝑁𝐵0(
𝐵+𝜆1

𝜆1−𝜆2
𝑒𝜆1𝑡 −

𝐵+𝜆2

𝜆1−𝜆2
𝑒𝜆2𝑡)   Eq. A4.5a 

𝑁𝐷 = 𝑁𝐵0(
𝑘𝑟

𝜆1−𝜆2
𝑒𝜆1𝑡 −

𝑘𝑟

𝜆1−𝜆2
𝑒𝜆2𝑡)   Eq. A4.5b 

[𝑇] = 𝑁𝐵0𝑘𝑏𝑡 (
𝐵+𝜆1

(𝜆1−𝜆2)

𝑒𝜆1𝑡−1

𝜆1
−

𝐵+𝜆2

(𝜆1−𝜆2)

𝑒𝜆2𝑡−1

𝜆2
) + 𝑁𝐵0𝑘𝑑𝑡(

𝑘𝑟

(𝜆1−𝜆2)

𝑒𝜆1𝑡−1

𝜆1
−

𝑘𝑟

(𝜆1−𝜆2)

𝑒𝜆2𝑡−1

𝜆2
)      

Eq. A4.5c 

where the values of B, 𝜆1 and 𝜆2 are shown in Eq. 4.6 in the main text. Additional term u(T) 

was added to account for the change of FCWD in kbt and kdt with change in temperature, as shown 

in Eq. 4.8 in the main text. Eq. A4.5c and Eq. 4.8 were applied for global fitting T6 triplet kinetics 
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traces in Figure 4.9b. The values of kb, kd and E were from the fitting of temperature dependent 

average lifetime of free QD XB. The global fitting result is shown in Figure 4.9b in main text and 

Figure A4.4. From the fitting we obtained kbt (5 K)= (0.492 ± 0.011) ns-1; kdt (5 K) = (0.0271 ± 

0.0014) ns-1,kr = (0.368 ± 0.016) ns-1 and u (T) to be 1.00, 1.00, 0.99 and 1.04 for T = 10, 15, 20 

and 40 K, respectively. In order to verify the global fitting result, T6 triplet kinetics were plotted 

with different combinations of kbt and kdt, as shown in Figure A4.6. In the plots, the values of the 

rest parameters were from the global fitting results. As shown in Figure A4.6, only when rate of 

TET from bright states is non-zero and is larger than rate of TET from dark states can the simulated 

temperature dependent triplet growth kinetics match the experimental observations. 

 

Figure A4.6: Simulated T6 triplet excited state growth kinetics at temperatures from 5 K (purple) 

to 40 K (orange). The TET rates in the simulation are a). kbt = 0, kdt = 0.5 ns-1; b). kbt = 0.2 ns-1, kdt 

= 0.5 ns-1; c). kbt = 0.5 ns-1, kdt = 0.015 ns-1. 
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Appendix 4.4 

Similar to bare CdSe quantum dot, wavefunctions of electron/hole levels of CdSe/CdS QD 

can be described by effective mass approximation framework.16 Considering the electron/hole 

levels at conduction/valence band edge, the wavefunctions of doubly degenerate 1Se electron state 

of the QD are: 

𝜑↑(↓)(𝒓) = 𝜉𝑒(𝒓)|𝑆 > | ↑ (↓) >  Eq. A4.6 

where 𝜉𝑒(𝒓) is the envelope function, |𝑆 > | ↑ (↓) > is the Bloch function of the conduction 

band including the spin wavefunction. The wavefunctions of fourfold degenerate 1S3/2 hole state 

characterized by total angular momentum M (±3/2, ±1/2) are71-72: 

𝜑𝑀(𝒓) = 2 ∑ 𝑅𝑙(𝒓)(−1)𝑀−3/2 ∑ 𝐶(𝑙, 𝑚, 𝑀,𝑚+𝜇=𝑀𝑙=0,2 𝜇)𝑌𝑙,𝑚𝑢𝜇  Eq. A4.7 

where 𝑅𝑙(𝒓) is the radial function; C (l, m, M, μ) is the Wigner 3j symbol factor; 𝑌𝑙,𝑚  are 

spherical harmonic functions; and 𝑢𝜇 are the Block functions of the valence band edge: 

𝑢3/2 =
1

√2
(𝑋 + 𝑖𝑌)| ↑>,  𝑢−3/2 =

𝑖

√2
(𝑋 − 𝑖𝑌)| ↓> 

𝑢1/2 =
𝑖

√6
[(𝑋 + 𝑖𝑌)| ↓> −2𝑍| ↑>], 𝑢−1/2 =

1

√6
[(𝑋 − 𝑖𝑌)| ↑> +2𝑍| ↓>]   Eq. A4.8 

As is shown in Eq. A4.7 and A4.8, each hole wavefunction contains contribution from both | ↑> 

and | ↓> spin wavefunctions because of the strong spin-orbit coupling and coupling between 

angular momentums of Bloch function and envelope function.71 The 1Sh-1Se exciton wavefunction 

is: 

𝛹(𝒓𝒆, 𝒓𝒉) = 𝜑↑(↓)(𝒓𝒆)𝜑𝑀(𝒓𝒉)   Eq. A4.9 

In the presence of hexagonal lattice structure, crystal shape asymmetry and electron-hole exchange 

interaction, the eightfold degenerate exciton is split into 5 sublevels characterized by the exciton 

total angular momentum F.16 The wavefunctions of these exciton states are:16 
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𝛹−2(𝒓𝒆, 𝒓𝒉) = 𝛹
↓,−

3

2

(𝒓𝒆, 𝒓𝒉) = −2𝜉𝑒(𝒓𝒆)|𝑆 > | ↓>𝑒 {𝑅0(𝒓𝒉)𝐶 (0, 0, −
3

2
, −

3

2
) 𝑌0,0

𝑖

√2
(𝑋 −

𝑖𝑌)| ↓>ℎ+ 𝑅2(𝒓𝒉)𝐶 (2, −2, −
3

2
,

1

2
) 𝑌2,−2

𝑖

√6
[(𝑋 + 𝑖𝑌)| ↓>ℎ− 2𝑍| ↑>ℎ] +

𝑅2(𝒓𝒉)𝐶 (2, −1, −
3

2
, −

1

2
) 𝑌2,−1

1

√6
[(𝑋 − 𝑖𝑌)| ↑>ℎ+ 2𝑍| ↓>ℎ] +

𝑅2(𝒓𝒉)𝐶 (2, 0, −
3

2
, −

3

2
) 𝑌2,0

𝑖

√2
(𝑋 − 𝑖𝑌)| ↓>ℎ}   Eq. A4.10a 

 

𝛹2(𝒓𝒆, 𝒓𝒉) = 𝛹
↑,

3

2

(𝒓𝒆, 𝒓𝒉) = 2𝜉𝑒(𝒓𝒆)|𝑆 > | ↑>𝑒 {𝑅0(𝒓𝒉)𝐶 (0, 0,
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𝐶± = √
√𝑓2+𝑑±𝑓

2√𝑓2+𝑑
  Eq. A4.10f 

𝑓 = (−2𝜂 + ∆)/2  Eq. A4.10g 

𝑑 = 3𝜂2  Eq. A4.10h 

𝜂 = (
𝑎𝑒𝑥

𝑎
)

3

ħ𝜔𝑆𝑇𝜒(𝛽)  Eq. A4.10i 

∆ is the energy splitting of degenerate hole levels due to asymmetry of QD shape and lattice; 

ħ𝜔𝑆𝑇 describes the energy splitting of exciton states due to electron-hole exchange interaction; 

𝑎𝑒𝑥 is the bulk exciton Bohr radius; 𝑎 is the size of the QD; 𝜒(𝛽) is the dimensionless function 

in terms of electron/hole radial wavefunctions.16 Note that antisymmetrizing operator to convert 

product of electron and hole wavefunctions to Slater determinant should be added to Eq. A4.9 and 

Eq. A4.10a-e but was not shown in the expressions for simplification. It is obvious from Equation 

Eq. A4.10a-e that all exciton states in CdSe/CdS QDs can be written is the form of Eq. 4.9 in the 

main text, which consist of components with the same and opposite electron/hole spin projections. 
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Chapter 5. Trap State Mediated Triplet Energy Transfer from CdSe Quantum Dots to 

Molecular Acceptors 

Reproduced in part with permission from: Jin, T.; Lian, T., J. Chem. Phys. 2020, 153, 074703. 

Copyright AIP Publishing 2020. 

5.1 Introduction 

Photon up-conversion has found promising application in solar energy harvesting and in 

biological imaging.1-3 In triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA) based photon up-conversion systems,4-6 

triplet energy transfer (TET) from a sensitizer to a triplet acceptor is a key efficiency-limiting-step 

and has been extensively studied in the past two decades, especially in the molecular donor-

acceptor complexes.7-11 Recently, colloidal semiconductor nanocrystal sensitizer-organic 

molecule acceptor hybrid structures have received intense interest in TTA applications because of 

the large extinction coefficient,12-13 broad absorption range14 and small bright/dark state energy 

difference15-16 of the nanocrystal sensitizers compared to traditional organometallic compounds. 

During the past five years, TET in hybrid structures using CdSe,17-19 PbS20-25 and perovskite26-28 

quantum dots (QDs) has been reported, and TET pathways via direct Dexter energy transfer and 

sequential charge transfer have been identified.18, 29-35 

Unlike molecular triplet sensitizers, most nanocrystals have inherent surface defects that lead 

to the presence of trap states below the bandgap. For nanocrystals with low photoluminescence 

quantum yields (PLQYs), trap states play an important, often dominating, role in the dynamics of 

excitons.36-37 Despite the prevalence of trap states, their roles in the TET process in QD/acceptor 

complexes have not been explicitly discussed until recently and remain poorly understood.38-40 
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While some studies have revealed that passivation of surface defects in CdSe or CdS QDs by 

inorganic shell growth enhances TTA efficiencies,41-42 other studies of CuInS2 QDs,38 amine 

capped CdSe QDs39 and PbS QDs43 suggest that trap states could also undergo TET. A lack of 

clear understanding of the roles of defects in QDs can be attributed in part to a poor understanding 

of the nature of trap states and their energetics and to a lack of clear spectroscopic signatures of 

trapped excitons.37, 44-46 

Herein, we report a detailed mechanistic study of TET from trap states in phosphonic acid 

capped CdSe QDs to 9-anthracene carboxylic acid (ACA) acceptors with transient absorption 

spectroscopy (TA) and time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL). We show that trap states in 

CdSe QD have a broad distribution of energies. Upon adsorption of ACA, both band edge and trap 

excitons undergo direct TET to form ACA triplet state (3ACA*), as shown in Figure 5.1.47-48 Using 

TA spectroscopy and TRPL, we directly measure the TET rates and efficiencies from both the 

band edge exciton and trap exciton states. We discuss the dependence of these TET rates and 

efficiencies on the energy of the excitons and the relative contributions of both band edge and trap 

excitons to the overall TET process in CdSe-ACA complexes.  

 

Figure 5.1: Photophysical processes (arrows) and energetics of relevant states (solid lines) in 

CdSe-ACA complexes. QD band edge (BE) excitons can undergo direct triplet energy transfer 
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(TET) to ACA (red arrow) to form ACA triplet excited state (3ACA*) or rapid trapping to form 

trap excitons (black arrow) followed by TET to ACA (blue arrow). The energetics of states, 

including those not involved in TET (dashed lines), are calculated from experimental results and 

from Ref. 41-42. 

 

5.2 Results and discussion 

5.2.1 Steady state absorption and photoluminescence spectra of CdSe QD and CdSe QD-

ACA 

CdSe QDs with phosphonic acid ligand were synthesized according to previous literature 

procedures and further details can be found in Section 2.1.3.49 As shown in Figure 5.2a, the 1S3/2-

1Se absorption peak of the QD is centered at 2.56 eV in the UV-vis absorption spectrum.50 QD-9-

ACA complexes were prepared by ultrasonicating excess ACA powder in the hexane solution of 

QD, followed by filtering out undissolved ACA powder. The UV-vis absorption spectrum of the 

obtained CdSe-ACA complex solution (Figure 5.2a) shows a progression of ACA absorption peaks 

centered at 3.78 eV, 3.60 eV, 3.42 eV and 3.24 eV respectively, in addition to the absorption of 

the QD. The latter shows negligible shift after the adsorption of ACA. From the UV-vis spectrum, 

the ratio of the total ACA molecules, including bound to QD or free in solution, to QDs is estimated 

to be 5.1:1.0.  
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Figure 5.2: Quenching of band edge and trap exciton emission in QD-ACA complexes. a). UV-

vis absorption spectra of free CdSe QD (red) and CdSe-ACA complex (blue). b). Steady state PL 

spectra of free CdSe QD (red) and CdSe-ACA complex (blue). Inset: PL quenching efficiency of 

QD-ACA as a function emission energy. 

 

Figure 5.2b shows the steady state photoluminescence (PL) spectra of free CdSe QDs and 

CdSe-ACA complexes. The free CdSe QD PL spectrum mainly consists of the band edge exciton 

emission peak centered at 2.49 eV and a broad trap state emission extending from the band edge 

to 1.6 eV. The width of latter has been attributed to the wide distribution of trap state energy and/or 

the strong electron- phonon coupling of trap state transition.44, 51 As will be described below, our 

TRPL results are more consistent with a model in which the width is dominated by the distribution 

of trap state energies. Within this model, the PL emission wavelength/energy represents 

approximately the corresponding exciton state energy. Coumarin 153 was applied as standard for 

determination of CdSe QD PL quantum yield.52 CdSe QD and Coumarin 153 were dissolved in 

hexane and ethanol, respectively. A series of CdSe and Coumarin 153 solution with absorbance of 

0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 at 400 nm were prepared. Steady state PL spectra were collected for these 

solutions, and integrated PL intensities were calculated and plotted as function of absorbance, as 
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shown in Figure 5.3. Quantum yield of CdSe QD was determined as: 

𝛷𝑄𝐷 = 𝛷𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑛
𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑄𝐷

𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝐶𝑜𝑢𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑛
(

𝜂ℎ𝑒𝑥𝑎𝑛𝑒

𝜂𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑙
)2 = (11.7 ± 0.7) %    Eq. 5.1 

where Φ, Grad and η are the quantum yield, gradient or slope of the PL vs. absorbance graph and 

refractive index of the solvent, respectively. Upon the adsorption of excess ACA, there is a 

dramatic quenching of both the band edge and trap state exciton emission, which is consistent with 

a previous report of TET from both band edge and trap exciton states in amine capped CdSe 

QDs/ACA complexes.39 Interestingly, the PL quenching efficiency (shown in the inset of Figure 

5.2b) decreases from 98% to 84% with decreasing emission energy, indicating that the TET rate 

and efficiency are dependent on exciton energy for both band edge and trapped excitons. 

 

Figure 5.3: Integrated photoluminescence of free CdSe QD and Coumarin 153 as a function of 

absorbance. The wavelength of excitation light is 400 nm. 

 

5.2.2 Transient absorption spectra of CdSe QD and CdSe QD-ACA 
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Figure 5.4: TA spectra and kinetics of CdSe-ACA with pump pulse wavelength of 500 nm. a). 

TA spectra of CdSe-ACA in delay time window of 1 ps – 1 ns. b). TA spectra of CdSe-ACA in 

delay time window of 1 ns - 1μs. c). Comparison of PA signal kinetics of free CdSe QD (red) and 

CdSe-ACA complex (blue) in time range of 0.1 ps – 1 μs. The kinetics were obtained by averaging 

kinetics of the PA band from 530 nm to 600 nm. d). Comparison of XB signal decay (red), PA 

signal decay (blue) and 3ACA* signal growth (green) of CdSe-ACA in delay time window of 1 ps 

– 1 μs. The XB kinetics was extracted from kinetics at 485 nm. The kinetics of 3ACA* signal was 

obtained from kinetics at 434 nm with subtraction of the QD signal contribution. 

 

To provide direct evidence of TET to ACA and the participation of trap states, we measured 

TA spectra of CdSe-ACA complexes (Figure 5.4a and b) and free CdSe QDs (Figure 5.5a and b) 
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with selective excitation of the QD at 500 nm. The TA spectra of free QDs (Figure 5.5a &b) show 

two main QD features: a 1S exciton bleach (XB) centered at 485 nm, caused by the state filling of 

conduction band 1S electron level, and a much smaller broad photoinduced absorption (PA) band 

ranging from 530 nm to 600 nm, attributed to the absorption of trapped holes.53-55 This assignment 

is further supported by comparison of the PA and XB signals in QD and QD-benzoquinone 

complexes. In order to confirm whether the PA signal in TA spectra of CdSe QD is due to electron 

or hole transition, we compare the TA spectra of free CdSe QD (Figure 5.5a &b) and CdSe-

benzoquinone (CdSe-BQ) complexes (Figure 5.5c), in which BQ is the electron acceptor for 

CdSe.56 Within the first 10 ps, the XB decay in CdSe-BQ complexes is much faster than free CdSe 

QDs (Figure 5.5d), QD, which suggests fast electron transfer from CdSe to BQ, while there is 

negligible change in PA signal kinetics (Figure 5.5e). From 10 ps to 1 ns, the PA decay in CdSe-

BQ complexes is much faster than free QDs, which can be attributed mainly to the charge 

recombination processes following the fast electron transfer to BQ (> 80% completed within 10 

ps). The results suggest that PA signal in CdSe can be attributed to hole transitions. Because of the 

low quantum yield of CdSe QDs due to dominating hole trap states,57-58 the PA signal can be 

assigned to trapped hole absorptions, which is consistent with previous reports.55-56 As a result, the 

decay of the PA signal of free QDs, overlapping with the XB kinetics from 1 ns to 1 μs (shown in 

Figure 5.5f), mainly reflects the kinetics of charge recombination of trapped hole and CB edge 

electron. The fast growth of the PA signal suggests a fast hole trapping process (within 1 ps). 

Because there is no fast decay component of XB within 1 ns in free CdSe QD (Figure 5.5a & c), 

the electron trap states can be neglected, and the trap states are mainly due to trapped holes, which 

is consistent with previous reports.36, 57-58 Because of much faster hole trapping than band edge 

exciton radiative decay rate, for QDs with hole traps, the band edge exciton decays by hole trapping 
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to form trap excitons, and band edge emission comes from small percentage of QDs (~ 11%) with 

negligible hole traps.59  

 

Figure 5.5: Assignment of PA signal in TA spectra of CdSe QD. a) and b). TA spectra of free 

CdSe QD in delay time window of a). 1 ps – 1 ns; b). 1 ns – 1 μs. c). TA spectra of CdSe-BQ 

complex in delay time window of 1 ps – 1 ns. d) Comparison of XB kinetics of free CdSe QD 

(red), CdSe-BQ complex (green) and CdSe-ACA complex (blue) in delay time window of 1 ps- 1 

ns. The XB kinetics was extracted from kinetics at 485 nm in TA spectra. e). Comparison of PA 

kinetics of free CdSe QD (red), CdSe-BQ complex (green) and CdSe-ACA complex (blue) in the 

same delay time window. The PA kinetics was obtained by averaging kinetics of the PA band from 

530 nm to 600 nm. f). Comparison of XB (red) and PA (blue) kinetics of free CdSe QD in delay 

time window of 1 ps – 1 μs. 
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In the delay time range of 1 - 100 ps, the TA spectra of the QD-ACA complex show negligible 

spectral shape change (Figure 5.4a), a similar PA signal decay (Figure 5.4c), and a faster XB decay 

(Figure 5.5d) compared to the free QD sample. Therefore, the faster decay of XB signal in CdSe-

ACA complexes at this time range can only be attributed to electron trapping in the QD induced 

by ACA adsorption. In the time range of 100 ps – 1 μs, the TA spectra of the complex show a 

growth of long-lived 3ACA* T1->Tn absorption signal from 400 nm to 480 nm (Figure 5.4b), 

indicating the presence of TET from the CdSe QD to ACA. Because there is no spectral signal of 

ACA cation or anion radicals observed in TA spectra in the time range of 1 ps – 1 μs, electron or 

hole transfer from QD to ACA can be excluded, and 3ACA* is formed through one-step (direct) 

triplet energy transfer from the QD instead of through sequential charge transfer. Comparison of 

TA kinetics show that both XB and PA signals decay faster in QD-ACA complexes than free QDs 

(Figure 5.4c, and Figure 5.5d and Figure 5.4d), and the kinetics of QD XB and PA signal decay 

and 3ACA* signal growth in QD-ACA complexes agree well with each other in this time range 

(Figure 5.4d). The agreement of the kinetics of conduction band edge electron (XB), trapped hole 

(PA) and 3ACA* provide direct evidence for triplet energy transfer from trapped excitons to ACA. 

Although XB should contain contribution of band edge exciton decay, its contribution is relatively 

small, considering the low PLQY of QD (11.7 %). Therefore, TET in CdSe-ACA complexes is 

dominated by TET from trap excitons.  

5.2.3 Wavelength dependent time-resolved photoluminescence of CdSe QD and CdSe QD-

ACA 
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Figure 5.6: TRPL kinetics of a). CdSe QD and b). CdSe-ACA complex at various detection 

wavelengths and the calculated average exciton lifetime from TRPL results as function of exciton 

energies in c) CdSe QD and d). CdSe-ACA. In a) and b), the red lines are the TRPL kinetics of 

band edge (BE) exciton detected at 505 nm. The TRPL kinetics traces of trap states detected from 

550 nm to 790 nm with detection wavelength interval of 20 nm are shown as the line series with 

colors evolving from orange to blue. The purple lines are the XB kinetics in TA spectra. In c) and 

d), the exciton energies are converted from detection wavelengths of the corresponding TRPL 

kinetics traces. 

 

To investigate how TET rate depends on the energy of the exciton, we also measured PL 

decay as a function of emission wavelength. As shown in Figure 5.6a, the lifetime of the band edge 
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exciton of free QD, measured at the peak of steady state PL spectrum (505 nm), is the shortest 

among all exciton states. For the broad trap state PL band, the PL lifetime increases with increasing 

wavelength. The result is more consistent with a model that the width of the trap state emission in 

CdSe QD is due to a distribution of trapped hole energy.46, 51 For trap holes with different energies, 

the rate of recombination with the conduction band electron may be different, leading to 

wavelength dependent PL lifetimes. If the broad trap state emission results from one single trap 

state that is strongly coupled with phonons, we would expect that the PL lifetimes are the same 

throughout the entire trap state emission band, which is not consistent with our observation. A 

comparison of the PL decay kinetics with the XB kinetics measured by TA show that the XB decay 

lies near the middle of the wavelength dependent PL kinetics traces (Figure 5.6a). This is consistent 

with the fact that the XB signal probes the conduction band edge electron population, and its 

lifetime is the averaged of all band edge and trap exciton states, regardless of the energy of the 

hole.  

The instrument response function of the time-resolved PL measurement can be characterized 

by a Gaussian function with a FWHM of 620 ps. The kinetics at all wavelengths show an 

instrument response time limited rise. We fit all the kinetics traces after 1 ns with stretched 

exponential functions: 

𝐴 (𝑡) = 𝐴0𝑒
−(

𝑡

𝜏𝑘
)𝛽

   Eq. 5.2 

The average lifetime of each TRPL kinetics trace can be calculated from the fitting parameters to 

represent the exciton lifetime at the corresponding energy: 

< 𝜏 >=
𝜏𝑘

𝛽
𝛤(

1

𝛽
)     Eq. 5.3 

where Γ is the gamma function.60 The results are shown in Figure 5.6c and Table 5.1. Compared 

to free CdSe QD, the PL decay kinetics traces is faster for CdSe-ACA complexes at all 
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wavelengths (Figure 5.7). According to the TA measurement above, at time scale of 1 ns – 1 μs, 

exciton quenching in CdSe-ACA complexes can be attributed to TET from the QD to ACA. The 

PL decay kinetics of CdSe-ACA were also fit with stretched exponential functions in a similar 

manner as those of free QDs. Specifically, because the populations of excitons with the same 

energy are the same at t = 0 for CdSe QD and CdSe-ACA if the absorption at the excitation 

wavelength, excitation intensity and data collection time are the same for the two samples, we keep 

the amplitude term A0 in stretched exponential function to fit kinetics in CdSe-ACA complex the 

same as that in free CdSe QD. The function for fitting kinetics in CdSe-ACA is written as: 

𝐴𝐶𝑑𝑆𝑒−𝐴𝐶𝐴 (𝑡) = 𝐴0𝑒
−(

𝑡

𝜏𝑘 𝐶𝑑𝑆𝑒−𝐴𝐶𝐴
)𝛽𝐶𝑑𝑆𝑒−𝐴𝐶𝐴

   Eq. 5.4 

The fitting result of τk and β is shown in Table 5.1. From the result in Table 5.1, the average 

lifetime, TET rate and TET efficiency could be calculated and the calculated PL lifetime as a 

function of exciton energy is plotted in Figure 5.6d, which shows increasing PL lifetime with 

decreasing exciton energy. 

 

Table 5.1: Parameters in stretched exponential functions (shown in Eq. 5.2 and Eq. 5.4) applied 

to fit the TRPL kinetics of excitons with corresponding energies in CdSe QD and CdSe-ACA 

complex. 

 CdSe QD CdSe ACA 

Energy (eV) τk (ns) β τk (ns) β 

2.45 26.0±0.2 0.588±0.002 (2.18±0.02) ×10-3 0.205±0.001 

2.25 47.4±0.6 0.551±0.005 0.744±0.004 0.381±0.001 

2.18 53.6±0.7 0.548±0.006 1.09±0.01 0.411±0.001 

2.10 62.2±0.7 0.560±0.006 1.10±0.01 0.405±0.001 
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2.03 68.8±0.8 0.567±0.003 1.23±0.01 0.407±0.001 

1.97 77.7±0.8 0.584±0.003 1.28±0.01 0.401±0.001 

1.91 83.6±0.9 0.601±0.008 1.32±0.01 0.392±0.001 

1.85 89.2±1.1 0.603±0.004 1.32±0.01 0.378±0.001 

1.80 94.6±1.3 0.612±0.005 1.33±0.01 0.367±0.001 

1.75 100±1 0.625±0.005 1.41±0.01 0.365±0.001 

1.70 100±1 0.622±0.005 1.27±0.01 0.348±0.001 

1.65 101±2 0.615±0.006 1.21±0.01 0.340±0.002 

1.61 107±2 0.635±0.007 1.13±0.01 0.326±0.002 

1.57 103±2 0.621±0.007 1.05±0.02 0.317±0.002 
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of TRPL kinetics of excitons in CdSe QD (red) and CdSe-ACA complex 

(blue) with energies of a). 2.45 eV (band edge (BE) exciton); b). 2.18 eV (trap exciton); c). 1.85 

eV (trap exciton); d). 1.57 eV (trap exciton). The energies were calculated from the corresponding 

detection wavelengths of TRPL kinetics traces, which are good representations of exciton energies 

if Stoke shift is small, and the broad emission band of trap states is due to wide distribution of trap 

exciton energies. The black lines are the fitting of the kinetics traces with stretched exponential 

functions. The figure shows faster decay of exciton populations for both BE excitons and trap 

excitons in CdSe-ACA than in CdSe QD, indicating contribution of both BE excitons and trap 

excitons to TET from CdSe to ACA. 

 

5.2.4 Triplet energy transfer rate and efficiency from band edge exciton and trap states 

With the measured average PL lifetime of free CdSe QDs (< 𝜏𝐶𝑑𝑆𝑒 >) and CdSe-ACA 

complexes (< 𝜏𝐶𝑑𝑆𝑒−𝐴𝐶𝐴 >), the apparent TET rate (𝑘𝑇𝐸𝑇) and efficiency (𝜂) are calculated as: 

𝑘𝑇𝐸𝑇 =
1

<𝜏𝐶𝑑𝑆𝑒−𝐴𝐶𝐴>
−

1

<𝜏𝐶𝑑𝑆𝑒>
    Eq. 5.5 

𝜂 =
𝑘𝑇𝐸𝑇

(
1

<𝜏𝐶𝑑𝑆𝑒−𝐴𝐶𝐴>
)
    Eq. 5.6 

The calculated TET rate and efficiency are plotted as a function of emission energy (or the 

corresponding exciton energy) in Figure 5.8a and b, respectively. Both TET rates and efficiencies 

decrease with exciton energy. The calculated TET efficiencies are consistent with that measured 

from the steady state PL quenching (as shown in inset of Figure 5.2b), which further supports the 

analysis of the PL decay results. The estimated TET rate of the band edge exciton is 13-37 times 

faster than trap excitons (Figure 5.8a). The TET rate of band edge excitons may be overestimated 

because the quenching caused by electron trapping process induced by the adsorption of ACA is 
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also included in the calculation. 

 

Figure 5.8: Calculated a). TET rate and b). TET efficiency as function of exciton energies from 

TRPL kinetics traces. The zoom-in figure of Figure 5.8a is shown as the inset. The orange, green 

and blue dash lines in the inset correspond to the curves of Eq. 5.7 with coupling strengths to be 

the same for all trap states and reorganization energies of 0.2 eV, 0.3 eV and 0.5 eV, respectively. 

 

Dependence of TET rates on driving force can be described by: 

𝑘𝑇𝐸𝑇 = 𝐴|𝑉|2𝑒
−[

(∆𝐺+𝜆)2

4𝜆𝑘𝐵𝑇
]
    Eq. 5.7 

where |𝑉| , ∆𝐺  and 𝜆  are the coupling strength, driving force and reorganization energy, 

respectively.61-62 Here the coupling strength depends on the overlap of both the electron and hole 

wavefunctions in the donor and acceptor. While both the band edge and trap exciton states involve 

the conduction band electron, their hole wavefunctions are different. The band edge exciton 

involves delocalized valence band edge hole level, and the trap exciton involves localized trapped 

holes. As a result, the electronic coupling strength for TET from the band edge exciton state is 

likely larger than that of the trapped exciton.29, 58, 63 In addition, the energy of band edge exciton 

is higher than that of trap state, resulting in higher driving force for TET. Among the trap exciton 
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states, the observed TET rate increases with the exciton energy, varying by a factor of 3 over a 

range of 0.7 eV. This likely reflects the change of coupling strength and driving force for TET 

from different trap exciton states. Shown in insets of Figure 5.8a are driving force dependent TET 

rates calculated using Eq. 5.7 assuming energy independent coupling strength and reorganization 

energy of 0.2, 0.3 and 0.5eV. The observed driving force dependence of trap state TET rates may 

be consistent with the behavior in the Marcus normal region, in which larger driving force results 

in larger TET rate, if the reorganization energy significantly exceeds 0.5 eV.64 It is also possible 

that both the coupling strength and reorganization energy vary for different trap states, giving rise 

to the observed trend. More quantitative analysis of the TET rates and their trends awaits future 

computational studies. 

Finally, as shown in Figure 5.8b, the TET efficiencies of both band edge and trapped excitons 

are high, approaching 100%. Although the TET rates from trapped excitons are slower than band 

edge excitons, TET efficiencies from trapped excitons are still very high because of their long 

lifetimes. Because of the low PLQY ((11.7 ± 0.7) %) of the CdSe QDs, the majority of band edge 

excitons undergo fast trapping process to form trap excitons with a wide distribution of energies. 

As a result, trapped excitons dominate the overall TET process from CdSe QDs to ACA.  

5.3 Conclusion 

We have studied the contribution of trapped exciton to the triplet energy transfer in CdSe-

ACA complexes. Comparison of the static PL spectra of free CdSe QDs and CdSe-ACA 

complexes shows that both band edge and trap state exciton emissions of CdSe QDs are quenched 

by the addition of ACA. Transient absorption study of the CdSe-ACA complexes provides direct 

evidence of ACA triplet state formation by direct Dexter energy transfer. PL decay studies show 

that the rate of TET from band edge exciton is 13-37 times faster than trapped excitons, and among 
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trapped excitons, the TET rate decreases at smaller trapped exciton energy. The band edge exciton 

transfer efficiency approaches 100% because of the fast TET rate. However, because the longer 

intrinsic trap exciton lifetimes, the TET efficiency from trapped excitons are also high, >95%, 

despite their relatively slower TET rate. Interestingly, because of small PLQY in CdSe QDs, most 

excitons (> 88% in this study) undergo rapid hole trapping to form trapped excitons. As a result, 

trapped excitons play a dominating role in the overall triplet energy transfer from the QD to ACA. 

Our finding highlights the importance of trapped excitons in nanocrystal sensitized triplet energy 

transfer systems. 
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Chapter 6. Enhanced Triplet State Generation through Radical Pair Intermediates in 

BODIPY-Quantum Dot Complexes 

Reproduced in part with permission from: Jin, T.; Uhlikova, N.; Xu, Z.; Zhu, Y.; Huang, Y.; Egap, 

E.; Lian, T., J. Chem. Phys. 2019, 151, 241101. Copyright AIP Publishing 2019 

6.1 Introduction 

Because of long lifetimes of triplet excitons,1-3 extensive research efforts have been devoted 

to the efficient generation and harvesting of triplet excited states and their application in 

photodynamic therapy,4-6 bioimaging,7-8 photocatalysis9-11 and photon upconversion.12-14 

Traditional methods for efficiently generating triplet excited states include intersystem crossing 

by heavy atom enhanced spin-orbit coupling15-16 and energy transfer from organometallic triplet 

sensitizers,17-20 Recently, quantum dots (QDs) have been shown to be excellent triplet 

sensitizers,21-27 owing to their large extinction coefficients,28-29 tunable band structures30-33 and 

small bright/dark state energy difference.34-36 Excitons can be transferred from QDs to molecular 

acceptors through Dexter energy transfer,21, 37-38 and significant progress has been made in 

understanding triplet sensitization mechanisms and improving their efficiencies.26, 39-40 

More recently, QD sensitized triplet formation has also been suggested to go through charge 

transfer intermediate states, but the nature of the spin states in these charge separated radical pairs 

has not been carefully examined.41-43 In molecular donor-acceptor or host-guest complexes, triplet 

excited states can be generated through a charge transfer intermediate,44-48 by radical pair 

intersystem crossing (RP-ISC)49-50 or spin-orbit coupling mechanism (SOCT-ISC).51-52 Charge 

separated states between QDs and adsorbed molecules often decay by charge recombination to 
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form singlet ground state, implying that these radical pairs are likely in their spin singlet state .31, 

33, 53 In a recent study of thiol-modified bis(diarylamino)4,4′-biphenyl (TPD) attached on CdS QDs, 

it was demonstrated that electron transfer from TPD to CdS forms charge separated states (with an 

oxidized TPD and trapped electron in CdS) that undergo charge recombination to generate both 

TPD ground state and triplet excited state.54 EPR studies revealed that the charge separated 

intermediates consist of spin-correlated singlet and triplet radical pairs, suggesting that these 

hybrid QD-adsorbate complexes may be a novel platform for spintronics applications.55-56 

However, because of strong spin-orbit coupling in QDs,36 it remains unclear whether such spin 

correlated radical pair is a general characteristics and whether the spin states can be effectively 

controlled and selected. 

In this chapter we demonstrate that in CdSe QD-modified BODIPY (shown as Compound 3 

in Scheme 2.1) complexes, long lived triplet excited state of BODIPY can be generated by visible 

light excitation of BODIPY with 27% quantum efficiency. The triplet excited state is formed 

through a charge separated state immediate consisted of a conduction band (CB) electron in the 

QD and an oxidized BODIPY radical cation (Figure 6.1). 

 

Figure 6.1: a) Scheme of photophysical processes in CdSe-BODIPY when BODIPY is excited, 

with radical pair as intermediate b) UV-vis absorption spectra of CdSe-BODIPY (green), CdSe 
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(blue) and BODIPY (red) in a 1 mm pathlength cell.  

6.2 Results and discussion 

6.2.1 Sample preparation and optical properties 

CdSe QDs with Cd(oleate)2 surface ligand and modified BODIPY with carboxylic acid 

anchoring group were synthesized following reported procedures23, 57 (see Section 2.1.2, Section 

2.1.4 and Figure 2.1-2.3 for 1H and 13C NMR spectra). Figure 6.1b shows the UV-vis absorption 

spectra of BODIPY, CdSe quantum dots and their complex. The S0-S1 absorption peak of BODIPY 

lies at 656 nm, with a shoulder peak at 600 nm corresponding to the 0-1 vibrational band of the 

same transition.58 Because of further conjugation induced by benzene rings attached to the main 

body of the BODIPY structure, the S0-S1 peak is red-shifted by around 150 nm compared to 

unmodified BODIPY molecules.8 Upon adsorption onto CdSe QDs, the absorption spectrum 

shows additional features in the range from 700 nm to 750 nm, which can be attributed to the 

aggregation of BODIPY molecules on the QD surface.59 The adsorption of BODIPY does not 

affect the lowest energy 1S3/2-1Se exciton transition of the CdSe QD, centered at 584 nm.60 

Because there is no absorption of CdSe at 656 nm, selective excitation of BODIPY can be achieved 

in this wavelength region. 

6.2.2 Transient absorption spectra of free BODIPY 

The transient absorption spectra of BODIPY at indicated delay times after 650 nm excitation 

are shown in Figure 6.2a. Optical excitation generates BODIPY singlet excited state (1BODIPY*), 

which results in the ground state bleach (GSB) signal centered at 656 nm. The negative peak 

centered at 740 nm is attributed to the stimulated emission (SE) of 1BODIPY* given that its 

position matches that of BODIPY steady state fluorescence. The TA spectra also contain positive 
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bands (induced absorption, IA) ranging from 430 to 600 nm and from 800 to 913 nm, which are 

attributed to the transition from the first (S1) to higher singlet excited states (S1->Sn) of BODIPY. 

61 The TA spectra show the simultaneous decay of the amplitudes of ground state (GSB) and singlet 

excited state (SE and IA) features with clear isosbestic points and no change of spectral shape, 

which suggests that the only decay channel of 1BODIPY* is to regenerate the ground state, and 

there is negligible formation of triplet excited state of BODIPY (3BODIPY*) through intersystem 

crossing (ISC). The kinetics of 1BODIPY* decay can be well fit by convolution with a single 

exponential decay function with a time constant of (4.20±0.09) ns, as shown in Figure 6.2b and 

Table 6.1. 

 

Figure 6.2: Transient absorption spectra and kinetics of free BODIPY in toluene. a) Transient 

absorption spectra at indicated delay times after 650 nm excitation. b) Transient kinetics of 

BODIPY singlet excited state monitored at 656 nm (red circles) and its fit to single exponential 

decay (black line). 
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Table 6.1: Fitting parameters for kinetics traces of 1BODIPY* in Figure 6.2b. T0 is the time zero 

value in the fitting. 1/k0 is the time constant of single exponential decay function. 

Parameters Value 

Irf_FWHM 0.150 (ps) 

T0 0.020±0.009 (ps) 

1/k0 4.20±0.09 (ns) 

 

6.2.3 Transient absorption spectra of BODIPY-QD complex 

 

Figure 6.3: Transient absorption spectra of BODIPY-CdSe QD complexes measured with 650 nm 

excitation in delay time ranges of a) 1-1000 ps and b)1-1000 ns. 

 

Femtosecond transient absorption spectra of BODIPY-CdSe QD at indicated delay times after 

650 nm excitation are shown in Figure 6.3a. Since the 650 nm pump pulse selectively excites 

BODIPY to its singlet excited state, the initial spectra at 1-10 ps are similar to isolated BODIPY 

molecules in solution (Figure 6.2a), showing well resolved features of GSB, SE and IA (S1->Sn). 

Note that because of the aggregation of BODIPY on the QD surface, there is slightly more overlap 

between GSB and SE features at this initial time range. Interestingly, from 10 to 1000 ps, the decay 
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of 1BODIPY* signal leads to the growth of the QD 1S exciton bleach centered at 584 nm and a 

positive peak centered at around 800 nm. The positive peak is not resolved at <1 ns because of the 

saturation of the probe pulse at 800 nm but can be well observed at > 1 ns using a different probe 

light source (see Figure 6.3b). Because the 1S exciton bleach, resembling those of photoexcited 

CdSe QDs (see Figure 6.4), has been shown to be mainly caused by the state filling of the 

conduction band 1S level,62-63 its growth suggests either energy or electron transfer from the 

1BODIPY* to CdSe QD.38 The fluorescence spectrum peak of BODIPY is at 665 nm, and there is 

no CdSe QD absorption at region of 600-800 nm (see Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.1b). Therefore, there 

is no spectral overlap for energy transfer from BODIPY to CdSe QD, and energy transfer can be 

excluded.38, 64 The remaining possibility is electron transfer, which generates a charge separated 

(CS) state BODIPY+·-QD-·. This process is consistent with the energy level alignment of CdSe QD 

and BODIPY. Figure 6.6a shows the cyclic voltammetry curve of BODIPY in DCM. Oxidation 

and reduction potentials of BODIPY were calculated by averaging reversible oxidation peaks at 

0.579 V and 0.626 V and reduction peaks at -1.234 V and -1.164 V (vs. SCE). The conduction and 

valance band edge of CdSe QD was calculated to be -0.593 V and 1.500 V (vs. NHE) from 

literature.65 The energy alignment of CdSe QD and BODIPY is shown in Figure 6.6b. Conduction 

band edge position of CdSe QD and reduction potential of BODIPY allow the electron transfer 

from BODIPY to CdSe QD. The positive peak at around 800 nm from 50-1000 ps in Figure 6.3 

can thus be assigned to absorption of BODIPY cation radicals (BODIPY+·).66 
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Figure 6.4: Femtosecond transient absorption spectra of CdSe QDs at indicated delay times after 

500 nm excitation. 

 

Figure 6.5: Absorption and emission spectra of BODIPY. The extinction coefficient of BODIPY 

at 656 nm in absorption spectrum is determined to be  =91800 L⋅mol−1⋅cm−1. The excitation 

wavelength for the fluorescence spectrum measurement is 400 nm. 
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Figure 6.6: a) Cyclic voltammetry curve of BODIPY in DCM solution. b) Energy alignment of 

CdSe quantum dot and BODIPY. 

Further spectra evolutions in the 1ns -1μs time scale are shown in Figure 6.3b. In these spectra, 

the positive peak of BODIPY+· centered at 797 nm can be well resolved. The amplitude of charge 

separated state signal reaches maximum at 1-5 ns, and then decays within 100 ns. The decay of 

CS state leads to the formation of a new species with three positive peaks centered at 412 nm, 570 

nm and 750 nm. Its signal amplitude reaches maximum at ~100 ns and, as shown in Figure 6.7, its 

decay kinetics can be fit with a single exponential function with a time constant of (20.0±0.3) μs. 

Because this signal is long-lived, and there are no remaining spectral features of the QD, it can 

only be assigned to BODIPY triplet excited state (3BODIPY*) formed by back electron transfer 

from the QD-· to BODIPY+·. The positive absorption peaks in the TA spectra can be attributed to 

the T1->Tn absorption bands of 3BODIPY*. This assignment is further confirmed by the faster 

decay of the signal when the system was exposed to oxygen (Figure 6.8). 
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Figure 6.7: a) Transient absorption spectra of CdSe QD-BODIPY complex in time range of 1 μs 

to 40 μs. The wavelength of the pump pulse was 650 nm. The spectra shape is the same as TA 

spectra of CdSe-BODIPY complex in time range of 300 ns to 1000 ns. From the main text, the 

only remaining species in this time range is 3BODIPY*. b) Kinetics trace of 3BODIPY* in time 

range of 1 μs to 100 μs (red circles), which can be fit with single exponential function with time 

constant of (20.0±0.3) μs (shown as the black line). 

 

Figure 6.8: a). Transient absorption spectra of BODIPY-CdSe QD complexes measured with 650 

nm excitation in delay time range of 1-1000 ns with exposure of oxygen. As shown in the figure, 
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the same 3BODIPY* signal is formed, but decays faster than that without exposure of oxygen. b). 

Corresponding 3BODIPY* kinetics in BODIPY-CdSe complexes with and without exposure to 

oxygen. 

6.2.4 Spectra and kinetics analysis 

In order to fully understand the competing processes and mechanism for 3BODIPY* 

generation, we further analyze the TA spectra of BODIPY-CdSe QD from 10 ps to 1000 ns, which 

are the combination of 1BODIPY*, 3BODIPY* and CS state signals. The spectra of 1BODIPY* 

can be obtained independently from the TA spectra of free 1BODIPY* and the spectra of 

3BODIPY* is obtained from the TA spectra of BODIPY-QD at long delay time, when only 

3BODIPY* exists. Multivariate Curve Resolution-Alternating Least Squares (MCR) method was 

applied to extract the CS spectrum.67 The detailed principle and algorithm of MCR were introduced 

in other literatures.67-68 Here, the number of species was set to 3 (1BODIPY*, 3BODIPY* and 

charge separated state). Instead of using CdSe QD-BODIPY TA spectra at early delay time (1-10 

ps) as 1BODIPY* spectrum, which does not resolve the signal well at range of 400-430 nm, 

1BODIPY* spectrum can be obtained by averaging spectra in Figure 6.2a from 1 ns to 5 ns, and 

3BODIPY* spectrum can be obtained by averaging spectra in Figure 6.7 from 5 μs to 20 μs. The 

spectra of these two species were set as initial guesses and fixed during iteration. Non-negativity 

of the concentration was added as another constraint. Charge separated state spectrum was 

obtained after 100 times of iteration. The fitting result is shown in Figure 6.9a. As expected, the 

resulting CS spectrum shows the features of QD exciton bleach and BODIPY cation radical 

absorption. The CS spectrum can also be obtained by subtraction of 1BODIPY* spectrum signal 

from TA spectrum of CdSe-BODIPY (shown in Figure 6.3a). Specifically, Because the kinetics at 

the range of 890-900 nm is exclusively from 1BODIPY*, and there is negligible population of 
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3BODIPY* at time range of 1-100 ps, the CS state spectrum can also be obtained by subtraction 

of 1BODIPY* spectrum signal from TA spectrum of CdSe-BODIPY at 100 ps. As shown in Figure 

6.10, the resulting CS state spectrum agrees well with that obtained from MCR fitting, showing 

features of CdSe exciton bleach and BODIPY cation radical absorption signal. This proves the 

validity of the CS spectrum obtained from MCR analysis. Note that because of the saturated probe 

pulse intensity at range of 760-800 nm for TA spectrum at 100 ps, the BODIPY cation radical 

signal is not well resolved in the CS state spectrum obtained from the subtraction method. 

 

 

Figure 6.9: Spectra and kinetics of the involved species and processes. a) Spectra of 1BODIPY* 
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(red line), 3BODIPY* (blue line) and CS state (green line) as basis to obtain kinetics traces of each 

species. b) Normalized kinetics traces of 1BODIPY* (red circles), 3BODIPY* (blue circles) and 

CS state (green circles) from 1 ps to 1 μs obtained from linear regression analysis. The black lines 

are fitting curves of the kinetics traces according to the model in Figure 6.9c. c) Model for fitting 

kinetics traces in Figure 6.9b. The efficiencies of initial charge separation to form charge separated 

state and charge recombination to form 3BODIPY* are shown in the figure. 

 

Figure 6.10: Comparison of CS state spectrum obtained by MCR fitting (shown as the green solid 

line) and by subtraction method (shown as the red solid line). 

 

The kinetics for each species can be obtained from linear regression. The obtained CS 

spectrum from MCR was combined with 1BODIPY* and 3BODIPY* spectra to form basis, and 

the kinetics of each species was obtained by fitting spectra at each time point with linear regression. 

xA(λ) + yB(λ) + zC(λ) = D(λ)    Eq. 6.1 

Here A(λ) , B(λ) , C(λ)  and D(λ)  are the spectra of 1BODIPY*, 3BODIPY*, CS state and 

original data, respectively. x, y and z are the coefficients for each species at each time point. Note 

that the extinction coefficients of each species at specific wavelengths in TAS are unknown. 

Therefore, the exact concentration of each species is unknown and will not be discussed. The result 
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of linear regression is shown in Figure 6.9b. Furthermore, 1BODIPY* kinetics can be determined 

independently at near infrared (NIR) spectral region where spectral overlap is negligible. Figure 

6.11a shows the NIR transient absorption spectra of BODIPY-CdSe QD with excitation of 

BODIPY. The initial spectrum from 1-10 ps has only contribution of 1BODIPY* since there is 

almost no growth of CS state in this time range. The positive peaks are the transitions of S1->Sn. 

At later delay times, when the CS state is populated, there is no spectral shape change besides the 

decay of the amplitude of signal, indicating that there is no signal of CS state in this spectral range. 

This agrees with CS spectra obtained from MCR analysis, where there is negligible contribution 

of CS at range of 890-900 nm. In addition, there is no signal contribution from 3BODIPY*, as 

indicated in 3BODIPY* spectrum. Therefore, the decay of amplitudes of signal in 890-900 nm or 

NIR range can represent the kinetics of 1BODIPY*. As shown in Figure 6.11b, the obtained 

1BODIPY* kinetics from 890-900 nm and NIR regions agree well with results from linear 

regression. The kinetics of other species can also be extracted independently by subtraction at 

isosbestic points. Kinetics of CS state can be extracted from kinetics of combination spectra at 580 

nm. At this wavelength, there is no 3BODIPY* contribution, thus CS state kinetics can be extracted 

by subtraction of 1BODIPY* from total signal. The result is shown in Figure 6.11b and agrees with 

that from linear regression. Kinetics of 3BODIPY* can be obtained from kinetics at 535 nm, where 

there is no contribution of CS state. After subtracting contribution of 1BODIPY* from the total 

signal, kinetics of 3BODIPY* was obtained (shown in Figure 6.11b), which also agrees with result 

from linear regression. All these comparison supports the results from MCR and linear regression 

analysis. The kinetics obtained from linear regression (shown in Figure 6.9b) shows that there is 

an initial fast decay of 1BODIPY* with little growth of CS state from 1 to 10 ps, which can be 

attributed to nonradiative decay induced by partial aggregation of BODIPY, as mentioned above.59 
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At later delay time ranges, the kinetics traces show the decay of 1BODIPY* within 10 ns, which 

leads to the corresponding growth of CS state, and the decay of CS state at longer delay times 

produces of 3BODIPY*. 

 

Figure 6.11: a) Near infrared transient absorption spectra of CdSe QD-BODIPY in the time range 

of 1 ps to 1000 ps. The wavelength of the pump pulse was 650 nm. b) Comparison of normalized 

kinetics traces of involved species obtained by different methods. The red, green and blue solid 

lines are kinetics of 1BODIPY*, CS state and 3BODIPY* obtained from linear regression, 

respectively. The red, green and blue dots are kinetics of 1BODIPY*, CS state and 3BODIPY* 

obtained from kinetics at 890-900 nm, 580 nm and 535 nm, respectively. The yellow dots are the 

kinetics of 1BODIPY* obtained from Figure 6.11a. 

 

The three kinetics traces were globally fit according to the kinetics model shown in Figure 

6.9c. We fit the kinetics of 1BODIPY*, 3BODIPY* and CS state at time range of 1 ps-1 μs, when 

the charge recombination takes place. In this range, decay of the 3BODIPY* is negligible, 

considering its decay time constant of (20.0±0.3) μs. With the attachment of QD, there is additional 

charge transfer pathway for the decay of 1BODIPY*, and population of 1BODIPY* can be written 
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as: 

[S] = ∑ 𝑎𝑖[𝑆]0𝑒−(𝑘0+𝑘1𝑖)𝑡 + 𝑎3[𝑆]0𝑒−𝑘01𝑡 + 𝑎4[𝑆]0
2
𝑖=1 𝑒−𝑘0𝑡     Eq. 6.2 

Here, to account for the heterogeneous distribution of BODIPY binding to surface of QD,69 we 

have assumed two configurations in the first term, in which ai and k1i are the percentage and 

electron transfer rate constant of each configuration, and k0 is the intrinsic decay rate of isolated 

1BODIPY*. a3 (k01) and a4 (k0) are the percentage (decay rate constant) of aggregated BODIPY on 

QD surface and free BODIPY in solution, respectively, which decay by reforming the ground state 

only.59 We have assumed that the partially aggregated BODIPY and free BODIPY in solution do 

not contribute to charge separated state formation. CS state can be populated by charge transfer 

and depleted by charge recombination, as described in Eq. 6.3: 

𝑑[𝐶𝑆]𝑖

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘1𝑖[𝑆]𝑖 − (𝑘2𝑖 + 𝑘3𝑖)[𝐶𝑆]𝑖    Eq. 6.3 

where k2i and k3i are the rates for charge recombination to the 3BODIPY* and ground state, 

respectively. Substituting Eq. 6.4  

[𝑆]𝑖 = 𝑎𝑖[𝑆]0𝑒−(𝑘0+𝑘1𝑖)𝑡  Eq. 6.4 

into Eq. 6.3, we can obtain equation for CS state population: 

[𝐶𝑆] = ∑ [𝐶𝑆]𝑖 = ∑
𝑎𝑖[𝑆]0𝑘1𝑖

𝑘0+𝑘1𝑖−𝑘2𝑖−𝑘3𝑖
[𝑒−(𝑘2𝑖+𝑘3𝑖)𝑡 − 𝑒−(𝑘0+𝑘1𝑖)𝑡2

𝑖=1
2
𝑖=1 ]    Eq. 6.5 

3BODIPY* can only be obtained by charge recombination from CS state, its kinetics equation is: 

𝑑[𝑇]𝑖

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘2𝑖[𝐶𝑆]𝑖    Eq. 6.6 

The concentration of triplet state is: 

[T] = ∑ [𝑇]𝑖
2
𝑖=1 = ∑

𝑎𝑖[𝑆]0𝑘1𝑖𝑘2𝑖

𝑘0+𝑘1𝑖−𝑘2𝑖−𝑘3𝑖
[

1−𝑒−(𝑘2𝑖+𝑘3𝑖)𝑡

𝑘2𝑖+𝑘3𝑖
+

𝑒−(𝑘0+𝑘1𝑖)𝑡−1

𝑘0+𝑘1𝑖
]2

𝑖=1     Eq. 6.7 

We applied Eq. 6.2, Eq. 6.5 and Eq. 6.7 to global fit the kinetics of the three species. The global 

fitting result is shown in Figure 6.9b and Table 6.2. 
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Table 6.2: Global fitting parameters for kinetics traces of 1BODIPY*, CS state and 3BODIPY* in 

Figure 6.9b. a1 and a2 are the percentages of the BODIPY bound to CdSe QD surface in the two 

configurations. a3 and a4 are the percentages of partially aggregated BODIPY and other free 

BODIPY in solution. k0i is the rate of 1BODIPY* decay to ground state. k1i is the rate of electron 

transfer from BODIPY to CdSe QD. k2i and k3i are the rates of charge recombination to form 

3BODIPY* and ground state, respectively. The reported time constants are the reciprocals of the 

corresponding rates. 

i ai 1/k0i (ps) 1/k1i (ps) 1/k2i (ps) 1/k3i (ps) 

1 0.466±0.073 4.20×103 (1.03±0.03) 

×104 

(2.52±0.02) ×105 (1.88±0.01) 

×105 

2 0.320±0.005 4.20×103 569±10 (2.30±0.09) ×104 (2.86±0.01) 

×104 

3 0.176±0.004 23.8±1.4    

4 0.037±0.007 4.20×103    

 

From the obtained rate constants, the efficiency of each step can be calculated from branching 

ratio: 

Φ𝑗 = ∑
𝑎𝑖𝑘𝑗

𝑘𝑗+𝑘𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟

2
𝑖=1       Eq. 6.8 

in which Φ𝑗 is the efficiency of step j and kother is the rate constant for the competing steps. The 

calculated efficiencies are shown in Figure 6.9c. The average time constants for specific processes 

can be calculated as: 

τ𝑗 =
∑ 𝑎𝑖×

1

𝑘𝑗

2
𝑖=1

∑ 𝑎𝑖
2
𝑖=1

           Eq. 6.9 
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The average charge separation time constant in the 1BODIPY*-QD state is (6.33  1.13) ns, which 

results in (53.0 ± 5.7) % of charge separation (to form BODIPY+·-QD-·) and (47.0 ± 5.0) % of 

decay back to the ground state. The average charge recombination rates from the BODIPY+·-

QD-· state to BODIPY triplet excited state and singlet ground state are (158  28) ns and (123  

21) ns respectively, which results in (51.3 ± 4.1) % yield of 3BODIPY* formation. From the energy 

alignment of CdSe QD and BODIPY shown in Figure 6.6, the driving force for charge 

recombination from BODIPY+·-QD-· to form ground state is large enough (ΔG ≈ -1.52 eV) to fall 

into the Marcus inverted region, resulting in slow charge recombination rate.70 Because the energy 

of 3BODIPY* is unknown, we could not determine the exact driving force of charge recombination 

to form triplet excited state. However, the similar rates of the two charge recombination pathways 

and the difference in their driving force indicate the possible different coupling strengths of these 

two pathways. The efficiency of overall triplet excited state yield is determined to be Φ = (27.2 ± 

3.0) %, limited by competing pathways in both the charge separation and recombination steps. The 

efficiency of charge separation can be improved by increasing the rate of ET from 1BODIPY* to 

QD, which according to extensive previous study can be achieved by increasing the ET coupling 

strength and/or driving force.31, 65, 71 

6.2.5 Mechanism of triplet state formation 

Extensive previous studies in organic donor-acceptor complexes have shown that triplet 

excited states can be generated from charge separated state intermediates through radical pair 

intersystem crossing (RP-ISC) or spin-orbit charge transfer intersystem crossing (SOCT-ISC). The 

first mechanism involves conversion from spin-correlated singlet radical pair 1(Acceptor-·-Donor+·) 

to triplet radical pair 3(Acceptor-·-Donor+·) state when the hyperfine interactions within the radical 

centers are larger than the exchange interaction between them.49, 54 In the second mechanism, 
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triplet excited state is formed if charge recombination is accompanied by a significant change of 

orbital angular momentum.51-52 A previous study of TPD-CdS QD has shown that the TPD triplet 

state is generated from charge separated state by exciting either the CdS QD or TPD.54 Detailed 

EPR characterization and magnetic field effect (MFE) of the 3TPD* yield show that the RP-ISC 

mechanism with spin-correlated radical pair intermediates dominates in this system, although 20% 

of the triplets are formed through the SOCT-ISC. The dominance of RP-ISC can be understood by 

the large hyperfine interactions in nanocrystal systems, in which the spin of electron can be readily 

flipped compared to organic chromophores. Furthermore, because of the relatively large size of 

the particles (on the order of 3 nm in diameter) compared to organic chromophores, the center-to-

center distance between the spins is relatively large, which may lead to small exchange interaction 

between the electron in the QD and on the surface adsorbed molecule.72-73   

In our TA study, we cannot distinguish 1(CdSe-·-BODIPY+·) from 3(CdSe-·-BODIPY+·) 

radical pairs, and therefore cannot distinguish the RP-ISC or SOCT-ISC pathways for triplet 

formation. Because 3BODIPY* are generated with similar time scales of charge separation 

(hundreds of picoseconds) and charge recombination (tens to hundreds of nanoseconds) to 

previously reported CdS-TPD complexes,54 we propose that RP-ISC may also play a dominant 

role in CdSe-BODIPY complexes. One notable difference between our observation and the 

previous report is the nature of the electron in the QD in the radical pair state. In the study of CdS-

TPD complexes, the optical signal of the QD was not directly observed and the g-factor measured 

by EPR indicates that the electron is localized on the QD surface.54, 74 While our study does not 

directly measure g-factor, direct observation of the bleach of QD exciton band in the radical-pair 

state confirms that the electron is at the 1S level of the QD, delocalized throughout the whole 

particle. Future EPR characterization and MFE experiments are required to reveal whether the 
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spins in the CdSe-·-BODIPY+· radical pair are correlated.  

6.3 Conclusion 

In summary, we have demonstrated the generation of long-lived triplet excited state of 

modified BODIPY attached on CdSe QDs. TA spectroscopy confirms that the photo-excitation of 

a BODIPY singlet state leads to electron transfer to the QD to form a charge separated state (with 

an oxidized BODIPY and CB electron in the QD) with a quantum efficiency of 53.0 %, competing 

with radiative and nonradiative decay within BODIPY. The charge separated state undergoes 

charge recombination to form BODIPY singlet ground state (48.7 %) and triplet exited state 

(51.3 %). The overall quantum efficiency for BODIPY triplet excited state generation from its 

singlet excited state is calculated to be (27.2 ± 3.0) %. Future experiments, such as EPR, are 

required to elucidate the mechanisms of triplet excited state generation from the radical pairs. This 

report suggests that triplet excited state formation through charge transfer intermediate may be a 

general approach for these QD-adsorbate hybrids. Furthermore, the observation of long-lived 

radical pairs suggest that these hybrid materials may be an interesting spintronics platform for 

further exploration. 
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Chapter 7. Competition of Dexter, Förster and Charge Transfer Pathways for Quantum Dot 

Sensitized Triplet Generation 

Reproduced in part with permission from: Jin, T.; Uhlikova, N.; Xu, Z.; Zhu, Y.; Huang, Y.; Egap, 

E.; Lian, T., J. Chem. Phys. 2020, 152, 214702. Copyright AIP Publishing 2020 

7.1 Introduction 

Due to broad applications of long lived triplet excited states in triplet-triplet annihilation,1-3 

photodynamic therapy,4-5 bioimaging6-7 and light emitting devices,8-9 extensive research efforts 

have been devoted to efficient generation of triplet excited states.2, 10-12 Among various schemes 

for harvesting triplet excitons, sensitization by molecular antenna complexes has been proved to 

be promising especially for triplet emitters with limited light absorption range, small extinction 

coefficient or low intrinsic intersystem crossing efficiency.10, 13-15 A typical sensitization scheme 

involves excitation of the antenna, efficient intersystem crossing for triplet exciton generation in 

the antenna and transfer of the triplet exciton to the acceptor through either direct Dexter energy 

transfer (DET)16-18 or sequential charge transfer.19-22 DET involves concerted electron and hole 

transfers from the donor to the acceptor. 17, 23-30 

In more recent years, quantum dot (QD)-sensitized triplet exciton generation has received 

intense interest,2, 31-34 due to several advantages of QDs, including broad absorption range,35-37 

large extinction coefficient38-39 and robust tunability in structures and photophysical properties.40-

43 Both solution and solid-state photon upconversion devices that are based on QD sensitized triplet 

generation have been reported,44-46 and their efficiencies can often be optimized through the 

engineering of QD structures and surfaces.47-50 Despite the impressive progress, the underlying 
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mechanism of QD sensitized triplet exciton generation remains ambiguous.24, 51-54 It has been 

proposed that triplet excitons in acceptors are generated through direct DET from the excited QD.31, 

55 Triplet formation through charge separated intermediate state has also been reported.52, 54, 56-57 

In addition, Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) from the QD to the acceptor (forming singlet 

excited state), if energetically allowed, may also compete with the DET pathway.58 Therefore, it 

is important to evaluate how direct Dexter, Förster and charge transfer processes compete in QD-

acceptor complexes. 

In this chapter we investigate the competition of direct DET, FRET and charge transfer 

pathways for the formation of triplet excited state using CdSe QD with modified boron 

dipyrromethene (BODIPY) attached on surface as a model system. We show that upon the 

excitation of the CdSe QD, FRET and charge transfer pathways outcompete the direct DET process. 

Both pathways lead to the formation of a charge separated state (QD-·-BODIPY+·) consisting of 

an oxidized BODIPY and a conduction band (CB) edge electron in the QD, which eventually 

evolves into BODIPY triplet excited state (3BODIPY*) through charge recombination as shown 

in Figure 7.1a. 

 

Figure 7.1: a) Scheme of possible QD-sensitized BODIPY triplet formation pathways in CdSe 
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QD-BODIPY complexes: i) direct DET from excited QDs (QD*-BODIPY) (navy blue arrow), ii) 

sequential hole transfer from QD*-BODIPY to form QD-·-BODIPY+· (green arrow), followed by 

electron transfer (denoted as ET) back to BODIPY to form QD-3BODIPY* (yellow arrow), and 

iii) FRET from QD to form QD-1BODIPY* (light blue arrow) followed by electron transfer to QD 

to form QD-·-BODIPY+· and back ET to form QD-3BODIPY* (yellow arrows). b) UV-vis 

absorption spectra of CdSe QD (blue) (λAmax (ε) = 584 nm (2.15×105 M-1cm-1)), BODIPY (yellow) 

(λAmax (ε) = 656 nm (9.18×104 M-1cm-1)) and QD-BODIPY complex (green). 

7.2 Results and discussion 

7.2.1 Sample preparation and optical properties 

CdSe QDs and modified BODIPY (Compound 3 in Scheme 2.1) were synthesized following 

procedures from previous literature59 (see see Section 2.1.2, Section 2.1.4 and Figure 2.1-2.3). 

Figure 7.1b shows the UV-vis absorption spectra of CdSe QDs, free BODIPY and QD-BODIPY 

complexes. The absorption spectrum of free BODIPY shows a S0-S1 transition centered at 656 nm, 

as well as a higher energy transition (S0-Sn) at 376 nm. The peak at 584 nm in the CdSe QD 

spectrum corresponds to the lowest energy 1S3/2-1Se exciton transition.37
 These transitions show 

negligible shift upon the adsorption of BODIPY onto QD. The absorption spectrum of QD-

BODIPY shows additional spectral features in the range of 700-750 nm, which can be attributed 

to partial aggregation of BODIPY on the QD surface.59 

7.2.2 Transient absorption spectra of QD and QD-BODIPY complex 
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Figure 7.2: a) Femtosecond (1 ps to 1000 ps) and b) nanosecond (1 ns to 1000 ns) transient 

absorption (TA) spectra of free CdSe QD. The pump wavelength was set to be 500 nm. 

 

Transient absorption spectra of free CdSe QD were collected with 500 nm excitation pulse. 

At delay time range of 1 ps-1 ns (Figure 7.2a), the main feature of the spectra is large exciton 

bleach (XB) peak centered at 584 nm resulting from state filling of 1S level by photoexcited 

electron.60 The local dc electric field generated by photoexcited electron and hole pair induced the 

Stark effect, which contributes to the derivative-like features in the spectra.41 The spectra shape 

evolution from 1 ps to 50 ps may be attributed to the change in dc electric field. At the nanosecond 

time scale (Figure 7.2b), there is no longer spectra shape evolution but the signal amplitude decay. 

The decay for QD signal can be well fit with four exponential function. (see Table 7.1). 

The TA spectra of QD-BODIPY from 1 ps to 1 ns and from 1 ns to 1 μs after 500 nm 

excitation are shown in Figure 7.3a and Figure 7.3b, respectively. Because there is negligible 

absorption of BODIPY at 500 nm (Figure 7.1b), CdSe QDs are selectively excited at this 

wavelength. At delay time 1ps-1ns, QD XB, resulted from the state filling of conduction band 1S 
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electron level, is found to decay faster than that in free CdSe QD (see Figure 7.2), indicating that 

the adsorbed BODIPY induces electron or exciton transfer from the QD.60-61 At the same delay 

time window, there is a growth of two negative peaks centered at 656 nm and 735 nm (see inset 

of Figure 7.3a). The negative peak at 656 nm can be assigned to the ground state bleach (GSB) of 

BODIPY and the negative peak at 735 nm is attributed to the stimulated emission (SE) of 

1BODIPY* with also contributions from the overlapping ground state bleach of BODIPY 

aggregates.59 These two features indicate the formation of 1BODIPY*, which is further supported 

by the photoinduced absorption (IA) peak at ~ 960 nm in the near infrared (NIR) TA spectra (see 

Figure 7.4) due to the S1->Sn transition. Figure 7.4a and Figure 7.4b show the NIR TA spectra of 

CdSe QD and QD-BODIPY, respectively, within 1 ns after 500 nm excitation. For CdSe QD, a 

broad positive peak at 900 nm-1100 nm is observed in the delay time range, which is attributed to 

photoinduced absorption of CdSe QD.62 Within 1 ns, there is only decay of the signal amplitude 

without any spectral shape change. For QD-BODIPY, the spectrum shape in initial time range is 

the same as that in CdSe QD. However, the broad QD photoinduced absorption signal decays to 

form a new spectral feature with a peak centered at ~960 nm. Previous study attributed this peak 

to be BODIPY singlet excited state absorption (S1->Sn),59 suggesting BODIPY singlet excited 

state formation within 1 ns. 1BODIPY* is formed by FRET from excited QD to BODIPY (shown 

as light blue arrow in Figure 7.1a), which agrees with the faster decay of QD XB. This process is 

allowed because of the large overlap of CdSe QD fluorescence spectrum and BODIPY absorption 

spectrum (see Figure 7.5).63 
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Figure 7.3: TA spectra of QD-BODIPY complexes measured with 500 nm pulse excitation at 

delay time windows of a) 1-1000 ps and b) 1-1000 ns. The inset in Figure 7.3a: the expanded view 

of the 1BODIPY* spectral features from 630 to 750 nm. 

 

Figure 7.4: NIR TA spectra of a) CdSe QD and b) QD-BODIPY from 1 ps to 1 ns after 500 nm 

excitation.  
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Figure 7.5: Absorption and emission spectra of free CdSe QD (blue solid line and blue dashed 

line, respectively) (λAmax (ε) = 584 nm (2.15×105 M-1cm-1), λEmax = 591 nm), and absorption 

spectrum of free BODIPY (red line) (λAmax (ε) = 656 nm (9.18×104 M-1cm-1)). 

 

Interestingly, the transient spectra also show the formation of a positive peak centered at 

around 800 nm, which is not well resolved in the TA spectra at < 1ns (Figure 7.3a) because of the 

saturated probe intensity at this wavelength but can be observed in > 1ns TA spectra measured 

with a different probe source (Figure 7.3b). According to the results in Chapter 6, this peak can be 

assigned to BODIPY cation radical, which was produced by electron transfer from 1BODIPY* to 

QD to form a charge separated (CS) state, QD-·-BODIPY+·, following the direct excitation of 

BODIPY.59 With the excitation of QD, the same 1BODIPY* can be populated by FRET, and thus 

the same CS state can also be generated by electron transfer from 1BODIPY* to QD (shown as 

yellow arrow in Figure 7.1a). 
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Figure 7.6: a) Comparison of TA kinetics of CdSe QD XB in free CdSe QDs (red) and QD-

BODIPY complexes (blue), and BODIPY GSB kinetics in QD-BODIPY complexes (green line) 

measured with 500 nm excitation. The BODIPY GSB at this time range is mainly determined by 

formation of CS state through hole transfer from QD (growth of GSB), formation of QD-

1BODIPY* through FRET (growth of GSB) and formation of CS state through electron transfer 

from QD-1BODIPY* (decrease of GSB). The kinetics of QD-XB in QD-BODIPY is mainly 

determined by FRET from QD to BODIPY (recovery of XB) and the following back electron 

transfer from 1BODIPY* to QD (increase of XB amplitude). b) Reported energy alignment of 

CdSe QD and BODIPY. 

 

Another possible pathway for forming the CS state is direct hole transfer from QD without 

going through 1BODIPY* intermediate (shown as green arrow in Figure 7.1a), which is 

energetically allowed (Figure 7.6). Comparison of the kinetics of BODIPY GSB growth (at 656 

nm) and QD XB decay (at 584 nm) of QD-BODIPY complexes (Figure 7.6a) shows that at delay 

time from 1 to 10 ps, there is substantial growth of BODIPY GSB signal, while there is negligible 

difference between the CdSe QD XB recovery in QD-BODIPY complex and that in free CdSe 
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QDs. Since XB is dominated by the state filling of the CdSe QD 1S conduction band level, this 

result suggests negligible FRET or electron transfer from the QD to BODIPY at this time range. 

Therefore, the BODIPY GSB signal growth at this time is caused by hole transfer from QD to 

BODIPY to form QD-·-BODIPY+·, which is consistent with the energy alignment of the 

conduction and valance band edges of QD and redox potential of BODIPY shown in Figure 7.6b. 

On the > 1 ns time scale, the amplitude of the CS state signal decays while three positive 

peaks centered at 412, 570 and 750 nm are developing. These features can be attributed to 

3BODIPY* T1->Tn absorption bands.59 The amplitudes of these peaks reach maximum at 100 ns 

and decay on the > 1000 ns time scale.59 The mechanisms for 3BODIPY* formation will be further 

discussed below. 

7.2.3 Spectra and kinetics analysis 

Because of the large spectral and temporal overlaps of signals from different species in the 

TA spectra, we first extract the kinetics of each species by employing linear regression to fit the 

TA spectral evolution. The TA spectra contain time-dependent contribution of four species: QD*-

BODIPY, QD-·-BODIPY+·, QD-1BODIPY* and QD-3BODIPY* whose representative spectra can 

be obtained independently as shown in Figure 7.7a. QD*-BODIPY spectrum is obtained from the 

averaged TA spectra of free CdSe QD (Figure 7.2). The TA spectra of QD-·-BODIPY+·, QD-

1BODIPY* and QD-3BODIPY* were obtained in Chapter 6.59 TA spectra at each delay time point 

are fit with linear regression to the sum of these four components to obtain the kinetics of each 

species. The result of the linear regression is shown in Figure 7.7b. In order to test the validity of 

the kinetics of involved species extracted from the linear regression fit described in the main text, 

we compare the original TA spectra of QD-BODIPY complex (in Figure 7.3) and the TA spectra 

reconstructed from linear regression analysis at four delay time points: 10 ps, 100 ps, 1000 ps and 
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10 ns. For the reconstructed spectra, amplitudes at each wavelength can be expressed as 

𝐾(𝜆, 𝑡) = 𝑥(𝑡)𝐴(𝜆) + 𝑦(𝑡)𝐵(𝜆) + 𝑧(𝑡)𝐶(𝜆) + 𝑢(𝑡)𝐷(𝜆)     Eq. 7.1 

in which 𝐾(𝜆, 𝑡) is the amplitude of the reconstructed spectra at specific wavelength and time, 

x(t), y(t), z(t) and u(t) represent the kinetics for QD*-BODIPY, QD-·-BODIPY+·, QD-1BODIPY* 

and QD-3BODIPY* at the corresponding time (shown in Figure 7.7b), and 𝐴(𝜆), 𝐵(𝜆), 𝐶(𝜆) 

and 𝐷(𝜆) are the amplitudes of basis spectra of QD*-BODIPY, QD-·-BODIPY+·, QD-1BODIPY* 

and QD-3BODIPY* at the corresponding wavelength (shown in Figure 7.7a). The results are 

plotted in Figure 7.8, which shows that the original spectra and those reconstructed from linear 

regression result agree well with each other, indicating the validity of the result from linear 

regression. The kinetics traces in Figure 7.7b show a faster decay of CdSe QD exciton in QD-

BODIPY complexes compared to free CdSe QDs (Figure 7.9) and the sequential formation of 

QD-·-BODIPY+·(CS), QD-1BODIPY* and QD-3BODIPY*. 
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Figure 7.7: TA spectra and kinetics of involved species in QD-BODIPY complexes generated 

after the excitation of the QD. a) Spectra of QD*-BODIPY (purple line), QD-1BODIPY* (red line), 

QD-3BODIPY* (blue line) and QD-·-BODIPY+· (green line) used as the basis to fit the time-

dependent TA spectra. b) Kinetics traces (from 1 ps to 1 μs) of QD*-BODIPY (red dots), QD-

1BODIPY* (yellow dots), QD-3BODIPY* (blue dots) and QD-·-BODIPY+· (green dots) in QD-

BODIPY complexes obtained from linear regression fitting of the TA spectra. The black lines 

correspond to the global fitting curves according to the kinetics model depicted in Figure 7.7c. c) 

Energetics of the relevant states generated by photoexcitation of QD-BODIPY complexes and the 

rate constant of their interconversion. Red and blue arrows represent the FRET and charge transfer 
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pathways, respectively, both leading to generation of QD-3BODIPY*. Black arrows represent 

decay of various excited states to the ground state. 

 

Figure 7.8: Comparison of original TA spectra of QD-BODIPY complex (red) and TA spectra 

reconstructed from linear regression analysis (yellow) at delay time of a). 10 ps, b). 100 ps, c).1000 

ps and d) 10 ns. 
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Figure 7.9: Comparison of CdSe QD exciton kinetics in QD-BODIPY complex (red dots) and in 

free QD (purple dots). QD exciton kinetics in QD-BODIPY was obtained from linear regression 

of TA spectra in Figure 7.3. QD exciton kinetics in free QD was obtained from extraction of QD 

XB kinetics in Figure 7.2. 

 

Figure 7.7c shows the relevant states and processes involved in QD-BODIPY complexes after 

the excitation of the QD, including both the processes that lead to the triple generation and the 

competing processes that lead to the ground state formation. It has been shown in Chapter 6 that 

QD-1BODIPY* (generated by direct excitation at 650 nm) can decay back to the ground state (rate 

constant k4) or form CS state (QD-·-BODIPY+·) by electron transfer to the QD (with rate constant 

k3); and this QD-·-BODIPY+· radical pair intermediate can undergo charge recombination to form 

QD-3BODIPY* (with rate constant k6) or QD-BODIPY ground state (with rate constant k5).
59 

Because the same QD-1BODIPY* can be generated by FRET from the excited QD (with rate 

constant k2), all the subsequent photophysical processes emerging from QD-1BODIPY* should 

take place with the same rate constants (k3, k4, k5 and k6),
59 which eventually result in the 

generation of QD-3BODIPY* and ground state (shown in red arrows in Figure 7.7c). The rate 
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constants (k3, k4, k5 and k6) associated with these processes have already been determined from 

Chapter 6 except for k2, which is used as a variable fitting parameter. The QD-·-BODIPY+· CS 

state can also be generated by direct hole transfer from QD (with rate constant k1), which is 

followed by charge recombination to generate QD-3BODIPY* and ground state (shown in blue 

arrows in Figure 7.7c, with rate constant k6 and k5, respectively). This pathway for triplet excited 

state generation can be considered as sequential hole and electron transfer from the CdSe QD 

through a CS intermediate state. Another possible pathway for the formation of QD-3BODIPY* is 

DET from excited QDs without any intermediate states. However, as shown in Figure 7.7b, QD-

3BODIPY* population begins to form after 1 ns, when only 20% of QD*-BODIPY remains. This 

indicates that > 80% of CdSe QD excitons undergo fast FRET and hole transfer within 1 ns, 

outcompeting the direct DET pathway. In order to illustrate the main contribution of 3BODIPY* 

growth is from charge recombination of CS state, with negligible contribution from DET pathway, 

we compare the consumption of CS state with growth of 3BODIPY*. The CS state population 

reaches maximum at ~5 ns (shown in Figure 7.7b), after which the consumption of CS state agrees 

well with 3BODIPY* growth. Note that the small difference between the two kinetics at delay time 

range of 5 ns to 10 ns is present because there is still slight growth of CS state accompanied with 

CS state consumption at this range. In the later time range, the CS state kinetics is mostly composed 

of its consumption, which matches the growth of 3BODIPY*. This comparison further supports 

the argument that the 3BODIPY* growth is mainly from charge recombination pathway. This 

finding is consistent with previously reported DETs from QDs to acceptors, which are often 

relatively slow compared to FRET and charge transfer rates.31-32 
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Figure 7.10: Comparison of normalized CS state consumption kinetics (green circles) and 

3BODIPY* growth kinetics (blue circles) obtained from Figure 7.7b at delay time range of 5 ns-1 

μs. 

 

The kinetics traces of QD*-BODIPY, QD-·-BODIPY+·, QD-1BODIPY* and QD-3BODIPY* 

were fit globally according to the kinetics model in Figure 7.7c. In the time range of 1 ps-1 μs, 

decay of QD-3BODIPY* population can be neglected and thus was not included in the fitting. First, 

kinetics of CdSe QD exciton in free CdSe QDs (shown in Figure 7.9) was fit with four exponential 

function: 

[𝑄𝐷]∗
𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒 = [𝑄𝐷]0 ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑒−𝑘0𝑖𝑡4

𝑖=1    Eq. 7.2 

in which ai is the percentage of QD exciton with decay rate constant of k0i. The number of 

exponentials (or extent of heterogeneity) depends on the quality of the sample.64 XB kinetics in 

many core-only CdSe QD samples can be fit by 2-3 exponential functions.64-65 However, this 

sample requires 4 exponentials, probably indicating relatively large heterogeneity. When the QD 

is attached with BODIPY, hole transfer and FRET to BODIPY are the additional decay channels 

of QD exciton, and the QD exciton population can be written as: 
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[𝑄𝐷]∗ = 𝑝[𝑄𝐷]0 ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑐1𝑗𝑐2𝑓𝑒−(𝑘0𝑖+𝑘1𝑗+𝑘2𝑓)𝑡2
𝑗=1

2
𝑓=1

4
𝑖=1 + (1 − 𝑝)[𝑄𝐷]0 ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑒

−𝑘0𝑖𝑡4
𝑖=1    

Eq. 7.3 

In the equation above, p and (1-p) are the percentages of QD attached with one or more BODIPY 

and free QD with no BODIPY attached, respectively. Because of the different numbers of adsorbed 

BODIPY on QD surface, which could result in different apparent rates of hole transfer and FRET, 

two rate terms for hole transfer (k1j) and FRET (k2f) were included with percentage of c1j and c2f 

(j, f = 1 or 2), respectively. 

1BODIPY* (denoted as [S] in the kinetics equations) can be populated by FRET from QD 

(with rate constant k2), and can decay to form CS state (with rate constant k3) or ground state (with 

rate constant k4): 

𝑑[S]

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘2[𝑄𝐷]∗ − (𝑘3 + 𝑘4)[𝑆]   Eq. 7.4 

CS state can be populated by electron transfer from 1BODIPY* (with rate constant k3) or by direct 

hole transfer from QD exciton (with rate constant k2), and decay through charge recombination to 

form ground state (with rate constant k5) or 3BODIPY* (denoted as [T] in the kinetics equations) 

(with rate k6): 

𝑑[𝐶𝑆]

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘1[𝑄𝐷]∗ + 𝑘3[𝑆] − (𝑘5 + 𝑘6)[𝐶𝑆]   Eq. 7.5 

𝑑[𝑇]

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑘6[𝐶𝑆]   Eq. 7.6 

After substituting the first term of Equation 7.3 into Equation 7.4, Equation 7.5 and Equation 7.6 

to solve these equations, we can obtain: 

[𝑆] = 𝑑 ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ {𝑏𝑢𝑎𝑖𝑐1𝑗𝑐2𝑓{
𝑘2𝑓

𝑘0𝑖+𝑘1𝑗+𝑘2𝑓−𝑘3𝑢−𝑘4𝑢
[𝑒−(𝑘3𝑢+𝑘4𝑢)𝑡 −2

𝑢=1
2
𝑗=1

2
𝑓=1

4
𝑖=1

𝑒−(𝑘0𝑖+𝑘1𝑗+𝑘2𝑓)𝑡]}}     Eq. 7.7 
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[𝐶𝑆] = 𝑒 ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ {𝑏𝑢
2
𝑢=1 𝑎𝑖𝑐1𝑗𝑐2𝑓{

𝑘1𝑗

𝑘5𝑢+𝑘6𝑢−𝑘0𝑖−𝑘1𝑗−𝑘2𝑓
[2

𝑗=1
4
𝑖=1 𝑒−(𝑘0𝑖+𝑘1𝑗+𝑘2𝑓)𝑡 −2

𝑓=1

𝑒−(𝑘5𝑢+𝑘6𝑢)𝑡] +
𝑘2𝑓𝑘3𝑢

(𝑘0𝑖+𝑘1𝑗+𝑘2𝑓−𝑘3𝑢−𝑘4𝑢)(𝑘5𝑢+𝑘6𝑢−𝑘3𝑢−𝑘4𝑢)
[𝑒−(𝑘3𝑢+𝑘4𝑢)𝑡 − 𝑒−(𝑘5𝑢+𝑘6𝑢)𝑡] +

𝑘2𝑓𝑘3𝑢

(𝑘0𝑖+𝑘1𝑗+𝑘2𝑓−𝑘3𝑢−𝑘4𝑢)((𝑘0𝑖+𝑘1𝑗+𝑘2𝑓−𝑘5𝑢−𝑘6𝑢)
[𝑒−(𝑘0𝑖+𝑘1𝑗+𝑘2𝑓)𝑡 − 𝑒−(𝑘5𝑢+𝑘6𝑢)𝑡]}}  Eq. 7.8 

[𝑇] = 𝑔 ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ {𝑏𝑢𝑎𝑖𝑐1𝑗𝑐2𝑓{
𝑘1𝑗𝑘6𝑢

𝑘5𝑢+𝑘6𝑢−𝑘0𝑖−𝑘1𝑗−𝑘2𝑓
[

1−𝑒
−(𝑘0𝑖+𝑘1𝑗+𝑘2𝑓)𝑡

𝑘0𝑖+𝑘1𝑗+𝑘2𝑓
−2

𝑢=1
2
𝑗=1

2
𝑓=1

4
𝑖=1

1−𝑒−(𝑘5𝑢+𝑘6𝑢)𝑡

𝑘5𝑢+𝑘6𝑢
] +

𝑘2𝑓𝑘3𝑢

(𝑘0𝑖+𝑘1𝑗+𝑘2𝑓−𝑘3𝑢−𝑘4𝑢)(𝑘5𝑢+𝑘6𝑢−𝑘3𝑢−𝑘4𝑢)
[

1−𝑒−(𝑘3𝑢+𝑘4𝑢)𝑡

𝑘3𝑢+𝑘4𝑢
−

1−𝑒−(𝑘5𝑢+𝑘6𝑢)𝑡

𝑘5𝑢+𝑘6𝑢
] +

𝑘2𝑓𝑘3𝑢

(𝑘0𝑖+𝑘1𝑗+𝑘2𝑓−𝑘3𝑢−𝑘4𝑢)((𝑘0𝑖+𝑘1𝑗+𝑘2𝑓−𝑘5𝑢−𝑘6𝑢)
[

1−𝑒
−(𝑘0𝑖+𝑘1𝑗+𝑘2𝑓)𝑡

𝑘0𝑖+𝑘1𝑗+𝑘2𝑓
−

1−𝑒−(𝑘5𝑢+𝑘6𝑢)𝑡

𝑘5𝑢+𝑘6𝑢
]}}  Eq. 7.9 

in which two configurations of BODIPY binding to QD surface were assumed (with percentage of 

b1 and b2). The configurations of BODIPY binding could alter the rates of electron transfer from 

BODIPY to QD and the following charge recombination to form ground state and 3BODIPY*. In 

Eq. 7.7, Eq. 7.8 and Eq. 7.9, d, e and g are the normalization factors. Eq. 7.3, Eq. 7.7, Eq. 7.8 and 

Eq. 7.9 were applied to global fit the kinetics traces in Figure 7.7b. bu (u=1 or 2), k3u, k4u, k5u and 

k6u were predetermined from Chapter 6,59 in which BODIPY in QD-BODIPY complex was excited 

with 650 nm pulse to form 1BODIPY*. The result of the global fitting is shown in Figure 7.7b and 

Table 7.1, which agrees reasonably well with the measured kinetics. 

 

Table 7.1: Global fitting parameters for kinetics traces of QD*-BODIPY, QD-·-BODIPY+· (CS 

state), QD-1BODIPY* and QD-3BODIPY* in Figure 7.7b. ai is the percentage of QD exciton with 

intrinsic decay rate constant k0i. c1j represents the percentage of QD-BODIPY complex with hole 

transfer rate constant k1j. In the fitting result, k12 is extremely close to 0, indicating that the 

corresponding QD-BODIPY complex is inactive for hole transfer pathway. This component will 

not be shown in the table. c2f corresponds to the percentage of QD-BODIPY complex with FRET 
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rate constant k2f. bu is the percentage of different configurations of BODIPY binding to QD surface. 

k3u stands for the rate constant of electron transfer from BODIPY to QD after generation of 

1BODIPY*. k4u is the rate constant of intrinsic decay of 1BODIPY* to form ground state. k5u and 

k6u are the rate constants of charge recombination of CS state to form ground state and 3BODIPY*, 

respectively. p is the percentage of QD with one or more BODIPY attached. 

i 1 2 3 4 

ai 0.053±0.003 0.413±0.021 0.484±0.020 0.049±0.029 

1/k0i (45.2±8.1) ps (4.67±0.26) ns (21.7±1.1) ns (273±37) ns 

j 1 2   

c1j 0.243±0.014 0.757±0.014   

1/k1j (213±20) ps /   

f 1 2   

c2f 0.220±0.025 0.780±0.025   

1/k2f (193±20) ps (1.47±0.09) ns   

u 1 2   

bu 0.593 0.407   

1/k3u 10.3 ns 569 ps   

1/k4u 4.20 ns 4.20 ns   

1/k5u 188 ns 28.6 ns   

1/k6u 252 ns 23.0 ns   

p 0.720±0.008    

 

Efficiency of hole transfer, FRET and the final 3BODIPY* generation can be determined from 
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branching ratio, which could be calculated from rate constants of the involved photophysical 

processes shown in Table 7.1. The efficiency of hole transfer is: 

𝜂ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟 = 𝑝 ∑ ∑ ∑ (𝑎𝑖𝑐1𝑗𝑐2𝑓
𝑘1𝑗

𝑘0𝑖+𝑘1𝑗+𝑘2𝑓
) = 12.9(±2.9)%2

𝑗=1
2
𝑓=1

4
𝑖=1   Eq. 7.10 

The efficiency of FRET is: 

𝜂𝐹𝑅𝐸𝑇 = 𝑝 ∑ ∑ ∑ (𝑎𝑖𝑐1𝑗𝑐2𝑓
𝑘2𝑓

𝑘0𝑖+𝑘1𝑗+𝑘2𝑓
) = 49.5(±11.4)%2

𝑗=1
2
𝑓=1

4
𝑖=1   Eq. 7.11 

The efficiency of 3BODIPY* generation from direct hole transfer pathway (blue arrows in Figure 

7.7c) is: 

𝜂[𝑇] 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑓𝑒𝑟 = 𝑝 ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ (𝑎𝑖𝑐1𝑗𝑐2𝑓
𝑘1𝑗

𝑘0𝑖+𝑘1𝑗+𝑘2𝑓
∗

𝑘6𝑢

𝑘5𝑢+𝑘6𝑢
)2

𝑢=1 =2
𝑗=1

2
𝑓=1

4
𝑖=1

6.18(±1.39)%  Eq. 7.12 

The efficiency of 3BODIPY* generation from FRET pathway (red arrows in Figure 7.7c) is: 

𝜂[𝑇] 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝐹𝑅𝐸𝑇 = 𝑝 ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ (𝑎𝑖𝑐1𝑗𝑐2𝑓
𝑘2𝑓

𝑘0𝑖+𝑘1𝑗+𝑘2𝑓
∗

𝑘3𝑢

𝑘3𝑢+𝑘4𝑢
∗

𝑘6𝑢

𝑘5𝑢+𝑘6𝑢
)2

𝑢=1 =2
𝑗=1

2
𝑓=1

4
𝑖=1

13.5(±3.1)%  Eq. 7.13 

As shown in Figure 7.7c, the relatively low efficiency of 3BODIPY* generation is mainly due to 

several loss channels, including the decay of QD*-BODIPY and QD-1BODIPY* to the ground 

state and the recombination of CS state to form the ground state. Because of additional step of 

forming QD-1BODIPY* for FRET pathway to generate CS state, this pathway experiences more 

loss channels than direct hole transfer pathway. In order to further increase the QD sensitized 

3BODIPY* generation efficiency, the efficiencies of both the hole transfer and FRET pathways 

should be improved. 

7.2.4 Discussion 

Our result demonstrates that in QD-BODIPY complexes, QD sensitized 3BODIPY* 
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generation occurs through a CS intermediate state, generated through either direct hole transfer or 

sequential FRET/electron transfer (Figure 1a), while direct DET from the excited QD is not 

competitive. Similar indirect scheme of triplet generation through CS intermediates has been 

proposed in PbS QD-pentacene,52 perovskite QD-tetracene 54 and CdS QD-alizarin complexes.57 

In these systems, hole transfer from the QD to acceptors are all energetically allowed and their 

rates are fast, outcompeting the direct DET process. While in systems such as CdSe QD-

anthracene,31-32 CdSe QD-oligothiophene66 and perovskite QD-naphthalene,54 charge transfer 

pathway is energetically uphill, and triplet excited state is generated exclusively through the slower 

direct DET pathway. While for triplet excited state generation through step-wise hole 

transfer/electron transfer pathways, the rate of each step depends on the coupling matrix elements 

for hole or electron transfer only,67 direct DET is a concerted electron and hole transfer process, 

whose coupling matrix element is a product of both the electron and hole transfer integrals.23, 27, 53 

As a result, direct DET is often slower than sequential electron and hole transfer if both processes 

are energetically allowed. In addition, one should note that the energy of the CS state should be 

higher than that of the triplet excited state product to enable triplet excited state generation through 

the sequential charge transfer pathway.10, 54, 56 Otherwise, the formation of CS state from hole 

transfer from QD could be detrimental to triplet sensitization, as it can only decay back to the 

ground state.47 

Another significant finding of our study is that FRET from the QD to acceptor can also 

contribute to the generation of triplet excited state of the acceptor through CS intermediate state. 

The FRET pathway is often neglected in previous QD sensitized triplet exciton harvesting systems, 

either due to unfavorable spectral overlap,52 or the resulting singlet excited state of the acceptor 

cannot lead to the formation of triplet excited state.57 Our study suggests that the contribution of 
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FRET pathway to CS intermediate state and the triplet excited state product cannot be ignored if 

it is allowed and the resulting singlet excited state of the acceptor can form triplet state through 

charge transfer intermediates. Finally, because our study is based on TA kinetics, in which the 

CdSe QD exciton bleach signal mainly probes the conduction band edge electron population,60 the 

nature of the hole states is not directly probed. Previous studies have demonstrated trapped hole 

transfer or trapped exciton energy transfer from nanocrystals to the acceptors.68-69 Therefore, it is 

possible that the trapped holes and excitons also contribute to the 3BODIPY* generation in CdSe 

QD/BODIPY complexes, and their relative contributions should be fully investigated in future 

studies. 

7.3 Conclusion 

In summary, we demonstrate QD-sensitized 3BODIPY* generation in CdSe QD-BODIPY 

complexes by exciting the CdSe QD at 500 nm. A charge separated state (QD-·-BODIPY+·), which 

is populated by direct hole transfer from the QD* or the sequential FRET to BODIPY and electron 

transfer from 1BODIPY* to QD, is shown to be the key intermediate state for 3BODIPY* formation. 

From this intermediate state, further charge recombination (i.e. electron transfer from QD-· to 

BODIPY+·) results in the generation of 3BODIPY* or the ground state. In comparison to these 

indirect pathways, direct DET from the QD to BODIPY is not kinetically competitive because of 

its much slower rate. The overall 3BODIPY* generation efficiency is determined to be 

(19.7±3.4) %, which may be further increased by improving the efficiency of hole transfer and 

FRET in future experiments. Our finding suggests that sequential charge transfer is an efficient 

way for QD sensitized triplet excited state formation, outcompeting the direct DET pathway. 
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Chapter 8. Conclusion and Outlook 

Quantum dot (QD) sensitized or assisted molecular triplet excited state generation (TESG) is 

promising in applications involving triplet excited states, which include photon-upconversion, 

photodynamic therapy and photocatalytic reactions. Despite the emerging progress achieved in 

integrating QD-molecule complexes into these systems, the TESG mechanism in the complexes 

has remained ambiguous, which could impede further efficiency optimization and system design.  

This dissertation aims to probe and unravel the TESG mechanism in QD-molecule complexes. 

In Chapter 3, we tested whether traditional triplet energy transfer (TET) theory in molecular donor-

acceptor complexes is applicable in QD sensitized TET. Coupling strength of TET from CdSe/CdS 

core-shell QD to attached anthracene derivative (ACA) was measured and calculated based on 

results of transient absorption spectroscopy (TA) and time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL). 

The results show the shallow dependence of TET coupling strength on CdS shell thickness 

compared to the dependence of electron transfer (ET) and hole transfer (HT) coupling strength on 

shell thickness and are contradictory to traditional TET theory. In order to rationalize the results, 

we propose that besides charge transfer virtual states, virtual exciton states with electron/hole in 

levels with higher energies than 1Se and 1Sh could be involved in TET coupling strength due to 

smaller energy difference between 1Sh hole level and higher hole levels compared to molecules. 

The study reveals that simple application of TET theory in molecule systems to QD sensitized 

TET may not be appropriate. 

In Chapter 4, we studied the correlation of bright and dark exciton states of QD, which are 

unique QD properties, with QD sensitized TET. Equilibrium between bright and dark states was 

systematically tuned by varying surrounding temperature, and TET dynamics was monitored with 
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TA. By analyzing kinetics of acceptor triplet excited state growth, we demonstrated the non-zero 

TET rate from both bright and dark states, with bright state TET rate larger than that of dark states. 

The results suggest significant contribution of bright states to TET and can be explained by the 

triplet-spin-like wavefunction components with the same electron and hole spins in both bright 

and dark state wavefunctions, although total angular momentum projection instead of electron/hole 

spin is the good quantum number in describing QD exciton states. The study indicates that simple 

analogy between QD bright/dark states and singlet/triplet excited states in molecules cannot be 

made, and mechanisms for QD sensitized TET are different from those for molecule sensitized 

TET in certain aspects. 

In Chapter 5, we probed the role of QD trap states in QD sensitized TET by TA and TRPL. 

With CdSe QD-ACA as model systems, we show that both band edge excitons and trap states can 

undergo TET from QD to generate ACA triplet excited states. Rate of TET from band edge 

excitons is significantly larger than that from trap states, and rate of TET from trap states decreases 

with decreasing trap state energies. Because of the prevalence of trap state population in bare CdSe 

QD, the contribution of trap states to overall TET is larger than band edge excitons. The slower 

TET rate from trap states also suggest that passivating surface or optimizing synthesis to eliminate 

or decrease trap states can help to improve the overall TET rate from QD. 

In Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, we studied the TESG in CdSe QD-modified boron 

dipyrromethene (BODIPY) complex with charge separated intermediate states with TA. In 

Chapter 6, it was demonstrated that excitation of BODIPY results in electron transfer from 

BODIPY to QD to form charge separated state, and charge recombination forms BODIPY triplet 

excited states. In Chapter 7, we demonstrated that excitation of CdSe QD in QD-BODIPY complex 

also leads to BODIPY triplet excited state formation with charge separated state intermediates. 
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The intermediate can be populated by hole transfer from QD to BODIPY or by Förster energy 

transfer from QD to BODIPY followed by electron transfer from BODIPY to QD. BODIPY triplet 

state generation through charge transfer state intermediate outcompetes the direct TET pathway, 

suggesting that such pathways are promising schemes for efficient TESG. 

In future research of TESG mechanism in QD-molecule systems, more detailed theoretical 

calculation is necessary to quantitatively demonstrate the mechanisms. Theoretical evaluation in 

TET coupling strength involving higher QD exciton states will help to better rationalize the 

shallow shell thickness dependence of TET coupling strength in CdSe/CdS QD systems. 

Simulation to evaluate TET rate from wavefunction overlap between bright/dark states or trap 

states and acceptor triplet excited state will also help to clarify the role of these unique QD exciton 

properties in TESG mechanism. Although research shows the TESG in QD systems involving 

charge transfer intermediate states, the exact mechanism of charge recombination to form triplet 

states has been unclear and awaits future research. More interesting question is whether these 

proposed TESG mechanisms can be generalized to all QD-molecule systems, or additional 

consideration should be included for specific system. Solving all these unanswered problems will 

pave the way to future application of QD based TESG systems by providing mechanistic insights. 


